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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This memorandum is filed on behalf of the New Zealand Transport Agency (Transport
Agency) and provides a response to the questions raised by the Independent Hearings
Panel (the Panel) by email on 29 November 2019 relating to its evidence on the
Proposed Plan Changes Urban and Services to the Whangarei District Plan (Plan
Changes).

1.2

The Panel’s questions were directed to specific experts but rather than file further
supplementary evidence, the Transport Agency considered it would be more efficient to
provide a consolidated memorandum of counsel. The Panel’s questions are set out in
full followed by the response from the relevant expert. Counsel has sought to
distinguish expert advice and information from the position of the Transport Agency and
submissions from counsel where necessary. In addition, the Transport Agency and its
experts have answered some of the outstanding questions the Panel asked during the
hearing on 26 November 2019.

1.3

Ms Chhagan, Mr Collins and Ms Heppelthwaite will be attending the hearing on
6 December 2019 to answer any questions. Due to other commitments Mr Muir,
Mr Elliott and Dr Chiles are not able to attend the hearing on this day.

1.4

2.

The memorandum is structured to address the following topics:
(a)

Signs and Lighting;

(b)

Transport Matters;

(c)

Amenity Noise Provisions;

(d)

Zoning;

(e)

Urban Growth and Development Policies; and

(f)

Hospital Zone.

SIGNS AND LIGHTING
Richard Landon-Lane
Mr Landon-Lane's evidence at paragraphs 4.5 and 4.7 refers to several studies, can you supply
copies of these to the Panel?
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2.1

Appendices A and B contain copies of the New Zealand study titled, "The impact on
road safety of digital billboards" (Frith & Trotter, 2015), and the trans-national European
CEDR report, "The safety effects of (digital) roadside advertising: an overview of the
literature" (May 2018), referred to in Mr Landon-Lane’s evidence.
Stephen Muir
Based on the discussion at the hearing, the concern appears to be with digital billboards. We
note ‘digital sign’ is not defined, but is referenced in the new definition for illuminated sign
recommended in the s42A report. Can you clarify if the rules proposed are intended to apply to
‘digital billboards’, or is the concern also with any other digital sign e.g. variable
pricing/information signs such as petrol prices, car parks available and real estate for sale signs
(displaying images of property) etc. which may be ‘digital signs’?

2.2

Mr Muir’s concern is in relation to all illuminated signs and in his expert view all such
signage should comply with AS/NZS4282: 2019. Digital signs are a sub-set of
illuminated signs and that includes 'digital billboards'.

2.3

In practice, as outlined in Mr Landon-Lane’s evidence the primary concern of the
Transport Agency is in relation to digital billboards and that due to their ability to distract
drivers they need a higher level of management. A variable price sign such as a petrol
sign should have appropriate illumination to the context, but the images on such a sign
are not changing regularly and so are not as much of a distraction to the driver. The
Transport Agency acknowledges that there may be circumstances when strict
compliance with AS/NZS4282: 2019 is not possible and that is best assessed through a
resource consent process.
Is there potential for confusion about which rules apply? For example, if the illuminated signs
definition is amended as recommended in Ms Heppelthwaite’s evidence, it will exclude signs
that are flashing, animated or variable message signs. Are there any unintended consequences
of this exclusion?

2.4

The change to the definition is suggested in Mr Muir’s evidence (paragraph 9.2(a)). Ms
Heppelthwaite accepted the s42A version of the definition of illuminated sign. Further
discussions between Mr Muir and Ms Heppelthwaite indicate that the Councils
provision with the words visible area (and consequential deletion of face) is supported.
Illuminated sign means any sign with a specifically designed means of illumination of the
whole or any portion of its visible area face. Includes internally illuminated and externally
illuminated (floodlit) signs, reflective signs, digital signs, and signs that incorporate flashing,
animation and variable message displays.
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How would such signs be classified as a result of this change? Can you suggest any further
refinements to either the definitions or rules?

2.5

Mr Muir does not believe further refinements are required.
Your evidence at paragraph 1.4 refers to the Christchurch City Council LED Billboard research
project. Are you able to supply a copy of this to the Panel?

2.6

Appendix C contains a copy of the Christchurch City Council LED Billboard Research
dated 14 October 2016.
At paragraph 5.1(b) changes are set out to SI-R2(1)(b). Please clarify what is visible – is it the
sign which is to have an unrestricted view; or is it intended that the sign does not block views of
the road?

2.7

Mr Muir advises that it is intended that the sign does not restrict the view of the road by
the motorist.

3.

TRANSPORT MATTERS
Integrated transport assessment (ITA) triggers
Is there scope to further refine the GFA triggers for an ITA to address the activities mentioned in
Mr Collins’ evidence at paragraph 2.7 e.g. drive through etc.

3.1

The scope of the Transport Agency’s submission on TRA15 and TRA16 was addressed
in the opening legal submissions and the same principles and application would apply
to any further amendments to address the activities discussed in paragraph 2.7 if Mr
Collins evidence (and in Mr Elliot’s evidence). The key amendment requested by the
Transport Agency was to include triggers based on GFA rather than just parking
numbers as they do not necessarily reflect actual vehicle generation. This was clearly
outlined as the reason for the changes.

3.2

A number of specific triggers were provided, largely by way of example, but similar
changes to other specific activities that require a more nuanced approach (like child
care or drive through activities), is fairly and reasonably within the scope of the original
submission taken as a whole.
What refinements can you suggest to the GFA triggers for the activities listed in paragraph 2.7 of
Mr Elliott's summary statement?

3.3

The Panel has asked whether the examples listed in paragraph 2.7 of Mr Elliott's
Hearing Summary would be captured by the additional triggers sought by the Transport
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Agency (and outlined at paragraph 2.2 of the Hearing Summary). Mr Elliott stated that
examples of land use activities that may not be captured by reliance on a car parking
trigger includes logistics activities, fuel stations, drive through activities, schools and
childcare centres. He has considered what appropriate triggers might be for those
types of activities and those are outlined below.
3.1

The Transport Agency submission opposed the use of car park spaces as an ITA
trigger in R15 and R16 and proposed to replace car park numbers with GFA/
Occupancy numbers. Mr Elliott’s evidence proposed a further refinement to this which
proposed a combination of parking spaces, GFA/Occupancy numbers, daily trip
generation and hourly generation as ITA triggers (i.e. four potential trigger points for an
ITA). This could have been more clearly explained in our combined evidence.

3.2

Mr Elliott’s examples (paragraph 2.7) were based on trip generation (daily and hourly)
figures rather than GFA/Occupancy triggers.

3.3

The Transport Agency have reconsidered the complexity of the controls proposed and,
whilst Mr Elliott continues to support the ‘four pronged’ approach to ITA triggers, the
Transport Agency acknowledged that this may be complicated for plan users.

3.4

In this instance, the Transport Agency proposes reverting to including ITA triggers for
TRA16 being similar to those in its primary submission i.e. based on GFA/Occupancy.

3.5

On the basis of additional input from Mr Elliot the Transport Agency seeks the following
triggers:

Activity
1
Residential
2
Education
Facilities
3
4
5
6
Office
7
Retail
8
9
10
11

Industrial
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Dwellings
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
Child Care
Fast Food / Drive
Through
Fuel Station
Shopping Centres
Office/ Industrial
Warehousing and
Storage

R15
20
2,500m²
2,500m²
2,500m²
40
2,500m²
500m²
2,000m²
1,000m²
5,000m²
10,000m²

R16
50

60

Marsden Technology Park Precinct – Mathew Collins
At paragraph 6.15 you identify the need for appropriate mechanisms/ triggers for a roundabout
at McCathie Rd/ One Tree Point Rd/ SH 15A intersection and to provide complying sightlines.
Can you be specific about what these mechanisms/ triggers should be?

3.6

Mr Collins considers that the Marsden Technology Park Precinct (MTPP)1 provisions
should include an appropriate trigger to upgrade the McCathie Road/ One Tree Point
Road/ State Highway 15A intersection to a roundabout, as well as an appropriate
mechanism to provide a complying sightline from the McCathie Road/ State Highway
15A intersection towards the northeast. The upgrade will enable the intersection to
operate in a safe and efficient manner with the additional traffic generated by the MTPP
and nearby Marsden City development.

3.7

Mr Collins has concerns about the methodology of the assessment of traffic effects
prepared by Engineering Outcomes Ltd (Traffic Assessment Report) and included in
the original submission by Advance Developments Ltd (ADL).2 In particular, the
assessment did not consider the potential number of vehicle trips generated at full
buildout. Instead, it assessed approximately 10% of the potential additional traffic
movements through the McCathie Road/ One Tree Point Road/ State Highway 15
intersection. It only assessed a Year 2030 scenario, with 48 vehicle movements
through the McCathie/ State Highway 15A intersection during the peak hour, whereas
the full buildout is predicted to generate 450 veh/hr through this intersection in the peak
hour (as per Table 2 in Appendix A of the Traffic Assessment Report).

3.8

Without further assessment of the staged development of the MTPP, Mr Collins is
unable to comment on the exact timing of when the roundabout would be required, as
the submitter has only assessed the anticipated growth at 2030 (approximately 10% of
the predicted traffic at full buildout).

3.9

In the absence of further assessment by the submitter, Mr Collins' recommendation is
that a precinct provision is included requiring a resource consent for consideration of
intersection performance when the site generates more than 48 vehicle movements per
hour through the SH15/ McCathie Road intersection.

3.10

Ms Heppelthwaite has proposed the following drafting to assist the Commissioners:
MTPP_R24: Transport Provisions
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary

1
2

Evidence of Mathew Collins, paragraphs 6.4-6.9.
Evidence of Mathew Collins, paragraphs 6.4-6.6.
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Where:
1. Any development within the MTPP generates more than 48 vehicle movements per
hour through the SH15/ McCathie Road intersection.
Matters of discretion:
1. Intersection improvements at McCathie Road;
2. Travel demand management

3.11

It is acknowledged that this is a ‘blunt’ tool, however the applicant's assessment
provides insufficient information to enable a more refined approach.

3.12

The MTPP submission identifies that the complying sightline from the Port Marsden
Highway/ McCathie Road intersection, towards the northeast, crosses part of the MTPP
site. The submission (as set out below) recommends that this be addressed either with
a suitable covenant over the land between the sightline and existing boundary or its
vesting as road.
It would also be desirable to address a minor sight distance issue – the complying
sightline from the Port Marsden Highway/McCathie Road intersection, towards the
northeast, while clear, crosses part of the site. This would be addressed either with a
suitable covenant over the land between the sightline and existing boundary or its
vesting as road.

3.13

The Traffic Assessment Report does not provide further detail on this issue. A
complicating factor is the fact that sight distance requirements are dictated by the
speed environment and intersection type. For example, a "Give Way" controlled
T-intersection on a 100km/hr road will have a much greater sight distance requirement
compared with a roundabout controlled intersection on a 50km/hr road.

3.14

Mr Collins recommends that a provision is included in the Precinct Plan which requires
demonstration that the Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) for the McCathie
Road/SH15 intersection is not compromised by any built form, fencing, vegetation or
other obstruction.

3.15

For a 100km/hr operating speed a 254m SISD is needed. This is measured along the
direction of travel (not a direct line). It is measured from a point on the side street set
7m back from the centre of the travel lane on the main street, to a point in the centre of
the travel lane on the main street (see Appendix D).

3.16

The SISD requirement should be in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road Design
Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections, Section 3.2.2, Equation 2, or other
applicable standards should this document be superseded. A copy of Equation 2 is
attached as Appendix E for the Commissioners reference, however, Mr Collins would
not recommend that this equation be included in the Precinct Plan.
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3.17

Proposed MTPP R3 requires a building setback of 10m from State Highway 14 (in
Sub-area A). Sub-area A extends along the full frontage of State Highway 15.

3.18

This provision is supported with some amendments to ensure vegetation, fencing,
signage or other structures do not obscure sight lines and that the correct state
highway is referenced.
MTPP-R3 Building Setbacks
Activity Status: P
Where: In sub Area A:
1. The minimum building setback from SH15 14 and McCathie Road is 10m.
Landscaping, fencing, signage or other structures within the building setback on the
northern boundary (SH15) within 250m of the SH15 and McCathie Road intersection
shall not exceed a height of 1.2m
2. The minimum setback from new internal road boundaries is 5m.
3. The minimum setback from side boundaries is 3m

Port Nikau
3.19

Mr Collins primary evidence outlined his expert view that the Port Nikau Development
Area (PNDA) should not be exempt from the requirements of TRA15 and TRA16.
Partly this was on the basis that no transport assessment was provided by the
submitter.
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3.20

Mr Collins has reviewed again the evidence of Mr Hood on behalf of the submitters.
While not specifically referenced in his evidence, Mr Hood has provided several
Exhibits attached to his evidence that may be relevant including:

3.21

(a)

Exhibit 6: Integrated Transport Assessment (July 2008);

(b)

Exhibit 7: Traffic Design Group Memo (2009);

(c)

Exhibit 8: Traffic Design Group Master Plan Transportation Report (2011);

(d)

Exhibit 9: Commute Revised Assessment Addendum Report (2016); and

(e)

Exhibit 10: Commute Revised Port Nikau Traffic Generation Report (2019).

Mr Collins considers exhibits 6 to 10 present an evolving expectation of the potential
development form of Port Nikau, as defined by the landowner, with each successive
assessment reducing the expected intensity of development:
(a)

Exhibit 6 anticipates 4,650 residents and 5,530 employees and estimates a total
of 4,477 vehicles per hour (vph) in the morning peak and 4,663 vph in the
evening peak;

(b)

Exhibit 7 anticipates 4,650 residents and 5,530 employees and estimates a total
of 3,939 vph in the morning peak and 4,008 vph in the evening peak;

(c)

Exhibit 8 does not identify the expected yield or peak hour vehicle trips;

(d)

Exhibit 9 anticipates 3,100 residents and 2,944 employees and does not identify
the expected peak hour vehicle trips; and

(e)

Exhibit 10 anticipates 2,488 residents and 1,603 employees and estimates a
total of 1,428 vph in the morning peak and 1,571 vph in the evening peak.

3.22

Exhibit 6 estimated that the “baseline” development yield enabled by the Business 4
zoning (which applied to Port Nikau prior to 2008) was no residents and 3,609
employees, with an estimated total of 1,595 vph in the morning peak and 1,678 vph in
the evening peak.

3.23

Exhibit 10 states that the anticipated traffic effects of the 2019 Port Nikau Development
Plan are lower than those that could have been generated by the Business 4 zoning.

3.24

While not stated in his evidence, Mr Hood appears to use the traffic predicted to be
generated by the Business 4 zoning as a “permitted baseline”, and Mr Collins assumes
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that Mr Hood relies on this as justification for his request for Port Nikau to be exempted
from Rules TRA-R15 and TRA-R16.
3.25

However, Business 4 Rule 42.3.5 identifies that any activity that generates more than
200 vehicle movements in any 24-hour period is a controlled activity, with control
reserved over the efficiency and safety of the road network.3 Therefore, the traffic
effects predicted by the Business 4 zoning, as presented in Exhibit 6, cannot be
considered a “permitted baseline”.

3.26

Further, Exhibits 6 to 9 identify that off-site mitigations are needed to support the
intensity of development anticipated by these assessments.

3.27

The proposed PNDA does not place a cap on the development potential of Port Nikau
to reflect the traffic assessment presented in Exhibit 10. Therefore, while the submitter
currently anticipates fewer vehicle movements compared with the Business 4 zoning,
the traffic effects may be higher depending on the level of development that is actually
delivered in Port Nikau.

3.28

Mr Collins therefore continues to oppose Mr Hoods’ request that Port Nikau be
exempted from Rules TRA-R15 and TRA-R16.
At paragraph 10.2 of Catherine Heppelthwaite's evidence she refers to proposed text not yet
provided. Where can we find this text?

3.29

The hearing statement of Ms Chhagan discusses the terms transport system and
transport network, and suggests that it could be included in the Transport Chapter
Overview. The proposed text is contained within Attachment A to the Legal
Submissions.

4.

TRA-XX NEW AMENITY NOISE PROVISION
Dr Stephen Chiles
Is the purpose of clause 1 of this rule to ensure the outdoor areas are too noisy? If so, are some
outdoor areas more important than others? Should this be restricted to just the main outdoor

3

This Rule can be viewed at: http://www.wdc.govt.nz/PlansPoliciesandBylaws/Plans/DistrictPlan/Documents/District-Plan-Part-GEnvironments/42-Business-4-Environment-Rules.pdf.
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living area that can be accessed from the lounge for example? Otherwise would the rule apply to
any outdoor space, even though infrequently used?

4.1

Clause 1 provides a degree of protection of outdoor amenity (albeit above WHO
guidelines) and reduces the need for sound insulation/ventilation to comply with clause
2.

4.2

In terms of the outdoor amenity aspect alone, Dr Chiles agrees that there is an
argument to limit the application of the rule to the main outdoor living areas and to
exclude infrequently used spaces and service spaces such as driveways.

4.3

Based on Dr Chiles' expert opinion, and if the Panel was minded to amend the
proposed provisions, the Transport Agency would accept the rule being restricted to
just the principal outdoor living area, however that is defined in the District Plan.
How many roads in Whangarei are likely to result in external road noise levels 57dB or higher?
Can you give an idea of the average road noise for a local road, collector road, arterial; or an
indication of how many vehicle movements per day would typically result in 57dB LAeq(25h)?

4.4

The proposed rule is intended primarily to apply to state highways (and rail) and not to
all roads. 57 dB LAeq(24h) is likely to be exceeded within adjacent land to all state
highways in the Whangarei District. In 2019, the Transport Agency commissioned
AECOM to conduct noise modelling for all state highways and arterial roads in New
Zealand. This modelling was for strategic purposes so weight should not be placed on
the exact location of the contours in a specific location.

4.5

However, they can provide a guide to typical extents of noise exposure. Appendix F
references two examples from the 2019 noise maps showing the location of the 57 dB
LAeq(24h) contours near a range of different roads. At 100 km/h with a chipseal
surface the contour extends beyond 100 metres from SH1, whereas in urban areas the
distance can reduce in places to in the order of 25 metres. The Transport Agency has
an online tool that allows an estimate to be made of the sound level for different
combinations of traffic and road characteristics.4
Ms Heppelthwaite has identified other plans with this rule. Has subsequent development chosen
to erect 3m barriers to comply and what are the effects of this from an amenity perspective?

4.6

While this question was addressed to Ms Heppelthwaite, Dr Chiles also has experience
in this matter.

4

This tool can be accessed at: https://nzta.govt.nz/roads-and-rail/highways-information-portal/tools/road-traffic-noise-calculator/.
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4.7

He advises that where such controls have been in place, often through consent
conditions where plan rules were not already in place, barriers in the order of 3 metres
high are common where there is not individual access to the state highway. While
these are often resisted by developers, in Dr Chiles' experience they are sought after
by the ultimate residents.

4.8

Barriers are often a combination of bunds and fences, often not visible from the road
due to screen planting. Examples include numerous developments in Rolleston beside
SH1, Papamoa beside SH2 (Tauranga Eastern Link), Tauranga by SH36, West Melton
by SH73 and Aidanfield by SH76. Dr Chiles is also familiar with locations where
individual rural residents appear to have built bunds by state highways regardless of
any district plan requirements, presumably for noise and visual screening. Counsel is
aware of similar bunds being erected in Cambridge for new subdivision adjacent to
State Highway 1. Ms Heppelthwaite would expect a noise wall/ bund response only
where there is a larger scale development and understands such a bund has been
constructed at Hingia adjacent to State Highway 1.

4.9

Ms Heppelthwaite’s view is that noise wall amenity effects are site specific (e.g.
orientation and setback) and need to be balanced (e.g. some shading/ potential visual
dominance vs better acoustic environment). So while there would be an impact on
some aspects of amenity from the fences/ barriers, this needs to be balanced with the
improvements in acoustic amenity (and health benefits).
Where is the proposed ‘notional boundary’ referenced in clause 1(a) of the rule? Can you
respond to the issues raised by Mr Styles in relation to rural areas and the efficacy of such a
rule?

4.10

The operative Definitions National Planning Standard specifies that notional boundary
means a line 20 metres from any side of a residential unit or other building used for a
noise sensitive activity, or the legal boundary where this is closer to such a building.

4.11

In terms of the issues Mr Styles has raised in relation to rural areas, Dr Chiles
considers these may be based on the false premise that barriers have to be at site
boundaries. Firstly, on a large rural section, if the house is further than 100m from the
road then the rule would not be triggered. If a house is close to the state highway, a
barrier would only need to extend slightly past each side of the house. For a house
further away at 80m from the state highway, the most efficient approach would be to
construct the barrier near the house. In that instance, the barrier would generally only
be as long as the notional boundary.
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4.12

The situation Mr Styles describes would only occur if attempting to screen a house at
80m, with a barrier on the state highway boundary. In that case, Dr Chiles agrees that
a barrier would need to be relatively long, but that can be avoided by building it closer
to the house as described above.

4.13

On rural sections, access through a barrier is generally straightforward, either passing
round the end of the barrier or through a staggered opening between two overlapping
sections of barrier.
At paragraph 1.5 of Dr Chiles’ evidence he refers to draft National Planning Standards. Is what
has been recommended in accordance with the work on the draft to date? What stage is the
draft at?

4.14

The submissions by the Transport Agency and KiwiRail on the Whangarei District Plan
are generally in accordance with the work to date on the draft National Planning
Standard.

4.15

As set out in paragraph 6.5 of Dr Chiles' evidence dated 7 November 2019, the KiwiRail
submission includes an additional compliance pathway, which was a later refinement to
the draft National Planning Standard but did not alter the performance standards.
Dr Chiles' understanding is that the draft National Planning Standard is still under
development.

4.16

The Transport Agency understands that the Ministry for the Environment, while
supportive of the draft infrastructure standards, have not officially endorsed them and it
is not on their current work programme as a result of existing workstream
commitments.
What are the key differences in opinion between Dr Chiles and Mr Styles?

4.17

During the Transport Agency’s hearing, the Panel asked whether Dr Chiles and
Mr Styles, the District Council’s noise consultant, could confer and attempt to define the
areas of disagreement between them. Some limited discussions have occurred but
unfortunately have not as yet resulted in any greater definition or reduction in the areas
of dispute. It is unclear to Dr Chiles whether the lack of progress is due to a lack of
time or reflects firm differences in expert opinion. If there is any further progress, the
Transport Agency will update the Panel accordingly.
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5.

ZONING
Industrial Land on Rewa Rewa Road

5.1

The Transport Agency opposed a proposal by Whangarei District Council (WDC) who
sought to rezone several large land parcels near Rewa Rewa Road to Light Industrial
and Heavy Industrial on the basis of potential transportation effects. The reasons for
the opposition were outlined in the evidence of Mr Collins.

5.2

During discussions at the hearing, Ms McCarthy, one of the senior council officers,
advised that the rezoning was consistent with the Otaika, Raumanga and Toe Toe
Structure Plan (Structure Plan).

5.3

Mr Collins has reviewed the details of the Structure Plan and comments as follows.
The District Council completed the Structure Plan5 in 2009, which includes some of the
relevant parcels. Section 2.2.4(a) of the Structure Plan identified transportation
constraints for the area:
The roading network is generally considered inadequate to meet present functional
needs, as concern has been expressed during consultation regarding traffic safety in
some areas, particularly at the state highway intersections in Otaika and Raumanga
shopping centres.

5.4

Section 5.2 of the Structure Plan identified multiple projects needed to support the
implementation, and this included the transport projects reproduced below:

5

http://www.wdc.govt.nz/PlansPoliciesandBylaws/Plans/UrbanPlanning/StructurePlans/Documents/Otaika-Raumanga-Toe-ToeStructure-Plan-2009.pdf.
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5.5

It is not clear to Mr Collins whether the final bullet point “Continue to plan for and
undertake network upgrades, as required” has been undertaken. He considers that this
planning should be undertaken as part of any plan change process to rezone land. It
should include:
(a)

An update to the District Traffic Model with the proposed zoning, to forecast the
potential vehicle trip generation and distribution that may result; and

(b)

Mesoscopic traffic modelling using outputs from the District Traffic Model, to
understand the potential traffic effects on the surrounding network.

5.6

The Transport Agency is not aware the section 32 analysis of the proposed rezoning
was accompanied by an assessment of transport effects addressing these matters.

5.7

Although the individual parcels would be subject to an assessment of effects via
TRA-R15/R16 as part of future resource consent applications, Mr Collins considers that
the cumulative effects from all parcels should be considered prior to rezoning due to the
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extent and quantum that the effects may have on a sensitive part of the state highway
network.
Kainga Ora - Nita Chhagan
Is all of the rezoning proposed by Kāinga Ora opposed?

5.8

The Transport Agency is in the process of carefully considering Kāinga Ora's evidence.
In accordance with the Direction provided by the Chair dated 2 December 2019
regarding the provision of evidence, the Transport Agency welcomes the extra time
allowed to review this evidence and will file a memorandum of counsel outlining the
Transport Agency's response to this question and further aspects of Kāinga Ora's
evidence by 10 December 2019.

6.

URBAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
Catherine Heppelthwaite
Is your suggested amendment to SD-013 (UFD-03) potentially unclear? What is 'anticipated'?
Permitted activities and controlled activities only, or also restricted discretionary and
discretionary? Is there a way to be more specific?

6.1

The reason for the change was that a road could be considered an "unanticipated use"
within a zone. The suggested amendment will capture activities that are anticipated by
the objectives and policies for the zone. Certain zones might contemplate a change to
more density and this would be an anticipated activity rather than an existing one. As a
result, the amendment was intended to focus on the policy direction of the zone rather
than activity status of a particular activity.

6.2

During the hearing, Commissioner Dimery requested that Ms Heppelthwaite consider if
the Regionally Significant Infrastructure (RSI) Policies 16 and 17 could be amended to
summarise the matters from the Northland Regional Policy Statement rather than cross
reference to the RPS. In light of that request, Ms Heppelthwaite's amended version of
Policy 16 is as follows:
SD-P33 (SD-P16) Adverse Effects of New Regionally Significant Infrastructure: To
manage adverse effects created by new or Upgraded network utilities and Regionally
Significant Infrastructure by:
1.

Allowing adverse effects that have been avoided, remedied and mitigated to the
extent that they are no more than minor and for other effects take into account the
following matters listed in the Northland Regional Policy Statement 5.3.3(3)
including:
a. benefits of the activity;
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b. any recognition within a national policy statement;
c.

constraints that limit the design and location of the activity, including any
alternatives assessed;

d. whether the proposal is a regionally significant infrastructure lifeline utility
which meets the foreseeable needs of Northland;
e. the extent to which the adverse effects of the activity can be practicably
reduced including any positive effects on the subject site or elsewhere
(provided that the positive effects accrue to the community of interest and / or
resource affected); and
f.

2.

any monitoring programme for identified significant adverse effects with
uncertain outcomes which can be addressed by an adaptive management
regime where the infrastructure assists in achieving efficient land use.

Ensuring damage to or loss of the relationship of iwi […]

6.3

A similar amendment would need to be made to Policy 17 relating to upgrading RSI.

7.

HOSPITAL ZONE

7.1

The Transport Agency and the District Health Board have been involved in a number of
direct discussions over the past few weeks. At the time of filing this memorandum,
draft provisions have been circulated between parties and are generally agreed upon in
principle. Discussions were continuing at the time of filing.

DATED this 5th day of December 2019

M G Gribben / G M Lintott
Counsel for New Zealand Transport Agency
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1

Executive Summary

Driver distraction from billboards has become a particular concern in recent years with the advent
of digital advertising on signs close to roadways. Such billboards may be on private premises close
to the road way (on premise billboards), or on the road reserve itself. Billboards of either type may
be on the side of the roadway or centrally situated on gantries, road or rail bridges and other
structures like pedestrian ways etc. Digital billboards (DBBs) bring the possibility of frequently
changing displays which may contain motion and, consequently, resultant concern about such
movement in the field of view of the driver.
Unlike static advertisements, which typically only display a few words, digital billboards have the
potential to place a practically unlimited stream of information before motorists. Consequently,
such a display could then divert the gaze of drivers away from the forward view of the roadway to
view the new billboard content as it is presented, resulting in errors in heading estimation and a
decreased ability to maintain steering performance. Emergent technologies that have the potential
to impact roadside billboards in the future include; personalised messages aimed at a particular
driver or class of drivers, interactive displays (such as addresses for drivers to text for more
information), facial recognition capability, and automatic number plate recognition. There is also
the possibility of digital displays providing more graphic emotional messages which may increase
the impact of cognitive distraction. In light of the potential adverse impact on driving capability, all
these technologies need to be regulated to prevent driver distraction related crashes.
The displays on DBBs are normally subject to rules issued by road controlling authorities related to
their brightness, duration of display time for changeable messages, gaps between the display of
different messages and the sequencing of related messages. Video on roadside DBBs is not allowed
in the USA and this stance is taken with the agreement of the outdoor advertising industry.
It is possible to site DBBs at a variety of places along the roadside and in some cases above the road
on vehicle or pedestrian over-bridges, rail bridges and gantries. These positions all carry with them
different degrees of risk, varying with the traffic, the character of the road and the presence of other
distractors.
The brightness of DBBs needs to be tuned to the brightness of the surroundings, with different
brightnesses being required during the day, at night and in foggy conditions. Thus, DBBs need to
have adaptive controls to make this possible.
The current work reviews the recent (predominantly post 2010) literature regarding the distraction
risk associated with such advertising. The literature comes in three main categories:
•

Crash studies.

•

Human factors studies.

•

Night-time studies related to glare.

Driver distraction may occur inside or outside the vehicle. In-vehicle distraction includes that from
mobile phones, sound system controls and passengers. External distractions originate from sources
like billboards and signs. External distraction can be sub classified in two sorts the first being
distractions that are associated with driver glancing behaviour, and thus measurable by examining
that behaviour, and the second being “cognitive distraction” where an extra layer of distraction is
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associated with the message content and thus not measurable directly through glance related
metrics. Cognitive distraction is measured by other driver behaviour related metrics.
The literature related to DBBs was found not to be large and the pool of studies specifically related
to video DBBs and to the brightness of DBBs is smaller still. Also, simulations comprise a number
of the available human factors studies. Simulations by their nature have limitations in terms of the
realism of the scene they convey to the driver and also their ability to simulate the DBB in terms of
its brightness. Studies tend to lack specificity in terms of billboard characteristics. The outdoor
advertising industry in the USA has sponsored a number of before-and-after crash studies of the
installation of groups of roadside billboards, none of which have detected any change in safety.
These studies however are subject to multiple criticisms and hence, more research is required to
provide more definitive results. However, the following conclusions may be drawn from existing
research:
•

Advertising billboards in the vicinity of roads has been shown to contribute to driver
distraction and thus reduce the safety of roads.

•

The public health impact of a proliferation of DBBs could be large at the aggregate level.

•

DBBs have a worse impact than static billboards and video DBBs have a worse impact than
DBBs not employing video technology.

•

Where messages on DBBs are varied, the characteristics of the messages impact on road
safety. Emotional content on signs tends to increase cognitive distraction and thus decrease
road safety.

•

The impact of DBBs varies with the positioning of the DBB, the size of the DBB, its
messaging characteristics and the type of road the DBB is adjacent to or overlooks (in the
case of gantry or overbridge mounted signs).

•

DBBs have their most potent distractive impacts where drivers are well occupied by the
driving task and where decision making is required (e.g., at merges, intersections, places
where motorway lanes diverge and when the unexpected is liable to happen).

•

DBBs contribute to sign clutter and should be sited away from Road Controlling Authority
signs including Variable Message System (VMS) signs.

•

There is evidence that DBBs impact on driving both before and after the billboard is passed,
giving the distractive ability of the billboard a relatively large footprint.

•

The impact of a billboard depends on the contrast between the billboard and the light from
other sources in its vicinity. Thus, a billboard needs to be lit a lot more brightly during
daytime conditions than during night-time conditions. It is thus essential that if billboards
are placed near a roadway, that they are dimmed to acceptable levels at night in order to
avoid adversely impacting on drivers through glare. There also need to be adjustments
made in the case of fog.

•

DBBs have a greater distractive impact on older people which will become more important
as the population ages.

The direct impact of billboards on crashes has not been quantified owing to difficulties in designing
a study able to carry out a crash study which is robust enough in design to trust and sensitive
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enough to detect the changes in crashes related to the distractive impact of the DBBs. However,
the public health impact of a proliferation of DBBs could be large at the aggregate level.
This report recommends that:
1. Caution should be exercised in allowing the siting of DBBs in the vicinity of roads and
appropriate guidance provided to Road Controlling Authorities which have to make DBB
related decisions. The guidance should be founded on safe system principles.
2. DBBs should not be allowed at sites where drivers are well occupied by the driving task and
decision making is required (e.g., at merges, intersections, places where motorway lanes
diverge and when the unexpected may be expected to happen).
3. DBBs contribute to sign clutter and should be sited away from Road Controlling Authority
signs including Variable Message System (VMS) signs.
4. Video billboards should not be allowed near roads. This stance is endorsed by American
outdoor advertising organisations on safety grounds.
5. It should be a requirement for DBBs to be set up in such a way that they automatically
adjust their luminance levels relative to background luminance levels and also to adjust
appropriately in foggy conditions. If they cannot adjust to foggy conditions, their maximum
daytime brightness should not exceed that appropriate in foggy conditions.
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2

Introduction

Driver distraction, which may occur inside or outside the vehicle, is a contributing factor for roaduser crashes (Roberts et al., 2013; Friswell, 2011a; Friswell, 2011b). External driver distraction
from billboards has become a particular concern in recent years with the advent of digital
advertising on signs close to roadways. Such billboards may be on private premises close to the
road way, (on premise billboards) or on the road reserve itself. Billboards of either type may be on
the side of the roadway or centrally situated on gantries, road or rail bridges and other structures
like pedestrian ways etc. Digital billboards (DBBs) bring the possibility of frequently changing
displays which may contain motion and consequently, resultant concern about such movement in
the field of view of the driver.
Unlike static advertisements, which typically only display a few words, digital billboards have the
potential to place a practically unlimited stream of information before motorists. Consequently,
such a display could then divert the drivers gaze away from the forward view of the road-way in
their reaction to view new content as it is presented, resulting in in errors in heading estimation
and a decreased ability to maintain steering performance (Schrieber et al, 2014). Emergent
technologies that have the potential to impact roadside billboards in the future include;
personalised messages aimed at a particular driver or class of drivers, interactive displays,(such as
addresses for drivers to text for more information), facial recognition capability, and automatic
number plate recognition (Wachtel, 2011). There is also the possibility of digital displays providing
more graphic emotional messages, which may increase the impact of cognitive distraction (Chan,
2012). In light of the potential adverse impact on driving capability, all these technologies need to
be regulated to prevent driver distraction related crashes.
The displays on DBBs are normally subject to rules issued by road controlling authorities related to
their brightness, duration of display time for changeable messages, gaps between the display of
different messages and the sequencing of related messages. Due to its enhanced distraction
potential, video on roadside DBBs is not allowed in the USA and this stance is taken with the
agreement of the outdoor advertising industry (Wachtel, 2009).
It is possible to site DBBs at a variety of places along the roadside and in some cases above the road
on vehicle or pedestrian overbridges, rail bridges and gantries. These positions all carry with them
different degrees of risk, varying with the traffic, the character of the road and the presence of other
distractors.
The brightness of DBBs needs to be tuned to the brightness of the surroundings, with different
brightnesses being required during the day, at night and in foggy conditions. Thus, DBBs need to
have adaptive controls to make this possible.
This work reviews the recent (predominantly post 2010) literature regarding the distraction risk
associated with such advertising. The literature comes in three main categories:
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Crash studies.

•
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There is also a body of less specific but relevant literature which is also used in this review where
appropriate.

3

External Driver distraction

Driver distraction may occur inside or outside the vehicle. In-vehicle distraction includes that from
mobile phones, sound system controls and passengers. External distractions originate from sources
like billboards and signs. External distraction can be sub classified in two sorts; that associated
with driver glancing behaviour, and thus measurable by examining that behaviour, and “cognitive
distraction,” which is an extra layer of distraction associated with message content and thus not
measurable directly through glance related metrics. Cognitive distraction is measured by other
driver behaviour related metrics. The following subsections discuss these two categories of external
distraction as they relate to DBBs.

3.1

Directly measurable external distraction

External distractions, including DBBs, are an obvious activity which may distract drivers. A
naturalistic study of driving is one in which the subjects are observed driving in their usual manner
without any outside interference. However, the fact that the drivers are being watched and know
they are being watched has an unknown impact. A recent naturalistic driving study by Victor et al,
2015 found that the odds ratios for external distraction activities in crashes were 1.9 for near
crashes, 2.1 for crashes and near crashes combined and 4 for crashes (see Error! Reference
source not found.). Odds ratios are a measure of risk change from an intervention. For instance,
an odds ratio of 1.2 means risk has increased by 20% and an odds ratio of 0.8 means risk has
decreased by 20%. An odds ratio, as depicted in Error! Reference source not found., shows a
significant increase in risk only when the confidence intervals are fully above or below 1 (i.e. they
do not cross the vertical line at 1). None of these odds ratios were significant, but given the sample
size issues with such studies, they were close enough to significance to indicate that odds ratios of
more than 1 (meaning increased risk) might be found with significance in a larger study. This
meant that the best estimates from the study were an approximate doubling of risk for crashes and
near crashes combined and a quadrupling for crashes. These odds ratios indicate that external
distractors, which include billboards, may have, as a group a negative impact on crashes.
Unfortunately, the naturalistic driving study was not large enough to look at DBBs as a separate
subcategory. However, within the billboard category, DBBs are at the upper end of the distraction
spectrum.
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Figure 1: Odds ratios (numbers inside circles) and confidence intervals (horizontal lines) for classes of
distracting activities in crashes (C) , near crashes,(NC) and crashes and near crashes combined (CNC)
Source:Victor et al, 2015

3.2 External Cognitive Distraction
This occurs when a driver’s gaze is on the road but his or her brain is otherwise engaged (City of
Toronto, 2013; Rempel, 2013, Chanet et al., 2012). This is not measurable by traditional gaze based
methods, but may occur if a billboard contains information to stimulate subsequent thought be it
amusing information, shocking information or just interesting information, about the product or
service being advertised. Both positive and negative emotional content may impact vehicle speed,
lane position, and driver response time. In a simulator experiment, Chan et al. (2012) used a dualtask paradigm to examine the potential for driver distraction from emotional information
presented on roadside billboards in a simulator. Simulation is a more acceptable technique in this
situation than in some others as the emotional content of the words is not related to their
brightness, (the brightness being the aspect of a sign most difficult to simulate). The simulated
billboards were described simply as billboards with no information as to how much they resembled
DBBs. Three types of emotional information were used: 1) neutral words, 2) negative emotional
words, and 3) positive emotional words. The findings suggested that drivers tended to perform the
driving task differently depending on the emotional nature of the words on the billboards. Drivers
had lower mean speeds for the whole scenario when there were negative and neutral words on the
billboard but positive words were associated with speed increases. The authors concluded that
emotion-based distraction can modulate attention and decision-making abilities and have adverse
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impacts on driving behaviour. They further recommended that emotional billboards should be
avoided at high crash rate sites or sites where high visual attention is needed.

4

Metrics related to distraction from billboards
and driver glances

4.1

Driver glances

Studies over the years have linked driver distraction with the diversion of the drivers gaze from the
road ahead (Victor et al., 2015; Klauer, 2006).Where gaze is diverted, this is called a glance. The
following definition of a glance can be found in Victor et al., (2015):
Time from the moment at which the direction of gaze moves toward an area of interest to the
moment it moves away from it. A glance consists of transition time toward a target plus the
subsequent dwell time on that target (Pg. 111).
The mechanism of diverting one’s attention away from the driving task towards a billboard is the
glance. Therefore metrics related to how serious a safety risk is associated with a glance, or series of
glances are relevant to the study of billboard safety.
The most used metric in this area is the “2 second unsafety criterion” (Victor et al., 2015, Perez et
al., 2012; Klauer, 2006), where a glance of more than 2 seconds is deemed unsafe. The genesis of
this measure comes from Klauer’s (2006) 100 car naturalistic study where glances of 2 seconds or
more within a time interval of 6 seconds were found to involve increased crash/near crash risk.
Other glance related metrics used in Victor et. al., (2015) are:
•

The proportion of time the eyes were off path from 3 seconds until 1 second before the crash
or minimum time to collision.

•

The mean duration of off-path glances.

These metrics were both used during the naturalistic study described in Victor et al (2015) in cases
where an incident or crash was deemed to have occurred. Other studies use their own metrics,
evolved for the specific situation being studied.
Of course, the situation is not as simple as looking at glance durations. The context of the glances is
also important, as is the frequency of glances. Thus, the number of glances per unit time, the angle
of the object glanced at from the roadway, the complexity of the roadway scene and whether the
glance is “inopportune” (i.e., A glance away from the forward path at an inappropriate time such as
in the presence of a hazard or when the driver is at a decision making point) are also important to
the aggregate amount of distraction. Liang et al. (2012) found that single off road glance duration
was the best crash predictor while Victor et al (2013) found that risk was primarily associated with
inopportune single glance duration.

4.2 Other driver behaviours.
Various studies have used other driver behaviour metrics such as lane position control, travel speed,
deceleration, and driver response time. These metrics are particularly well suited for studies
examining cognitive distraction, as cognitive distraction is not related to glance behaviour.
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5

Crash Studies

5.1

Introduction

These studies are discussed in some detail in this section as most are industry sponsored and the
null results of the industry sponsored studies are used as advocacy material by the industry. The
majority of these studies are sponsored by the Foundation for Outdoor Advertising Research and
Education (FOARE) and are carried out by the team of Tantala and Tantala, from the engineering
consultancy Tantala Associates. Another sponsored paper has been supported by the Signage
Foundation which represents on-premise signage. Their report looks at a recent example of the
numerous industry sponsored papers, by Tantala and Tantala as an example of their work. None of
the Industry Sponsored work, has to the knowledge of the author, been published in a peer
reviewed scientific journal.

5.1.1 The Empirical Bayes Approach
Most of the industry sponsored studies use a technique called the Empirical Bayes Approach
(Hauer, 1983 and Hauer, 1986 ) which is the standard method used in the USA to evaluate the
impact of infrastructural road safety improvements. They use a particular form of this approach
set out in the AASHTO Highway Safety Manual (AASHTO, 2010). The Empirical Bayes approach is
designed for the evaluation of road safety improvements being carried out in response to the
suboptimal road safety record of a site. It is not designed to evaluate the impact on road safety of
roadside infrastructure installed for other reasons, such as billboards. The Empirical Bayes
Approach, as used in the US, also employs crash prediction models related to road type provided
by AASHTO(2010) as part of the process to predict what crashes might have occurred had the
change (in this case the erection of billboards) not occurred. This is done as a surrogate for a
comparison group. These are general models for the road types concerned using average values and
would necessitate the introduction of unknown errors into the process when applied to specific
roads or sections of road networks. This introduction of a further source of error (which had not
taken into account in the tests), reduces the precision of the findings. Where such models were not
available, Hawkins et al (2012) used models from other sources.
The advantage of the Empirical Bayes Approach over traditional before and after study methods in
the area of road safety improvements is that it has a mechanism to allow for regression to the mean.
Regression to the mean may occur when attention is attracted to a road site because of a large
concentration of crashes in a short space of time. This may be a true indication of an unsafe site, or
it may be just a random clump which occurs naturally in traffic crash data due to the clumping
properties of processes with a random component. If action is taken and crashes subsequently
decrease, some of the decrease may just be due to the number of crashes reverting to a level closer
to the mean yearly rate for the site. Thus, the apparent impact of the measure may be exaggerated
if a simple before and after study approach is used. A commonly cited case of this occurring is in
Detroit, Michigan where Datta et al, (2000) claimed crash reductions of 44%, 48% and 57% for low
cost safety treatments at three intersections. These intersections were selected for treatment
because of their crash records were in the top 5% of intersections and no allowance was made in
the analysis for regression to mean. In these situations, the mechanism in the Empirical Bayes
Approach effectively discounts the change to a level closer to the prior mean rate for the site before
estimating the change and its significance. Regression to mean is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Site crash rate regression to the mean. Source: http://www.tampabaytrafficsafety.com/

This correction is of course not necessary when evaluating the impact of a number of erected
billboards as there is no danger inherent in high crash location studies as selecting a site based on a
random concentration of crashes may return to normal in the future.
Therefore, it is puzzling why these studies use this approach rather than the simpler traditional
before and after study approach with a comparison group. Also, in the case of a number of
billboards with different installation times, multiple baseline log-linear analyses (such as one’s
used in as in Frith and Harte, 1986) could be appropriate.
The Empirical Bayes Approach involves making corrective changes to prevent distortions arising
from regression to the mean related to high crash sites self-selecting themselves for treatment. This
correction is inappropriate in the case of billboard evaluations as regression to the mean does not
apply.

5.1.2 What does “no significant difference was found” really mean?
The advertising industry sponsored studies are all similar in that they have used the Empirical
Bayes Approach and all have found no significant change associated with the installation of
billboards. This has been taken by industry advocates as indicating that the billboards have no
notable impact on road safety. Illustrating this sentiment, a press release from FOARE1 states:

http://www.thecarconnection.com/news/1048413_study-digital-billboards-dont-cause-accidents-peopledo Viewed 2/9/2015
1
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“Eight years of data covering 35,000 traffic accidents in Reading, PA, indicate digital billboards are
not related to traffic accidents, according to a new traffic safety analysis released today”.
This statement is a good example of a particular form of fallacious reasoning called the fallacy of
"Argumentum ad Ignorantiam". The above fallacy which in English means "arguing from
ignorance" (Thomas, 1973) is well known in the world of philosophy. It occurs under the premise
that something which cannot be proved must then not be so. This fallacy is particularly prevalent
within the traffic field. The finding that an experiment has not been able to detect a difference
between say intersection design "A" and intersection design "B" becomes changed into a finding
that there is no difference! This is very misleading, particularly in cases where it could have been
predicted before the experiment (by looking at type 2 error, explained below) that the experiment
had little chance of detecting the changes expected.
A notable case of this involved Stoke (1974) who surveyed the accident experience of samples of
100,000 cars in Virginia with and without reflectorised number plates. Stoke concluded that "the
use of reflectorised license plates does not provide a safety advantage through a statistically
significant reduction in night-time rear-end collisions.”
This finding has been well quoted by the opponents of reflectorised number plates. However, it has
been pointed out (Kleinknecht & Hicks, 1974) that, to detect the actual difference found with
acceptable type 1 and type 2 errors, a sample of about 1,600,000 vehicles of each category would
have been required – which was not possible in Virginia with a vehicle population of 2,000,000.
The critical errors in any statistical hypothesis testing exercise are:
•

Type 1 error: The chance of the null hypothesis being rejected given that it is true. The risk
of this occurring is usually called significance level. A typical level considered acceptable is
0.05

•

Type 2 error: The chance of accepting a false null hypothesis. A typical level considered
acceptable is 0.10. The quantity (1 - e2 ) where e2 is the type 2 error is called the power of
the test and measures the probability of accepting a correct hypothesis. Typically it is
considered an acceptable test if the probability of accepting a correct hypothesis is 90%.

The type 1 error is the same as the 5% significance level at which all the industry funded studies
accepted their null hypotheses that the advertising billboards studied made no difference to safety.
What was not considered in any of the studies was the type 2 error- the chance in that particular
“experiment” of accepting a false null hypothesis. This information is not given in any of the studies
referenced here. Based on the industry sponsored studies, we do not know the usefulness of the
consistently non-significant findings in deciding the safety impact of the billboards.

5.1.3 Implications for the studies
The lack of statistical significance in the findings cannot be interpreted as evidence of the safety of
the billboards in the studies given the statistical problems out lined above.
More explicitly, according to the US Highway Safety Manual (AASHTO, 2010 pages C-18 and C-19):
•
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the effects of many, but not all, geometric designs and traffic control features which may
impact on safety.
•

The models consider non-geometric factors only in a general sense. They do not consider
site-specific factors in driver population such as variations in driving experience, seatbelt
use, age, alcohol use, and other behavioural factors. These factors may be substantial.

•

The impact of weather is also not explicitly addressed. Annual average daily traffic volumes,
are used with no consideration of volume variations during the day or the proportions of
trucks or motorcycles.

•

The models treat the effects of individual geometric design and traffic control features as
independent of one another and ignore the potential interactions between them.

There are also other generic weaknesses which hamper the precision of these sorts of US based
post-hoc studies. Molino et al (2009) paper discusses these weaknesses, making the following
points:

•

In the United States most, (more than 80 percent in one study) of crashes are never reported
to Police. Thus, such studies are likely to under-report crashes and not all types of crashes
are necessarily under-reported equally.

•

When crashes are caused by factors such as driver distraction or inattention, the involved
driver may be unwilling or unable to report these factors to a police investigator.

•

Police, under time pressure, are rarely able to investigate the true root causes of crashes
unless they involve serious injury, death, or extensive property damage.

•

To have confidence in the results, researchers need to collect comparable data in such
studies before and after the change and in the after phase at equivalent but unaffected
roadway sections. This may be difficult in the case of billboards.

•

Since crashes are infrequent events, data collection needs to span extended periods of time,
both before and after introduction of the change. If this is achieved, the data collection
periods may also involve confounding changes in the road environment.

•

Many studies involve looking at the addition of billboards to a status quo involving many
existing billboards and other distractors. Thus, such studies examine an incremental impact
vis-a-vis the status quo rather than any absolute impact of the billboards.

5.2 The studies
Hawkins et al. (2012) carried out a crash study, sponsored by the Signage Foundation (a non-profit
body associated with the on-premise signage industry) which looked at the impact on crashes of
digital on-premise roadside signs using the empirical Bayes method as its main analysis tool. This
study was subject to the weaknesses inherent in such studies as described in Wachtel (2009) along
with the generic problems described in section 5.1. For the purposes of this study, an on-premise
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digital sign was defined as: a sign located on the same property as the business with which it is
associated and uses an electrical display to provide changeable messages or graphics. This could be
liquid crystal display (LCD) or light-emitting diode (LED) based. The work detected no significant
impact of such signs on crashes. This finding however is not surprising, considering that the study
only included crashes within a 0.1 mile road length around the site of the sign without regard for
whether the crashes occurred upon approaching the sign or after the sign. Furthermore, there
appeared to be no mechanism for excluding roads with such signs from the road sections in the
group of similar roads used in the study. In essence, it is hard to ascertain the exact nature of this
group from the report. There was also no control included related to off-premise signs. The nature
of the study meant that it related to the marginal impact on safety of digital on-premise signs given
the prior existence of all other kinds of on and off premise signs. This is different from the impact
digital on-premise signs would have on an otherwise sign-free roadside.
Izadpanah et al (2014) reported a before and after study with comparison sites of the installation of
static electronic signs (SES) with the capability to change the sign’s message regularly. The crashes
considered were those in a so called ‘influence zone for the sign’ defined as “the area in which
drivers heading toward the sign can potentially see the sign and be distracted by it. This area was
thus entirely upstream of the site and would have ignored any downstream crashes due to
distraction from the sign. This took no note of the findings in Schrieber et al., 2014 which showed
that the behavioural disturbance from signs was in the 8 seconds after passing the sign, not in the
lead up to the sign. Izadpanah et al’s study could detect no significant difference between the
signed sites and the comparison group at a 5 % level. The nature of the study meant that it was
concerned with the marginal impact on safety of static digital off -premise signs given the prior
existence of all other kinds of on and off premise signs. This is different from the impact of the
digital off-premise signs on an otherwise advertising sign free roadside.
The relationship between advertising digital billboards and traffic safety, employing the Empirical
Bayes method, was examined in a study by Tantala and Tantala (2011), funded by the Foundation
for Outdoor Advertising Research and Education (FOARE), a non-profit body associated with the
off-premise signage industry. The billboards in question were 26 advertising digital billboards in
the greater Reading area, Berks County, Pennsylvania. The billboards studied were commercial
electronic variable message signs (CEVMS), a type of DBB displaying static messages with no
animation, flashing lights, scrolling, or full-motion video, with message duration times of 6, 8, or
10 seconds. The study used vicinity ranges from 0.1 miles to 0.5 miles. The study was subject to the
weaknesses inherent in such studies as described in Wachtel (2009) along with the generic
problems described in section 5.1. It found no significant safety differences attributable to the
billboards. The study was not related to the impact on safety of digital billboards but rather related
to the incremental impact on safety of digital billboards displaying changeable static messages over
and above that of conventional billboards, both on and off-premise, along with any on-premise
digital signs, which themselves may distract drivers and thus have a detrimental impact on safety
(Wachtel, 2009). This reduces the chances of a significant result being achieved. This study is the
latest in a series of similar studies by Tantala and Tantala, carried out for the foundation. All have
had similar results.
Sisiopiku et al. (2015) analysed historical crash records from Alabama and Florida to examine
potential relationships between crash locations and their proximity to DBBs. The study was
confined to major limited-access roads. Crashes occurring at sites falling within 18 billboard sphere
of influence were compared with the crashes occurring at 18 comparison sites that were without
billboards. The spheres of influences were based on the sight distances of the billboards. These
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were placed downstream of the billboard sites, so that their geometric, and traffic flow
characteristics were shared with the billboard sites providing a more precise comparison than
Empirical Bayes and comparison groups approaches used by Tantala and Tantala and others, but
with a smaller sample size of crashes. While variations were observed from site to site, the overall
results were consistent between the Alabama and Florida. The DBBs were associated with
increased crash rates of 25% in Florida and 29% in Alabama compared to comparison sites.
Sideswipe and rear-end crashes were overrepresented at DBB influence zones compared to
comparison sites. These results are surprising, notwithstanding the fact that the study had a better
design than the norm in this area. A weakness could be the downstream nature of the comparison
sites, as vehicles crashing at the upstream billboard sites would have no opportunity to crash
further downstream. Given the small number of crashes involved, this could have magnified any
differences found.

5.3 Discussion
With regard to billboards, designing a crash study that will detect whether “dangerous” levels of
distraction are happening is difficult. Crashes are rare events. Assume, for example, a certain type
of billboard which doubles the chances of a crash, is set up beside a road with a traffic flow of
20,000 vehicles per day. Also assume then that the area of influence of the sign is 100 metres
either side of the sign (i.e., 200 metres) and that the crash rate is 2 high severity crashes per 100
million vehicle kilometres. If the sign doubles the crash rate, we will get four high severity crashes
per million vehicle kilometres in the region of the 200 metre zone of influence, or 0.8 per 100
million vehicles in the actual 200 metres. This translates to (0.8*20000/100million) *365 crashes
per year or 0.06 crashes per year, or around an extra crash every 17 years. At these levels of
changes, or the one crash per 8.5 years associated with an area of influence of 400 metre, one
would need a very large crash study to detect a significant result. Notwithstanding this, the crash
rate has doubled and a strong case stands that the proliferation of such billboards would result in a
nationwide problem.
The crash studies in the literature are of varying quality and the area is replete with difficulties in
gaining adequate samples, allowing for confounding variables, obtaining useful controls, and
problems with crash reporting - just to name a few. Such difficulties are discussed in great detail in
Wachtel (2009). Most of the studies use the Empirical Bayes approach, as set out in AASHTO,
2010; a technique aimed at carrying out before and after studies of crash countermeasures, which
has within it the problems discussed earlier.
These studies tend to be funded by organisations associated with the billboard industry, and are
thus subject to potential experimenter bias. This is problematic as, when such studies do not detect
any significant crash changes related to roadside billboards, their findings are quoted by the
billboard industry to justify such billboards.
Also, such studies look at a relatively small number of billboards, where national impacts are
related to a much larger number of billboards. In no case has a study looked in advance as to
whether their study would be able to detect a billboard related change in safety given the situation
into which the billboards involved were erected.
Additionally, none of the studies of DBBs make any allowance for the presence of conventional
billboards. Thus, their results relate to the marginal impact of a sample of DBBs imposed upon a
plethora of conventional billboards, rather than a pure impact of DBBs. Similarly, studies of onpremise DBBs make no allowance for the presence of off-premise DBBs and vice-versa.
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There is one recent study Sisiopiku et al. (2015) which does not use this technique and rather looks
at the crashes in the vicinity of each DBB in the sample and compares this with crashes at a similar,
but DBB free site downstream. This study was much better controlled than the others, but had a
relatively small sample of crashes compared to the others and found that the DBBs were associated
with a safety decrease. Even with these improvements over the other studies, the clear-cut nature
of its results are surprising. One downside of the design was that, in the event of increased crashes
at the billboards, there was less opportunity for crashes to occur downstream, thus potentially
magnifying any crash difference. This may have impacted on the outcome.
Therefore, making global conclusions on the basis of a small number of flawed studies which
cannot detect “significant” change is unwise, particularly in the area of billboards. DBBs,
particularly in North America, where most such studies have taken place, are widespread. It is not
possible to carry out a study which captures the overall crash impact of these billboards. Were it
possible to do so, the aggregate impact from conventional billboards and DBBs could well be found
to constitute a public health problem of concern.

6

Human factors studies

6.1

The studies

6.1.1 On road studies of digital billboards
Dukic et al. (2013) reported an on road trial of DBBs along a 3-lane motorway with large traffic
flows running through central Stockholm. The objective was to evaluate the impact of the
billboards on visual behaviour and driving performance. Forty-one drivers drove instrumented
vehicles past four electronic billboards during the day and night. No video messages were allowed.
The messages on the billboards changed every 7 seconds. In addition to the electronic billboards, 7
traffic signs and a large static billboard were placed nearby. The traffic signs were 3 overhead
gantries showing navigation information, 2 guide signs, and one bus lane sign. Distraction was
defined as a driver looking at a billboard continuously for more than 2 seconds or looked away
from the road for a high percentage of time. Dependent variables were eye-tracking measures and
driving performance measures specifically:
•

The dwell time, which is the “accumulated total time that the participants looked at a sign”.

•

The visual time sharing, which is the “percentage of time that the driver looked at a sign,
defined as the dwell time divided by the exposure time”.

•

The number of fixations, which is the “total amount of fixations directed towards a sign”.

•

The maximum fixation duration, which is the “duration of the longest fixation directed
towards a sign”.

Drivers had a significantly longer dwell time, a greater number of fixations, and longer maximum
fixation duration when driving past a DBB compared to other signs on the same road stretches. No
differences were found between day and night, and no effect was found on driving behaviour. It
was concluded that DBBs impact on gaze behaviour by attracting more and longer glances than the
other signs. The measures were all carried out prior to the vehicle passing the sign thus precluding
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any behavioural measurement downstream of the signs. The brightness of the signs was not
addressed.
Belyusar et al. (2014) analysed driver glances occurring while driving in a naturalistic manner in an
instrumented car on sections of Massachusetts highway that contained an isolated DBB. No details
were given of the display on the billboard. Baseline, approaching billboard and after billboard
analyses were carried out on glancing behaviour. Significant changes in total number of glances,
and moderate-to-long duration glances, in the direction of the billboards while visible were found.
The impact varied by age and gender, with older drivers making a greater number of glances
towards the billboard. The degree to which this diversion of attention impacts safety was not clear.
“Long” glances in this study were defined as greater than 1.6 seconds and meaningful information
related to the traditional “unsafety” cut off of 2 seconds was not available. This was an interim
report and further information may be expected in later reports. The brightness of the signs was
not addressed.
Perez (2012) is the final report of a FHWA sponsored study of how accompanied drivers in an
instrumented car equipped with eye movement measurement equipment reacted to DBBs (in terms
of their glancing behaviour) in comparison with non-digital billboards. Only “off-premises”
billboards were considered, which meant that both the experimental sections of road and the
comparison sections of road may have been affected by on-premises billboards which were not
accounted for. These may have appeared very similar to the off-premises ones when glanced at by
drivers. The study was cut back in scope after organisational difficulties and budgetary problems
and produced inconclusive results. It has been criticised in detail by Wachtel (2014). Wachtel had
until recently (before this study) been a prime advisor to the FHWA. The bases of his criticisms are
wide ranging and cover weaknesses admitted by the authors and also other criticisms. They may be
summed up as indicating that the study was too simply constructed, left too many design questions
unanswered and left too many confounders unaccounted for, for any conclusive result to be
realistically expected. Thus, the inconclusive results were to be expected. There was also a criticism,
which applies to all studies of this sort, related to an unknown impact of the fact that the drivers
are being watched and know they are being watched. The three camera set up shown in Figure 3
would appear to be relatively obtrusive.

Figure 3: Eye movement camera setup for Perez (2012) study
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6.1.2 On-road studies of non-digital billboards
There is widespread agreement, even among the billboard industry, that digital billboards are more
distracting than the conventional kind. This study is included in this review to provide a baseline to
which the impact of digital billboards may be compared.
Herrstedt et al. (2013) carried out some empirical studies of the impact of roadside advertising
along rural roads. They used an instrumented car equipped with a camera system to track eye
movements, GPS for registration of speed behaviour, and a laser scanner to measure distances to
other road users. The questions the work was designed to answer were:
•

A: To what extent is the drivers’ visual attention captured by roadside advertisement signs
in rural areas?

•

B: Do the roadside advertisement signs – or some of them – capture the drivers’ attention
to the extent that it affects road safety?

Test drives were performed in daytime on four different routes in rural areas of Denmark by
drivers between 23 and 70 years of age. In 69% of all drive pasts, the driver glanced at least once at
the advertising sign, and in almost half of all drive pasts, the driver glanced twice or more at the
same advertising sign. Around a quarter of the tracked advertising glances were associated with
reduced driving safety as the time available for the driver to respond to a sudden critical situation is
less than 2 sec to the vehicle ahead.
The authors concluded in response to the questions A and B that:
Results document that drivers’ attention is captured by roadside advertising signs.
•

In 69% of all drive pasts, the driver is glancing at least once at the advertising sign, and in
almost half of all drive pasts, the driver is glancing twice or more at the same advertising
sign. A glance duration of 1 sec. or more is registered in 18% of the drivers’ advertising
glances.

•

For 22% of the drive pasts, the total glance duration of successive glances is 2 sec or more.

Results show that the drivers’ visual attention to the roadside advertising signs does impact road
safety
•
•
•

For approximately 25% of the tracked advertising glances, the safety buffer to the vehicle
ahead is less than 2 sec, and for 20% of the advertising glances, the safety buffer is lower
than 1.5 sec.
More than 20% of the glances are a combination of horizontal angle and glance duration,
which lies outside the normal range of road users’ visual behaviour on rural roads.
In more than every sixth drive past, visual distraction occurs as a result of the advertising
sign.

Overall, they concluded that the advertising signs they investigated did capture drivers’ attention to
the extent that road safety was impacted.
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6.1.3 On road and simulator studies of video billboards
Video billboards show movement of images as opposed to the changeable text messages of nonvideo DBBs. In most places, they are banned from highway locations in the USA but may exist
elsewhere. They may be analogue or digital so do not strictly fall into the category of DBBs but it is
important to include them. This is because there is likely to be increased pressure to place digital
video billboards by highways in the future. There has been little research done on these billboards,
the most notable being work carried out for the City of Toronto by Smiley et al. (2005) and Beijer.
et al. (2004).
Beijer et al. (2004) looked at the glance behaviour of motorists using eye tracking technology as
they passed billboards beside a heavily used Toronto expressway with a speed limit of 80 km/hr
but operating speeds being somewhat higher. The study team looked at 37 signs in total. These
included standard billboards, mechanical rolling message billboards, electronic scrolling message
billboards, and video billboards. The glance behaviours for the different billboards are detailed in
Table 1 . It can be seen that the video billboards attracted the greatest number of both glances and
long glances per sign.
Table 1: Number of Signs by Type and Distribution of All Recorded Glances and of Long Glances (≥0.75s)

Figure 3 looks at average glance duration (AGD) and number of glances with standard error bars.
Clearly the video signs were the most distractive.

Figure 4: Impact of sign type on eye glance behaviour with standard error bars
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Smiley et al. (2005) looked at video billboards in Toronto. There were three downtown 50km/hr
speed limit sites at intersections and one site on an urban expressway. The study looked at eye
movements of drivers as they drove a route which took them past all four sites. The results were
reported differently from those in the earlier expressway study. Namely, the average glance length
was half a second and in some cases glances were made unsafely, for instance at small headways,
(<1 second), for long durations (1.47 seconds) and a large angles (up to 31 degrees) off the line of
sight. Across all the signs, about 20% of glances were greater than 0.75 seconds. This was a time
considered by the researchers to be the minimum perception reaction time to an unexpected
occurrence like the sudden slowing of the vehicle in front. Half the drivers looked at the
intersection signs once or more and a third looked at the expressway sign twice or more. No overall
comparisons were made between the drivers’ performances at the expressway sign in the 2005
study and the five expressway signs in the 2004 study. However, some differences were highlighted
to show the large variations, which are possible between signs of similar character, related to their
situations. It was stated that a sign in the 2004 expressway study attracted 5.1 glances per person
exposed to it compared to the average of 0.9 for the 2005 study’s expressway sign. The longest
glance at the aforementioned 2004 study sign was 3.2 seconds compared to 1.1 seconds for the sign
studied in 2005. The differences between the signs were that the 2004 sign was visible for much
longer, had an uninterrupted view compared with being obscured during parts of the approach and
was on a curve, so that it was near the centre of the drivers’ line of sight for about 24 seconds
during the approach. The study also looked at crashes, speeds, lane occupancy and conflicts
without finding any conclusive results related to safety. The study faced considerable obstacles to
the finding of conclusive results as detailed in Wachtel (2009).
Chatterton et al. (2010) used a driving simulator and integrated eye-tracking system to compare
driver behaviour over a number of experimental conditions with various types of static and video
roadside billboards in an urban London environment. They looked at a number of metrics related
to glance behaviour and other aspects of driver behaviour. Digital variable message billboards were
not included.
The key findings were that participants:
•

Spent longer looking at video adverts than static adverts and glanced at them more
frequently.

•

Tended to show greater variation in lateral lane position with video adverts.

•

Braked harder on the approach to video adverts.

•

Drove more slowly past video adverts.

•

Were more aware that their driving was impaired by the presence of video adverts than
static adverts.

The researchers mentioned that the slower driving past the video billboards was for the purpose of
viewing the billboards and was accompanied by greater lane position variation (indicating poorer
tracking) and harsher braking (indicating slower reaction times), all of which suggests overall
impaired driving. The researchers concluded that video advertisements caused significantly greater
impairment to drivers than static advertisements.
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6.1.4 Simulations
Schieber et al., (2014) used a hybrid video/mechanical driving simulator to look at the limits of
sign reading while driving past static digital displays. Lane keeping, eye gaze position and reading
performance were monitored while participants read simulated DBBs displaying 4, 8 and 12 words
while traveling at 25 and 50 mph. Results indicated that drivers gradually drifted away from the
centre of the lane during the DBB inspection and then needed large/sudden compensatory steering
input to re-position to the centre of the lane after the billboard had been passed. Conditions leading
to visual processing overload were identified and preliminary guidelines for the design and
placement of DBBs to avoid visual processing overload were proposed.
These were:
•

No more than 8 linguistic units (i.e., content words) should be presented at a time for lowspeed roads (25 MPH); with a maximum of 4 content words on high-speed surface roads
(50 MPH).

•

Optimal reading-while-driving requires at least 1000 millisecond of exposure time per
content word displayed.

•

At least 500 millisecond per content word is necessary to avoid significant decrements in
reading performance.

•

Placement decisions for DBBs must consider environmental demands imposed upon
drivers in the “recovery zone” immediately beyond the sign’s location (e.g., other signs;
parking lot entrances, etc.).

Eye-gaze statistics and reading performance data suggested that information processing overload
began at a message length of 8-words and was clearly present for 12-word DBBs at 50mph. Lane
position decrements occurred not while reading the sign but in the 8 seconds after reading the sign.
Larue et al. (2013) used an advanced driving simulator to investigate drivers’ behavioural changes
and comprehension resulting from the co-location of lane use management systems with static
signs and variable message signs on Queensland motorways where the speed limit was 90 km/hr.
This study does not involve advertising using DBBs, but the informational signs it is concerned
with are digital and similar to billboards and are situated on above road gantries. As there are no
studies detected which relate to co-located DBBs or DBBs located above the roadway in a central
position, this study fills an important gap. A section of motorway was simulated, and nine
scenarios were developed which presented a combination of signage cases across levels of driving
task complexity. Task load was increased by increasing the number of decisions required to be
made by the driver. These were achieved through lane closures (and associated speed limit
reductions) and route changes. Two of the sign co-location scenarios are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Stacks of signs as in Larue et al. (2013)

Milloy and Caird, 2011, simulated various scenarios involving a lead vehicle braking in the presence
of billboards. The video billboard was animated to show a sequence of advertising images similar to
what would be expected on an operational billboard. Two road user groups observed on an
advanced driving simulator: older (65+ years, N=21) and younger (18-22 years, N=20). Changes in
sign co-location and task complexity impacted little on driver comprehension of the signs and
“vehicle dynamics variables,” including difference with the posted speed limit, headway, standard
deviation of lane keeping and brake jerks. However, increasing the amount of information provided
by co-locating several signs increased participants’ gaze duration on the signs. With co-location of
signs and without added task complexity, a single gaze was over 2 seconds for more than half of the
people tested for both groups, and up to 6 seconds for some individuals, while having no significant
observed effect on vehicle control variables.
Billboards are sometimes used in the USA in the interests of safety to warn motorists who are
approaching road works. After a safety campaign featuring such billboards was found to be
ineffective, Fry et al., (2013) carried out a simulator study of possible non-digital billboards using a
number of scenarios to find ways to get the intended message across more effectively. The
billboards were chosen after a survey of motorists and signs with black lettering on a yellow
background were used for the simulator study. There were also control billboards containing no
content. Based on analysis of driver performance, the billboards did not improve safety. Overall,
driving performance was found not to be impacted by the billboards. Mean speeds were found to be
equivalent between the billboards being tested within the individual scenarios. Mean lane position
was also found not to be impacted. Drivers made longer glances at the billboards compared to the
control billboards with approximately 10 percent of all fixations longer than two seconds in
duration.
Edquist et al. (2011) used a driving simulator to assess the impact of billboards on drivers. The
simulated scenarios were three-lane divided arterial roads through commercial and industrial
environments, with occasional signalised intersections consistent with a 70 km/hr speed limit. This
is similar to typical advertising billboard locations. Billboards used the logos of well-known
Australian companies and were very simple to fit in with the resolution capabilities of the simulator.
The study found that billboards changed drivers’ patterns of visual attention, increased the amount
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of time needed for drivers to respond to road signs, and increased the number of errors in this
driving task. Novice and older drivers were more affected. The presence of a lead vehicle was
accompanied by increased levels of lane-change errors. The results of the simulation would
represent a lower risk environment due to the simple billboards and the relatively low workload
driving environment. The authors recommended future research involving billboards in
combination with high workloads, unexpected hazards and a secondary loading task. It was not
clear from the article whether the behaviour changes occurred before or after the billboard was
reached or in both situations.
Divekar et al. (2012) carried out a simulator study not directly related to DBBs but which used
external search tasks which were claimed to be similar to reading a DBB. The eye movements of the
drivers and vehicle measures like lane position and speed were monitored. In the hazard detection
area, they found that the tasks significantly reduced both the percentage of drivers who detected
potentially conflicting pedestrians appearing by the roadside and the percentage who scanned the
roadsides when the environment suggested likely presence of pedestrians. They reported that the
claimed DBB like tasks produced long glances with 10–20% of glances ≥0.75 s in duration and very
high rates of glances ≥2.0 s. Some authors (e.g., Decker et al., 2015), have stated an opinion, not
backed by evidence, that the external search tasks were likely to be more difficult than real
billboards. However, there is a potential for digital billboards to be very complex, so it is arguable
how future billboards may compare with these external search tasks.

6.1.5 Discussion
Human factors studies cover the spectrum of on road studies, laboratory studies, and simulations.
The latter are associated with problems related to realism and the complexity of signs that the
resolution of the simulator can support.
Simulators portray the appearance of billboards similarly, whether they are digital or non-digital.
It is thus difficult to make judgements as to whether a simulator study is in fact relevant to nondigital or digital billboards or both.
Studies of digital billboards cover those where the content is digital but static, and also where the
content changes. They cover relatively simple signs where the wording of the sign changes and so
called “video signs,” where pictorial displays are “ever changing,” which are potentially more
dangerous than simpler displays as they are likely to distract more than those currently evaluated.
They indicate that DBBs have a worse impact than static billboards and video DBBs have a worse
impact than DBBs not employing video technology.
These studies do not concern the glare problem, which is principally a night problem – which
though separate and additional to the distraction problem - can nevertheless still contribute to
distraction. The glare problem, if confronted would have billboards following glare control
standards.

7

DBB brightness at different times of the day

7.1

Introduction

The impact of a billboard depends on the contrast between the billboard and the light from other
sources in its vicinity. Thus, a billboard needs to be lit a lot more brightly during daytime
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conditions than during night-time conditions. It is therefore essential that, if billboards are placed
near a roadway, that they are dimmed to acceptable levels at night. This, at least in the US, is
accepted by the billboard industry (Lewin, 2006) and road safety people that there is disagreement
on what the limit should be (Wachtel, 2014) and whether the billboards should be allowed at all.

7.2

The studies

Domke et al. 2011, examined large LED DBBs in Poznan, Poland and as part of their study carried
out luminance measurements. They found high luminance values on the DBB’s surfaces with
contrasting low background luminance values of less than 10cd/m2 in their vicinity. The road
surface luminance was under 3 cd/m2. Only 2 out of the 18 billboards met the 500 cd/m2 value
considered the maximum permissible by Lewin (2006). Ten of the billboards were over 1000
cd/m2 with the brightest value being 7953 cd/m2. They concluded that controls need to be placed
on such billboards both from their distractive impact and also their glare impact at night. They
considered the display of moving images should not be allowed. Figure 6 from Domke al. (20012)
shows an inappropriately bright DBB.

Figure 6: View an inappropriately bright DBB.

Another study was carried out by Wachtel (2014) for the Nevada State Department of
Transportation. Comparisons were made with the luminance values of existing floodlit
conventional billboards which were acceptably visible at night and during the day. This resulted in
the following recommendations:
•

Daytime luminance values should not exceed 3,000 cd/m2.

•

Night-time luminance values should not exceed 100 cd/m2 in rural areas or 150 cd/m2 in
brightly lit urban areas

•

The sign’s light sensitive control system should be able to account for reductions in daytime
sky luminance caused by clouds or storms, and should automatically reduce sign luminance
proportionally.

Bullough and Skinner (2011) made luminance measurements and calculations for conventionally
illuminated billboards adjacent to highways, along with one similarly situated DBB, in order to
provide preliminary luminance measurements for the conventionally illuminated billboards in a
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roadside environment. The authors took the luminance of such billboards as a viable model for that
of DBBs and thus saw them as useful for providing a partial basis for the maximum luminance level
of DBBs in the future. They also simulated a conventionally laminated billboard and found that it
represented close to the maximum level for the type of sign under the simulated illumination. The
simulated night luminance was 210 cd/m2 on average, with a maximum of 277cd/m2 and a
minimum of 105 cd/m2. The maximum in the field for this type of existing billboard was
240cd/m2.

7.3

Discussion

DBBs may adversely impact on drivers at night through being too bright and thus producing glare.
Also, if images are displayed at high contrast this may also cause glare. At present, requirements
and/or guidelines for such signs are based on annoyance rather than safety (Domke, et al., 2011)
Brightness is subjective and depends on the difference between the luminance of the billboard and
the luminance of the background. A given LED billboard will appear less bright in the day than at
night and will appear brighter at night when isolated than in a city centre where there are multiple
light sources. There is a need to limit billboard brightness at night to limit glare and also because
drivers eyes may arguably be drawn to the brightest part of their field of view. This impact would
presumably only apply before the threshold of disability glare. Thus, the brighter the billboard the
more likely it is to distract the driver and lead their gaze off the road, and also disable the driver
with glare once the glare threshold is reached (Domke et al., 2011).
There is a body of opinion that digital billboards ought to be no more intrusive than conventional
billboards2. This would imply that the maximum luminance level for digital signage should be
similar to what the luminance of an identical sign would be if it was printed out and installed on a
static billboard, whether that be in the day at dusk or at night.
During the day, DBBs may be brighter than at night and this is reflected in higher levels of allowed
luminance in most jurisdictions’ rules. The exception is fog. Daytime fog produces conditions of
high brightness and low contrast. Atmospheric water vapour scatters light sources and may cause
glare. The high daytime luminance levels of modern DBBs are potentially degrading traffic safety.
Thus, DBBs should be equipped with fog sensors to turn down their brightness under daytime fog
conditions If this is not possible, daytime luminance can be controlled so that the DBBs are never
too bright to be used safely in fog conditions (Wachtel, 2009).

8

A recent meta-analysis

Decker et al. (2015) is a very restrictive meta-analysis of the literature. Out of more than 400
articles accessed, only 13 articles were found that fit their inclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria
required studies that were a) peer reviewed and b) included driving in a simulator or in an
instrumented vehicle, c) independent variables related to the presence and/or characteristics of
billboards (e.g., passivity vs. activity) and d) at least one of the following visual behaviour outcome
variables.

2
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•

Gaze variability (GV).

•

Glance pattern activity (GPA).

http://www.illinoislighting.org/billboards.html Viewed 21/6/2015
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•

Percentage of time spent glancing at the forward roadway.

•

Glances to unexpected drive-relevant stimuli.

•

Glances to expected drive-relevant stimuli.

•

Glances at billboards.

The conducted meta-analysis revealed that, in general, billboard-related distraction appears to be
minor and is regulated by drivers as the demands of the driving task changed. However, the articles
included suggested this might not always be true because, in the studies, central tendency had been
over emphasised with too little consideration of the tails of distributions in terms of visual
behaviour and driving task complexity. Furthermore, the study recommended that further research
be conducted in this area in order to better understand the impacts of billboard design, driver
characteristics, and road and traffic context. This conclusion is very relevant to crash causation, as
crashes are rare events and may well relate more to the extremities of distributions than to the
measures of central tendency. The study found that where passive billboards were distracting,
active billboards appeared to be worse distractors being more likely to attract long glances,
attracting more glances on average, and with greater impact on vertical GV.
The review sets out the limitations of simulation and naturalistic studies. With simulation, the
driver may drive differently from normal as they are aware they are in an unreal situation. In
naturalistic studies, the drivers know they are being watched. Also, the report states that “even the
most realistic simulators available today cannot accurately simulate the brightness, contrast, and
legibility of modern DBBs” (pg. 235). As the report did not specifically deal with active3 and passive
billboards, its findings on the particular case of DBBs are sparse. However, the study’s findings on
active billboards are relevant considering that, as DBBs are likely to be more distracting than most
active billboards, these findings could act as a bottom end of possible impacts of DBBs.

9

The views of the United States Outdoor
Advertising Industry

It is useful to look at industry views because they are unlikely to overestimate the impact of
roadside advertising on safety, and hence, they may be cited as a more ‘optimistic’ view in terms of
safety impact. In this respect, the Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA), as quoted
in Wachtel (2009), provides the publication “Regulating Digital Billboards” (OAAA, undated)
which sets out the following suggested criteria for US states regulating criteria for such billboards.

3
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•

A displayed message appears for no less than four seconds.

•

The transition from one message to the next requires at least one second.

•

Has spacing between billboards that are consistent with state requirements.

•

Does not include animated, flashing, scrolling, intermittent or video elements.

Active billboards cover all billboards involving movement from changeable messages to full video
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•

Will appropriately adjust display brightness as ambient light levels change.

More recently, the OAAA website quotes the following principles4 in their code of industry
principles:
Providing Effective and Safe Digital Billboards
• We are committed to ensuring that the commercial and non-commercial messages
disseminated on standard-size digital billboards will be static messages and the content
shall not include animated, flashing, scrolling, intermittent or full-motion video elements
(outside established entertainment areas).
• We are committed to ensuring that the ambient light conditions associated with standardsize digital billboards are monitored by a light sensing device at all times and that display
brightness will be appropriately adjusted as ambient light levels change.
The industry also endorses the night-time luminance levels and measurement methods of Lewin
(2006).
The outdoor advertising industry has established guidelines after commissioning research by Dr.
Ian Lewin, a former chairman of the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA).
“Digital billboards, according to the standards, should have lighting levels no more than 0.3 foot
candles (fc) above the level of surrounding ambient light conditions.” (OAAA, 2008)
The above levels are disputed by Wachtel (2009) who disagrees on the basis that they are too high
and should be luminance measurements rather than illuminance.

10 Conclusions
To conclude, it can be surmised that the literature related to DBBs is not large and that the pool of
studies specifically related to video DBBs and to the brightness of DBBs is smaller still. Also,
simulations comprise a number of the available human factors studies. Simulations by their nature
have limitations in terms of the realism of the scene they convey to the driver and also their ability
to simulate the DBB in terms of its brightness. Studies tend to lack specificity in terms of billboard
characteristics. The outdoor advertising industry in the USA has sponsored a number of beforeand-after crash studies of the installation of groups of roadside billboards, none of which have
detected any change in safety. These studies however are subject to multiple criticisms and hence,
more research is required to provide more definitive results. However, the following conclusions
may be drawn from existing research:

4
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•

Advertising billboards in the vicinity of roads has been shown to contribute to driver
distraction and thus reduce the safety of roads.

•

The public health impact of a proliferation of DBBs could be large at the aggregate level.

•

DBBs have a worse impact than static billboards and video DBBs have a worse impact than
DBBs not employing video technology.

http://www.oaaa.org/About/OAAACodeofIndustryPrinciples.aspx 20/7/2025
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•

Where messages on DBBs are varied, the characteristics of the messages impact on road
safety. Emotional content on signs tends to increase cognitive distraction and thus decrease
road safety.

•

The impact of DBBs varies with the positioning of the DBB, the size of the DBB, its
messaging characteristics and the type of road the DBB is adjacent to or overlooks (in the
case of gantry or overbridge mounted signs).

•

DBBs have their most potent distractive impacts where drivers are well occupied by the
driving task and where decision making is required (e.g., at merges, intersections, places
where motorway lanes diverge and when the unexpected is liable to happen).

•

DBBs contribute to sign clutter and should be sited away from Road Controlling Authority
signs including Variable Message System (VMS) signs.

•

There is evidence that DBBs impact on driving both before and after the billboard is passed,
giving the distractive ability of the billboard a relatively large footprint.

•

The impact of a billboard depends on the contrast between the billboard and the light from
other sources in its vicinity. Thus, a billboard needs to be lit a lot more brightly during
daytime conditions than during night-time conditions. It is thus essential that if billboards
are placed near a roadway, that they are dimmed to acceptable levels at night in order to
avoid adversely impacting on drivers through glare. There also need to be adjustments
made in the case of fog.

•

DBBs have a greater distractive impact on older people which will become more important
as the population ages.

11 Recommendations
6. Caution should be exercised in allowing the siting of DBBs in the vicinity of roads and
appropriate guidance provided to Road Controlling Authorities which have to make DBB
related decisions. The guidance should be founded on safe system principles.
7. DBBs should not be allowed at sites where drivers are well occupied by the driving task and
decision making is required (e.g., at merges, intersections, places where motorway lanes
diverge and when the unexpected may be expected to happen).
8. DBBs contribute to sign clutter and should be sited away from Road Controlling Authority
signs including Variable Message System (VMS) signs.
9. Video billboards should not be allowed near roads. This stance is endorsed by American
outdoor advertising organisations on safety grounds.
10. It should be a requirement for DBBs to be set up in such a way that they automatically
adjust their luminance levels relative to background luminance levels and also to adjust
appropriately in foggy conditions. If they cannot adjust to foggy conditions, their maximum
daytime brightness should not exceed that appropriate in foggy conditions.

|
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Glossary of Terms
Attention
Orientation to sensory events; detection of objects or event for cognitive processing, and the
maintenance of a vigilant state.

Billboard
Surface that displays an advertisement.

Distraction
A diversion of attention away from activities critical for safe driving toward a competing activity.

Dwell time
Total amount of time the driver fixates at an object (e.g. a billboard) when the driver passes this
object.

LED-screen
Surface composed out of Light Emitting Diodes (LED). These screens emit light and on these
screens advertisements can be displayed. These advertisements can be displayed for a given
period of time and then digitally be replaced by another (static digital billboards). These billboards
can also display advertisements with moving images (video billboards).

Fixation
Period of time the visual gaze is on a single location.

Roadside advertising
All kinds of visible expressions road users can see that promote a product, event or activity.

Static digital billboard
One light emitting screen or a light emitting screen composed out of various screens that displays
a static advertisement (i.e. an advertisement in which nothing moves). This static advertisement
is digitally replaced by another static advertisement after it has been displayed for a given time.

SPI
Safety Performance Indicator: data-based parameter used for monitoring and assessing safety
performance. Crashes are rare events and the stretches of road a billboard may cause a crash
are small. Therefore, the impact of billboards on crash rates is not known most of the times.
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However, it is possible to measure driver behaviour in the vicinity of billboards, for instance gaze
behaviour. When drivers look for an extended period of time at an external object, the crash risk
increases (Dingus et al., 2016). Because there is a relationship between crash risk and gaze
behaviour, gaze behaviour is a SPI.

Traditional static billboard
Billboard that displays one advertisement continuously. An old advertisement has to be removed
and new advertisement put up manually. Traditional static billboards can be illuminated.

Video billboard
A light emitting screen or a light emitting screen composed out of various screens that displays
videos or moving animations.

Visual clutter
Disturbance of visual attention that is required for the driving task (e.g. looking at road signs) due
the visual attraction of billboards.
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Summary
Roadside advertising is, by its nature, designed to capture the attention of road users. Because
humans have limited attentional resources it is therefore possible that such advertisements could
hamper the safe execution of the driving task. The aim of this systematic literature review is to
summarise findings from existing research on the impact of roadside advertisements on
distraction and road safety (with a specific focus on digital advertisements).
An adapted version of the SEEV (Salience, Effort, Expectancy, Value) framework about visual
attention of road users (Horrey, Wickens, & Consalus, 2006) was used to structure the findings.
The factor of ‘Luminance’ was added to the SEEV-framework and the existing factor of ‘Value’
was expanded. These changes were made, respectively, to ensure that the issues of glare and
billboard content were considered along with salience, the effort required from drivers, and the
impact of expectancy.
Fifty studies were identified about the effects of roadside advertisements on crash risk or road
user behaviour. Forty-nine of these studies were about drivers and one was about motorcyclists.
Five studies examining the association between crashes and roadside advertisements were
found, although the findings do not allow firm conclusions to be drawn. In one study an increase
in the number of crashes was found near billboards and in the four other studies no change was
detected. However, the literature suffers from at least two limitations. One issue is that existing
studies may lack statistical power. Because crashes are rare events and the stretches of road on
which a billboard could contribute to a crash are short, the included numbers of crashes in such
studies are mostly small, and therefore require many observations to detect any changes.
Another issue is research design. Three of the five studies were before-and-after-studies (the
crash rate before the placement of billboards and the crash rate after) and in two studies a
comparison site was also included. A before-and-after-study with a comparison site is a stronger
research design than a before-and-after-study without such a group. There were two before-andafter-studies with what appeared to be sufficient statistical power and a comparison site. In one of
them an increase of crashes near digital billboards was found and in the other no difference was
found.
Approximately half of drivers do not look at billboards when they pass them. However, drivers
look more often and for longer at so called static digital billboards that display various static
advertisements in sequence, when compared with traditional static billboards. The moments
during which advertisements switch seem to be particularly distracting. Video billboards (digital
billboards that display constantly moving images) attract the most attention. Drivers more often
look at billboards at street level than at raised level but when they look at billboards at raised level
they tend to look for longer. Young novice drivers are inclined to look at static digital billboards
and video billboards the most. Although drivers rarely look for more than two seconds at a
billboard, they sometimes do, especially when it is a static digital billboard or a video billboard.
Given that there is strong evidence that long glances at objects outside the vehicle (and away
from the road) increase crash risk substantially, this finding may be a cause for concern.
There is quite strong evidence that lane keeping deteriorates when drivers look at billboards.
Billboards do not seem to have a strong impact on speed. In some studies, headways were found
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to get shorter, in particular when drivers pass static digital billboards and video billboards. This
may be dangerous because response latencies are longer when drivers look at billboards, and
shorter headways mean that safety margins may be decreased even further. Drivers also more
often overlook road signs and tend to forget to signal when they change lanes near billboards.
The content of what is displayed on billboards does not seem to influence driving behaviour very
much. What is displayed on the advertisements (arousing pictures and texts) influences decision
making and driving performance only slightly. However, more research is needed to assess the
effect of emotion-laden pictures and text on driving behaviour.
The less demanding the driving task is, the more drivers let their eyes wander to task-irrelevant
objects. It seems that most drivers are able to regulate adequately the attentional resources the
driving task requires. However, in traffic the task demands can suddenly increase and critical
events (e.g. a lead vehicle that suddenly brakes) may not always be properly anticipated. In those
circumstances looking at billboards could have detrimental effects on safety.
In most field studies no difference was found in gaze behaviour at illuminated billboards during
day and night. This does not mean that such billboards do not have an impact on driving at night.
Most jurisdictions regulate the amount of light billboards are allowed to emit. The illuminated
billboards drivers passed at night in these field studies most probably were in compliance with
these regulations. Illuminated billboards definitely can cause glare. In one simulator study it was
found that the more light a digital billboard emitted the longer were driver response latencies to
acute road hazards.
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1

Introduction

Roadside advertising is intended to capture the attention of road users. Most of the time these
advertisements are billboards that road users can see while they drive, ride, or walk on public
roads, and that promote a product, event or activity. It could be that due to particular features of
these billboards (e.g. size, moving images, luminance, content, et cetera) they capture so much
attention of road users that they impede the safe execution of the traffic task. If so, they can
contribute to the occurrence of road crashes.
ADVERTS is a research project that aims to compile recommendations for minimising
distraction from roadside billboards - with a special focus on static digital billboards and video
billboard - so that they do not interrupt the safe execution of the driving task. The current report
forms the theoretical basis of these recommendations. It describes what has been reported in the
scientific literature about the distraction of road side advertising devices and their effects on road
safety. The parallel analysis of existing guidelines or regulations in European countries and the
future trends in roadside advertising (Boets, Vandemeulebroek & Daniels, 2018) ensures that the
recommendations are optimally aligned to current practices, while taking account of likely
developments in roadside advertising techniques.
The current report starts with a brief introduction about the concepts of attention and distraction in
relation to the traffic task (Chapter 2). After this introduction, the SEEV-model (Horrey et al.,
2006) of visual attention in relation to the driving task is presented (Chapter 3). This model
distinguishes several features that help to determine to what extent a roadside billboard is likely
to attract attention and, hence, the extent to which it is distracting from the driving task. It
functions as a framework for the discussion of the studies about particular features of roadside
advertising devices and their effects on road safety (Chapter 4). Subsequently, the main findings
from the literature are summarised and structured in the theoretical SEEV-model (Chapter 5).
Finally, the report presents the overall conclusions about the effect of roadside advertising on
road safety (Chapter 6).
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2 Introducing the concepts of attention and distraction
2.1

Attention

Attention is crucial for safe traffic participation. Drivers and other road users have to monitor the
developing road and traffic situation constantly. They also have to monitor the status of their own
vehicle (e.g.: ”Am I driving not too fast?”) and they have to monitor their own status (e.g.: ”Am I
still attentive?”). Besides this they have to take decisions and to execute actions such as steering,
operating the pedals, in order to drive safely. All of this requires attention.
How much attention is required depends on the complexity of the road and the traffic situation,
the weather conditions, the experience of the driver, the speed at which the driver is traveling,
and the task demands of the vehicle (some vehicles are more demanding to drive than others).
For experienced drivers, the basic tasks involved in driving appear to be almost as natural as
walking. When experienced drivers drive in a familiar car, on familiar roads in not too dense
traffic, the execution of the driving task requires not much attention (e.g. Mader et al., 2009).
Nonetheless, the traffic situation, even in a quiet situation, can change rapidly. Drivers need to
spot cues that predict that the traffic situation may develop into a hazardous situation (i.e. one in
which the driver needs to take action to avoid a collision) so they can anticipate and avoid such
occurrences. This continuously requires at least a basic level of attention.
The assumption is that experienced drivers can drive almost effortlessly, requiring relatively little
attention, because they make use of schemata (Norman & Shallice, 1986). Schemata is plural of
schema in Greek. At its lowest level a schema is a mental representation of a sequence of well
learned actions. They help to perform the appropriate actions when particular circumstances
arise. When for instance, a driver approaches an intersection and the traffic light turns red, the
schemata for braking will be activated in the brain and will help the driver to perform the
sequence of actions without too much mental effort. Low level schemata can be combined in a
high level schema. These high level schemata are mental structures that organise our knowledge
and enable us to make assumptions about what we perceive. They help us to cope with the world
without too much mental effort. Schemata influence our selective behaviour, as we are more
likely to notice or react to things that are anticipated by our schemata. The highest level schemata
are called 'scripts' (Abelson, 1981; Schank & Abelson, 1977). One such script could be 'the
driving along a motorway' script. This script is a conceptual structure of how to behave and what
to expect when driving on a motorway. For example, driving at a relatively high speed in the same
direction as the other vehicles, and no pedestrians that cross the road, no oncoming vehicles.
Groeger (2000) has described how schemata, and consequently the required attention, could
function while driving. Citing theories of attention and the functioning of the brain developed by
Posner and Petersen (1990) and by Stuss, Shallice and Picton (1995). Groeger distinguishes
between many different aspects or types of attention. He assumes that drivers have to sustain
attention, focus attention, share attention, switch attention, and suppress attention for objects and
events that are irrelevant, prepare for attention in case of intended actions in the future, and to
pay some attention to set a script (e.g. driving along a motorway). The examples given by
Groeger are:


Drivers sustain attention by keeping schemata activated for events that occur only
occasionally. This can for instance be a lead vehicle that brakes suddenly. When drivers are
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prepared for this event, by keeping this schema latently activated, they will respond faster
than when they are completely surprised by the event.
When drivers are on a busy stretch of motorway and drive rather fast, they have to focus
(concentrate) on what the traffic ahead is doing, e.g. weaving between lanes or braking.
If drivers are talking to, for example, a passenger, they have to share their attention between
the driving task and the conversation task.
Drivers have to monitor the traffic situation ahead, but also the traffic situation behind. They
switch their attention from the traffic situation ahead to the traffic situation behind by using the
rear-view mirrors.
When talking to a passenger, drivers have to suppress their inclination to make eye-contact
with the passenger as they have to keep their eyes on the road.
All the time drivers are driving on the motorway they have to be prepared to take actions
when they see the sign of the required motorway exit. Being prepared to leave the motorway
also means that when approaching the exit, drivers have to suppress their inclination to
overtake other vehicles.
When starting to drive on the motorway drivers have to set the 'driving along a motorway'
script in order to enable them to select the proper underlying schemata in certain situations.

The key thing to note is that when road users drive, ride or walk, attention is required in very
many ways. The overall workload may be relatively low due to the use of schemata, but a subtle
disturbance in the interplay between these many types of attention can have adverse effects on
the execution of the driving task. It could be that distraction by roadside advertisements can
cause such a disturbance.

2.2

Distraction

Because experienced drivers automatically apply elaborated schemata, the driving task does not
require much attention when the road and traffic situation is not complex. In these circumstances
there is a spare attentional capacity and drivers often let their eyes wander to objects outside the
vehicle (Crundall, Van Loon & Underwood, 2006). According to Wickens (2008) everyone has
limited attentional resources. Attention can be distributed to more than one task simultaneously,
but only when the demands of the tasks involved are low and when the tasks are very different.
For example, experienced drivers can superficially listen to music and drive at the same time, at
least when the road and traffic situation is not very complex. However, when listening to music
gets too demanding and/or the workload for the driving task increases, these two tasks can no
longer be combined. That is to say that due to the secondary task (in this example listening to
music) drivers might no longer sufficiently sustain attention, focus attention, share attention,
switch attention, suppress attention or prepare attention in the ways required to remain safe. In
other words, they are distracted due to the secondary task. Lee, Young and Regan (2008) define
driver distraction as:
"A diversion of attention away from activities critical for safe driving toward a competing
activity."
Distraction has many different relevant elements that have to be considered (see Table 2.1):
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Source: The source of distraction can be an object, such as a billboard, a person, such as a
passenger or a pedestrian on the pavement, an event, such as a low flying airplane that is
landing, or an activity of the driver, such as mobile phone use while driving.
Location: The source of distraction can be within the driver, for example when the driver is
absorbed in thought or is daydreaming. The source can also be inside the vehicle, such as a
wasp in the car or crying children in the back, or outside the vehicle, such as a billboard.
Intentionality: The driver might be compelled to pay attention to the source because of its
salience, e.g. a very bright external object, or the driver might voluntarily choose to pay
attention, such as calling someone with a mobile phone.
Process: Due to distraction, attention for the traffic task can get disturbed, attention can
become insufficient because attention is diverted to other activities, or attention can get
misallocated within the traffic task.
Outcome: The outcome of distraction can be described in terms of impaired performance of
the driver, such as late responses (e.g. braking and/or swerving) when an acute threatening
situation arises, or in terms of impaired mental capabilities of the driver, such as diminished
situation awareness, diminished hazard anticipation, and degraded decision making. The
outcome can also be described in terms of car performance, such as speed disruptions and
poor lane keeping. Finally, the outcome can be an increase in crash rate.

Table 2.1. Elements of distraction (Lee et al., 2008).

Source

Object

Location of
Source

Intentionality

Process

Internal activity (e.g.
daydreaming)

Compelled by
source

Disturbance
of control

Inside vehicle

Driver's
choice

Diversion of
attention

Person

Outcome

Delayed response

Degraded longitudinal and
lateral control

Event
Outside vehicle
Activity

Misallocation
of attention

Diminished situation
awareness

Degraded decision making

Increased crash risk
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Furthermore, a distinction is made between visual distraction, such as distraction caused by a
digital billboard, auditory distraction, such as a ringing mobile phone, biomechanical distraction,
such as manually adjusting the radio volume, and cognitive distraction, such as being lost in
thought (Ranney, Mazzae, Garrott, & Goodman, 2000).
In the case of billboards, the source is an object that is located outside the vehicle. We can
conceive of billboards attracting the driver’s attention by their appearance (i.e. a driver is
compelled by the source to look) and of drivers who intentionally choose to look at them, for
instance, when a driver is hungry and is searching for a billboard of a restaurant. This shift of
attention away from the driving task may result in a delayed response, for instance, late braking
when a lead vehicle suddenly brakes, degraded longitudinal and or lateral control, diminished
situation awareness, degraded decision making. All these negative influences on the execution of
the driving task may result in an increased crash risk.
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3 Framework for distraction by roadside advertising
Not all objects attract the same amount of attention. Wickens and colleagues have developed a
model that can be used to understand why certain objects are more distracting than others. Their
model predicts how observers, for instance drivers, will allocate their visual attention to different
areas of interest in their environment (Horrey et al., 2006; Wickens, Helleberg, Goh & Horrey,
2001; Wickens & Horrey, 2008). According to this model, scanning is guided by the influence of
four factors: Salience, Effort, Expectancy, and Value (SEEV).
 Salience is about being compelled to look for example at billboards because of their
appearance. An object has visual salience or conspicuity when it contrasts highly with its
background. Size, flashing lights, sudden changes of colours and motions increase visual
salience. Large illuminated digital billboards in the dark with changing colours and moving
images are more salient than small traditional static billboards that are not illuminated.
Salience is not only visual. Sudden sounds and vibrations can also attract attention.
 Effort is an inhibitory component that discourages observers from scanning between two
locations that are far apart. When for instance drivers need to turn their head to read an
advertisement, they will be less inclined to take notice of that advertisement than when the
advertisement is straight ahead. Effort is also related to workload. When drivers have to
allocate much attention to the driving task, for instance because the road and traffic situation
is complex, they will be less inclined to look at billboards. Furthermore, studies have shown
that the breadth of visual scanning tends to decrease when mental workload increases
(Crundall, Underwood & Chapman, 2002). This means that billboards that are further away
from the forward road will be less likely to be noticed when drivers have to concentrate on the
traffic ahead.
 Expectancy is about the tendency of drivers to scan for information that is relevant for the
task at hand. For instance, they may search for a signage board that indicates that they have
to leave the motorway in order to reach their destination.
 Value accounts for the fact that people tend to seek for the information that is most relevant to
the tasks they value. For example, when a driver is hungry and is looking for a place to eat,
he or she will be more likely to scan for advertisements of restaurants than would otherwise
be the case.
Furthermore, the model distinguishes between bottom-up and top-down induced fixations
(glances at an object). A fixation induced by visual salience is called bottom-up selection (Itti &
Koch, 2001; Parkhurst, Law & Niebur, 2002) and a fixation induced by cognitive salience (e.g.
looking in a direction because one is expecting that goal relevant information can be found in that
direction) is called top-down selection (Henderson, Brockmole, Castelhano, & Mack, 2007).
Different brain circuits are probably active when a fixation is induced top-down and when a
fixation is induced bottom-up (Hahn, Ross & Stein, 2006). For example, drivers might simply have
their attention captured by a billboard because of its visual salience, and not be able to help
themselves looking. Otherwise, drivers might deliberately scan for information if they are looking
for a petrol station (Henderson et al., 2007). Salience and Effort are bottom-up processes of
visual attention and Expectancy and Value are top-down processes of visual attention. Figure 2.1
illustrates this.
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Figure 2.1

Determinants for visual attention allocation in the SEEV-framework (Source:
Werneke & Vollrath, 2012).

The SEEV-framework explains why road users will be inclined to look at billboards and when.
However, the SEEV-framework does not explain the possible deterioration of the traffic task once
the billboard has captured the attention of the road user. Three factors are particularly relevant in
this respect.
1. The content of a message on the billboard can arouse the driver or change his/her mood.
It is a well-known fact that emotions can affect the execution of the driving task (e.g.
Mesken, 2006).
2. The text on the billboard can invite drivers to do things that will affect the safe execution
of the driving task. A billboard can for instance display the text: ”Call us now and win xxx
Euro: dial xxxxxxxx”. Dialling a number on a mobile phone while driving increases the
crash risk substantially (Dingus et al., 2016).
3. (Digital) billboards can be highly illuminated. During hours of darkness high levels of
luminance can dazzle drivers, especially older drivers who are known to be more
sensitive to glare.
Within the current study we consider the two aspects related to the billboard messages to belong
to the SEEV-factor Value. In order to deal with the issue of glare we extended the model with the
factor Luminance.
In summary, factors related to Salience are:



The presence of moving images or text in advertisements
Other movement such as rotating advertisements
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Lighting, colour and contrast with background1
Exposure time of an advertisement on a static digital billboard
Transition from one advertisement to the other on static digital billboards

Factors related to Effort are:









Position of the advertisement in relation to the forward view of the driver
Size of advertisement
The visual clutter in the forward view of drivers (e.g. buildings, other billboards, and road
signs that surrounds the advertisement)
Font size of the letters on billboards
The amount of text on a billboard
The composition of pictures and text on a billboard
The traffic density at the spot of the advertisement
The complexity of the traffic situation at the spot of the billboard.

Factors related to Expectations are:





Do the advertisements look like road signs?
Are the advertisements at spots where drivers search for relevant information for the safe
execution of the driving task?
Do the advertisements (partly) block the view on information that is relevant for the safe
execution of the driving task?
Does a billboard refer to information that will be on a next billboard along the road? For
example “See our next billboard along this road what we can offer you...”

Factors related to Value are:




Content of message, pictures and or texts that may evoke emotions
Content related to current goals of the driver (for example food, drink)
Text that encourage drivers to engage in distracting activities (e.g. using their mobile phone).

Factors related to Luminance that are not related to salience:



Does the illuminated billboard/object cause glare?
Does the brightness of the illuminated billboard make unilluminated road signs almost
invisible?

The five categories of this extended SEEV-framework and the factors within each category will be
used as a framework for reviewing the literature (see Chapter 5).

1

The luminance of a billboard determines how salient the billboard is. Bright billboards in the dark
attract attention but they can also cause glare. Glare caused by luminance is not a factor of salience.
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4

Results of the literature review

4.1

Identification and classification of relevant literature

By means of a systematic literature search we aimed to identify the studies that specifically
looked into the effect of roadside advertising on road safety. The following queries and search
terms were applied:
(adverti* OR billboard*) AND (driv* OR rid* OR walk*)
OR
(adverti* OR billboard*) AND (disract* OR inatten*)
OR
(adverti* OR billboard*) AND (safety OR traffic OR crash* OR accident*)
Databases searched were the SCOPUS database of Elsevier (https://www.scopus.com), Google
Scholar, and the SWOV-library (http://library.swov.nl). After having deleted the ‘false positives’
(e.g. studies about marketing), 50 studies were identified.
The identified studies appeared to differ substantially with regard to what they measured to
assess the effects of roadside advertising. The ‘final’ outcome measure or dependent variable is
crash rate; i.e. Are there more crashes at spots where (digital) billboards are present than at
similar spots without (digital) billboards? There are only a few studies that looked at the effect of
billboards on crash rate. These are discussed in Paragraph 4.2.
Dependent variables can also be a less direct measure, e.g. a Safety Performance Indicator
(SPI). SPIs are road user behaviours that are known to contribute to the occurrence of crashes.
Eye glances at billboards and other gaze behaviours are one obvious outcome which are likely to
be related to crashes, for example when a driver looks at a billboard she or he cannot at the
same time observe the road and traffic situation. Several studies used this measure and they are
presented in Paragraph 4.3.
Other SPIs relate to actual road user behaviour and include response times to sudden driving
events and longitudinal and lateral vehicle control. Most studies are at this level and are
described in Paragraph 4.4.
Some studies focused on the effect of roadside advertising on situation awareness of drivers.
Drivers with good situation awareness permanently know what is going on around them (Gugerty,
1997; Salmon, Stanton, & Young, 2012). These drivers are also good in hazard perception
(Horswill & McKenna, 2004). Good situation awareness also means that drivers know that in
particular circumstances other road users can be on a collision course but that they are not yet
visible because something blocks their view. Paragraph 4.5 describes the results of this type of
studies.
Finally, billboards can also influence decision making due to the emotions that are invoked by
what is displayed on a billboard. For instance, one can investigate if drivers start to use their
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mobile phone after they have passed an advertisement with a phone number on it. The effects
the content of the advertisements have on driving performance are discussed in paragraph 4.4.
Four studies were found in which evaluation studies on the effect of road side advertisement
were reviewed (Brijs, Brijs & Cornu, 2014; Decker et al., 2015; Wachtel, 2016; Ziakopoulos,
Theofilatos, Papadimitriou & Yannis, 2017). These are discussed in Paragraph 4.6.

4.2

Studies on crash risk

Five studies were found in which crash data were analysed. Three of these studies are published
in peer reviewed journals (Izadpanah, Omrani, Koo & Hadayeghi, 2014; Smiley et al., 2005;
Yannis, Papadimitriou, Papantoniou & Voulgari, 2013), one is a conference paper (Gitelman,
Zaidel & Doveh, 2012), and one is a report by a consultant that conducted the research by order
of an interest group of road side advertisers (Tantala & Tantala, 2010). The studies looked at
different types of billboards. Billboards can be:


Traditional static billboards that can be illuminated, e.g. by spotlights (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Example of a traditional static billboard.



Static digital billboards, i.e. billboards that most of the time are composed out of LED screens
or are one big LED screen that emit light and that display a static advertisement for some
time which is then replaced by another static advertisement (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2



Example of a static digital billboard. The large LED screen emits light
but while an advertisement is displayed on the screen for a couple of
seconds nothing moves in the advertisement.

Video billboards, billboards made out of LED screens or one big LED screen on which videos
or animations are displayed. Video billboards are as static digital billboards but the displayed
advertisements are not static (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3

Example of a video billboard. The boy in the advertisement walks.

Gitelman et al. (2012) and Yannis et al. (2013) do not specify what type of billboards their studies
covered. The studies of Smiley et al. (2005), Izadpanah et al. (2014), and Tantala and Tantala
(2010) were about static digital billboards. In the study of Tantala and Tantala (2010) the
exposure time of a single advertisement on the digital billboards was 10 seconds. In the studies
of Izadpanah et al. (2014) and in Smiley et al. (2005) the exposure time of a single advertisement
was not specified.
All five studies were before-and-after studies. They all addressed a question of the form ‘What
was the crash rate before billboards were placed along a certain stretch of road and what was the
crash rate on that same stretch of road after the placement of billboards?’ In order to control for
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confounding factors, in three of the studies a comparison stretch of road was included in the
analysis (Gitelman et al., 2012; Izadpanah et al., 2014; Smiley et al., 2005).

4.2.1

Conclusions on crash risk

Only the study of Gitelman et al. (2012) found a statistically significant increase of crash rate near
billboards. In this study the static billboards along a certain stretch of road were visible during a
two year period and then they were covered for a period of one year. After adjusting for traffic
volume, the overall crash rate in the period with covered billboards was 60% lower than in the
period with visible billboards. For injury crashes (including fatal crashes) this decline was 39%
and for property damage only crashes it was 72%. In the four other epidemiological studies no
effect on crash rate was found. This means that based on the existing evidence, the effect of
billboards on crash rate is inconclusive. On the basis of the results it cannot be concluded that
(digital) billboards increase crash risk nor can it be concluded that they have no effect on crash
risk at all.
Crashes are rare events. From a societal point of view there are of course far too many, but for
statistical analyses there are insufficient crashes when only the crashes in the vicinity of
billboards over a limited period of time can be included in the analysis. Long stretches of road
were included in the study of Yannis et al. (2013), and the study of Tantala and Tantala (2010)
was over a long period of time (88 months). However, these two studies were before-and-after
studies without comparison roads. This means that these studies are strong with regard to the
number of crashes that were included in the analysis, but weak in controlling for confounding
factors that vary with time (Elvik, 2002). The study of Smiley et al. (2005) seems to lack statistical
power (small sample size), the four other studies have sufficient statistical power. Of these four
studies two had a strong design (before-and-after study with a comparison site). Of these two
studies one found an increased crash risks near static digital billboard (Gitelman et al., 2012) and
the other not (Izadpanah et al., 2014).

4.3
4.3.1

Studies on gaze behaviour
Gaze behaviour and crash risk in general

A second set of studies looked at the gaze behaviour of drivers. This is a relevant SPI, because
there is an association between not looking at the road- and traffic situation, and crash risk. The
large scale Naturalistic Driving study “SHRP 2” revealed that the factor “extended glance duration
to external object” had a crash Odds Ratio (OR) of 7.1 (95% Confidence Interval (CI): 4.8-10.4). It
also revealed that these extended glance durations to external objects occurred during 0.93% of
the driving time observed (the prevalence) (Dingus et al., 2016). An OR of 7.1 can, in this
situation, be interpreted as a Relative Risk (RR) of 7.12. meaning that people who demonstrate
2

In many studies the OR is presented and not the RR because it is possible to calculate OR and most of the
times it is not possible to calculate RR. However, technically Odds Ratio is not the same as Relative Risk. The
odds of an event occurring (in this case a crash) is equal to the probability of the event occurring divided by the
probability of it not occurring. Relative risk is a ratio of the probability of an event occurring in the exposed group
(crashes of drivers that pass billboards) versus the non-exposed group (crashes of drivers that do not pass
billboards). When events are rare, OR and RR are almost the same. Crashes are rare and thus the calculated
Odds Ratio can be interpreted as the not calculable Relative Risk. The 95% Confidence Interval (CI) that ranges
from 4.8-10.4 means that the best estimate is the OR (interpreted as relative risk) is 7.1 and that it is for 95%
certain that the OR will be anywhere between 4.8 and 10.4.
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the behaviour are just over seven times as likely to be in a crash as those who do not. In this
case it means that when drivers gaze at an object outside the vehicle for a long time, their chance
to get involved in a crash is 7.1 times the chance to get involved in a crash when they would have
kept their eyes on the road.
Dingus et al. (2016) did not specify what ‘extended glances’ are. They also did not specify what
the external objects were. In one of the background reports about the SHRP 2 study it is stated
that a glance before a crash was considered as extended when during the 6 seconds before a
crash, the total dwell time on irrelevant objects for safe driving (e.g. the dwell time on a billboard
or something inside the vehicle such as a smartphone) was at least 2 seconds (Trent et al.,
2015). The OR depends on how much longer than 2 seconds the eyes were not at the forward
path of the car and when exactly within the 6 seconds time frame before the crash, the extended
glances were made. When for instance the eyes were not at the forward path in the period from 5
to 3 seconds before the crash, the OR was 5.7 and when the eyes were not on the road from 3
seconds to 1 second before the crash, the OR was 13.6 (Trent et al., 2015).
In another Naturalistic Driving study involving only young drivers a slightly different analysis was
made (Simons-Morton, Guo, Klauer, Ehsani & Pradhan, 2014). When in the 6 second period
before a crash or near crash the driver’s eyes were not on the forward path for over 1 second
compared with less than 1 second, the OR was 1.7 (95% CI: 1.3-2.2). When comparing more
than 2 seconds with fewer than 2 seconds the OR was 3.8 (95% CI: 2.6-5.6). The comparison for
more than/fewer than 3 seconds, 4 seconds and 5 seconds gave OR values of 6.0 (95% CI: 3.410.7), 7.2 (95% CI: 3.3-15.7), and 8.9 (95% CI: 3.3-24.1) respectively. The results of this study
imply that for young and inexperienced drivers even dwell times of just over one second away
from the forward path can increase crash risk. Whether this will be the case or not depends of
course on the actual road and traffic situation. When the traffic density is low and the situation is
not very complex, it is not very likely that a glance of one second away from the forward path will
result in a crash. However, in complex traffic situations in dense traffic a glance of just over one
second off the road can indeed result in a crash. The study of Simons-Morton et al. (2014) is
about young inexperienced drivers only. It could be that glances away from the forward road way
of just over one second are less devastating for older and more experienced drivers. However
this ‘intuitive’ notion may not be correct; there is some suggestion that the advantages that more
experienced drivers show in safety-critical skills such as hazard perception can, if anything, be
even more prone to interference from distraction due to their effortful processing nature (see for
example McKenna & Farrand, 1999). Direct research into this topic may be warranted.

4.3.2

Effects of billboards on gaze behaviour

Eleven studies on the impact of billboards on gaze behaviour were found. In all except one
(Herrstedt, Greibe, & Andersson, 2013) use was made of a non-intrusive remote eye tracking
device. In the study of Herrstedt et al. (2013) the face of the driver and the forward view was
filmed simultaneously. Based on these two recordings the researchers assessed whether drivers
looked at billboards or not. Of the eleven studies on gaze behaviour, six were field studies
(Belyusar, Reimer, Mehler, & Coughlin, 2016; Dukic, Ahlstrom, Patten, Kettwich, & Kircher, 2013;
Herrstedt et al., 2013; Herrstedt, Greibe, Andersson & la Cour Lund, 2017; Misokefalou,
Papadimitriou, Kopelias & Eliou, 2016; Perez, Bertola, Kennedy & Molino, 2011), four were
simulator studies (Chattington, Reed, Basacik, Flint & Parkes, 2009; Garrison & Williams, 2013;
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Megías et al., 2011; Stavrinos et al., 2016), and in one study participants watched videos that
were filmed from a driver’s perspective while their gazes were recorded (Crundall et al., 2006).
Four studies were about static digital billboards only (Belyusar et al., 2016; Dukic et al., 2013;
Herrstedt et al., 2017; Perez et al., 2011). In two studies a comparison was made between
traditional static billboards and static digital billboards (Chattington et al., 2009; Stavrinos et al.,
2016). In the study of Chattington et al. (2009) video billboards were also included. One study
was about traditional static billboards only (Garrison & Williams, 2013) and three were about all
types of billboards (Crundall et al., 2006; Herrstedt et al., 2013; Misokefalou et al., 2016).
Different types of road were included in the studies. However, most roads were motorways. An
exception is the study of Chattington et al. (2009) in which all roads were urban roads.

The field studies:
In the six field studies, participants tended to drive in an instrumented vehicle equipped with a
non-intrusive eye tracker. Participants drove a fixed route that took them past several billboards.
The nature of the study was not told to the participants; the research question was essentially ‘do
participants look at billboards and when they do so, how long do they look at them?’ Most of the
time differences in gaze behaviour between traditional static billboards and static digital billboards
were also analysed. None of the field studies included video billboards.
The first field study with an advanced eye tracking system on the open road was conducted by
Perez et al. (2011). The authors compared glance behaviour during a road section with no
billboards (‘control’) with glance behaviour on a similar road section with digital billboards and
traditional static billboards in two cities. Data were collected during the day and night and across
different road types. The authors concluded that the presence of digital billboards was not
associated with “unacceptably long glances away from the road”. This study was commissioned
by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in the United States, never appeared in a peer
reviewed journal, and has been strongly criticized (Wachtel, 2015). The study has many flaws
(e.g. low quality eye tracking) and the general conclusion (no unacceptably long glances at digital
billboards) was not supported by the results. Participants did in fact gaze more at digital billboards
than at traditional static billboards, despite the fact that the digital billboards were smaller in size
than the traditional equivalents.
In the first field study of Herrstedt et al. (2013) gaze behaviour at static traditional billboards was
analysed. Drivers looked at 69% of the traditional static billboards they passed. 82% of the
glances at these billboards lasted less than 1 second. 16% were between 1 second and 2
seconds, and 2% were longer than 2 seconds. However, because no eye tracking equipment was
used, the measurement of gazes at billboards was not very accurate. In their second study
Herrstedt et al. (2017) made use of advanced eye tracking technology and analysed glance
behaviour at digital billboards only. The exposure time, i.e. the time a billboard was in sight of the
participant and the participant was able to read what was on that billboard, was approximately 6
seconds. In approximately 60% of all the drive pasts, participants had a quick look at a static
digital billboard. In 15% of all the drive pasts the dwell time 2 s or more. Dukic et al. (2013) found
that for more than half the billboards, participants did not look at all. However, they more
frequently looked at the static digital billboards than at traditional static billboards and road signs.
When they looked, the gazes were also longer at static digital billboards than at traditional static
billboards. However, a dwell time of greater than 2 seconds at digital billboards rarely occurred
(0.08% of the dwell times at digital billboards). There were no differences in gaze patterns at
static digital billboards during day time and during night time. Misokefalou et al. (2016) found that
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when drivers looked at advertisements (both traditional static billboards and static digital
billboards) this was on average for 0.86 seconds; only 29% of the dwell times on advertisements
were over 1 second in duration. Finally, Belyusar et al. (2016) found that although glances of 2
seconds and more rarely occurred (around 1% of the glances), young drivers tended to make
more long glances at billboards than older drivers, especially around moments that the
advertisement switched at the digital billboard.

The laboratory studies:
Gaze behaviour was analysed in four simulator studies and in one study in which participants
watched videos that were filmed from the driver’s perspective while their gaze behaviour was
recorded. In the four simulator studies gaze behaviour was analysed in combination with driving
performance such as lateral position in the lane, speed, steering wheel reversal rate, headway to
a lead-vehicle. In this section, only the results of the eye tracking recordings are discussed.
In the study of Chattington et al. (2009) participants drove in an urban area with traditional static
billboards and video billboards. Video billboards were digital billboards with constantly moving
images on the screen. These video clips lasted around 6 seconds, and were played on repeat.
Billboards (both the traditional static billboards and the video billboards) could appear on the left
side, the right side, or straight ahead of the driver (e.g. on top of a gantry). All billboards were
placed around three to four meters above street level. Billboards at street level such as
advertisements on bus stops were not included. Some billboards could already be seen from far
away. These were billboards with a long exposure duration of 6 seconds and more. Due to
buildings and curves some were visible for around 4 seconds (intermediate exposure duration),
and some were only visible for around 2 seconds (short exposure duration). Overall, drivers
looked at video billboards for 12% longer than they did at static billboards, and on average made
34% more glances to video billboards. The findings were also dependent on the advert exposure
duration. When drivers looked at a billboard, they looked equally long at a traditional static
billboard and a video dynamic digital billboard when the exposure duration was long. When the
exposure time was intermediate, they glanced longer at dynamic digital billboards than at static
billboards. When the exposure time was short there was again no difference in glance duration
between the two. Participants also looked more often and for longer at billboards of both types
when they were straight ahead than they were placed on the left and the right side of the road.
In the simulator study of Garrison and Williams (2013), drivers encountered possible hazards
(e.g. a pedestrian who due to the circumstances could cross the road without paying attention),
passed traditional static billboards and passed traffic signs. They did this in two conditions. In the
baseline condition they just drove without any secondary task and in the experimental condition
they had a conversation with a passenger while they drove. The hypothesis was that in the
experimental condition (talking with a passenger) drivers would concentrate on hazards and
important road signs at the expense of looking at billboards. The results only partly supported this
hypothesis. The mean number of fixations on the three categories (hazards, signs, and
billboards) were lower in the distracted condition (talking with a passenger) than in the baseline
condition, but there were no interaction effects. This implies that hazards, signs and billboards all
received fewer fixations in the distracted condition. However, with regard to dwell time (the total
gaze duration), an interaction effect was found. Dwell times were shorter in all three categories in
the distracted condition but significantly more so for billboards and signs than for hazards. So
when participants gazed at billboards while distracted, their total gaze duration at the billboards
was significantly shorter than when not distracted, whereas when they gazed at hazards while
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distracted, the total gaze duration at those hazards was the same as when not distracted. This
suggests that drivers were able to moderate their distraction for non-driving-critical targets, at
least to some degree.
In the simulator study of Stavrinos et al. (2016) teenage drivers (16-19 year old), middle-aged
adults (35-55 year old), and older drivers (65 and older) drove past traditional static billboards and
static digital billboards. When a participant was in the direct vicinity of a static digital billboard, the
advertisement on the billboard switched automatically. Glances of at least 2 seconds were very
rare on both traditional static billboards and digital static billboards, but not for the youngest age
group. The differences between static traditional billboards and static digital billboards were small.
However, dwell time increased for teenage drivers and middle-aged adult drivers when the
transition from one advertisement to the next on the static digital billboards was slow.
Finally, Crundall et al. (2006) investigated the influence the location of the billboard has on gaze
behaviour. In their laboratory study participants watched video clips that were filmed from the
perspective of a driver, while their eye glances were recorded. In these clips some of the
advertisements were placed at street-level (e.g. on bus shelters) and some were placed at raisedlevel (around 3m above the ground). Drivers’ eyes are most of the times directed towards the
forward road view and within that view at the focus of expansion. The focus of expansion (FoE) is
the fixed centre in optical flow when moving forward. From the FoE drivers scan more broadly
horizontally than vertically (Underwood, Chapman, Brocklehurst, Underwood & Crundall, 2003)
(see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4

Focus of Expansion (FoE) and area where drivers fixate the most (the size of the ellipse
is indicative). The closer to the centre, the more fixations are made. However, drivers
tend to scan more broadly along the x-axis of this centre than along the y-axis of this
centre.

Because drivers scan more broadly horizontally than vertically it was expected that
advertisements at street-level (just within the ellipse in Figure 4.4) would be more often fixated
than advertisements at raised-level (just outside the ellipse in Figure 4.4). This was indeed what
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the researchers found. However, when participants were asked to look for advertisements in the
video clips, the advertisements at raised-level were better remembered than the advertisements
at street-level.
The studies so far did not account for the contents of the advertisement. When the content of
what is displayed on the billboard is not relevant for the road user, she or he will normally soon
turn the eyes back to the road and traffic situation. This is probably the reason why dwell times at
billboards mostly are brief. However, it could be that drivers keep on looking at billboards
because what is displayed on the billboard is relevant for them and could affect their emotions. In
a study with a motorcycle simulator, participants who were equipped with an eye tracker, passed
affect-laden static billboards (Megías et al., 2011). These billboards could display something
pleasant (e.g. a laughing baby), something unpleasant (e.g. an injured person), or something
neutral (e.g. a spoon). More fixations were made and dwell times were longer when the billboards
displayed pictures that were pleasant and unpleasant than when the displayed pictures were
neutral. There was no difference in the number of fixations and dwell times between unpleasant
and pleasant billboards.

4.3.3

Conclusions regarding gaze behaviour

It can be concluded that for approximately half the billboards drivers pass, they do not look at
them at all. When they look, they rarely look at them for more than two seconds. However, they
look more often and for a longer time at static digital billboards than at traditional static billboards.
Video billboards with moving images seem to attract most attention. The closer the billboard is
located near the forward road view of the driver, the more often drivers will look at the billboard.
Billboards at street level are more often looked at than billboards that are placed a few meters
above the ground. Drivers look less often at billboards when the task demands increase.
Although dwell times of 2 seconds and more do not occur very often, they do occur at least some
of the time, and glances of 2 seconds or longer away from the forward roadway increase crash
risk substantially. Even very short dwell times could conceivably increase crash risk when the
road and traffic situation is complex (see e.g. Simons-Morton et al., 2014), and these shorter
dwell times are still common. One also has to keep in mind that although dwell times of 2
seconds or longer are rare, they occur more often when drivers look at video billboards and at
static digital billboards, especially around moments when the advertisement at the billboard
switches. Dwell times are longer when billboards display affect-laden pictures. When the age of
the driver is taken into account, it seems that young drivers tend to look more often and longer at
static digital billboards around moments that a switch of advertisement takes place than at static
billboards.

4.4

Studies on driving behaviour

A total of 12 studies were found that had looked at changes in driving behaviour in the vicinity of
billboards. These were all simulator studies because subtle behaviour changes can accurately be
measured in a simulator, but are difficult to measure in real traffic. In the next paragraphs we
present the effects on speed, lateral control, headway, response time, and driving errors and
violations. A final paragraph specifically looks at the effect of the contents of the advertisement on
driving behaviour.
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4.4.1

Speed

The results on changes in speed near billboards are inconclusive. Chattington et al. (2009) found
that drivers lowered their speed slightly when drivers approached a billboard. This was more so
when it was a video billboard and the time the billboard was visible was medium (approximately 4
seconds) or short (approximately 2 seconds). In contrast, Marciano and Yeshurun (2012) found
that speed increased slightly when drivers passed static billboards. Bendak and Al-Saleh (2010)
found in their study that there were more speeding violations in the vicinity of static billboard, but
this effect did not reach statistical significance. Milloy and Caird (2011) did not find differences in
speed when they compared speed in the baseline condition (no billboards), the condition with
traditional static billboards, and the condition with static digital billboards.

4.4.2

Lateral control

With regard to lateral control the studies are unanimous: lateral control deteriorates slightly when
participants pass billboards, i.e. drivers tended to swerve more in the vicinity of a billboard.
Chattington et al. (2009) found that in particular video billboards deteriorated lateral control. The
standard deviation of the lateral lane position (an indicator of swerving) increased when drivers
approached these billboards when they were visible for a short period of time (2 seconds) and
when they were visible for a medium period of time (4 seconds) but not when they were visible for
a longer period of time (6 seconds). Young et al. (2009) found that the time spent out of lane and
the number of lane excursions increased near traditional static billboards, especially when these
billboards were located along rural roads. Bendak and Al-Saleh (2010) found that drivers tended
to drift from lane near traditional static billboards.

4.4.3

Headway

On the question of whether participants drive closer behind lead vehicles when they pass
billboards, the evidence is not conclusive. Milloy and Caird (2011) found that the minimum
headway distance, the shortest distance between the front bumper of in this case the simulator
car and the rear bumper of the lead vehicle, was shorter when participants passed static digital
billboards than when they passed traditional static billboards. The difference in headway was also
statistically significant between traditional static billboards and no billboards with the shorter
headways when participants passed traditional static billboards. Bendak and Al-Saleh (2010)
conclude that tailgating occurred more often near billboards than in the baseline condition (no
billboards). However, this difference did not reach statistical significance. Young et al. (2009) did
not find any difference in headway when participants passed billboards of any kind compared
with the baseline condition (no billboards).

4.4.4

Response time

Do billboards cause an increase in response time to unexpected driving events such as a lead
vehicle braking? Milloy and Caird (2011) found that participants took significantly longer to
respond to a braking lead vehicle when they passed static digital billboards than when they
passed traditional static billboards or did not pass a billboard at all (the baseline condition). They
also found that in their simulator study more collisions with the suddenly braking lead vehicle
occurred when drivers passed static digital billboards than when they passed traditional static
billboards or did not pass a billboard at all. In this simulator study the advertisement on a static
digital billboard always automatically switched when the vehicle approached. No other studies
were found about response latencies near billboards. The study of Milloy and Caird (2011)
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indicates that in particular static digital billboards cause an increase in response time around
moments of a switch from one advertisement to the other on these billboards.

4.4.5

Driving errors and violations

In the simulator study of Edquist, Horberry, Hosking, and Johnston (2011), billboards (a traditional
static billboard or a static digital billboard) could be placed on the other side of the road where a
road sign instructed drivers to change lanes. Did participants more often not change lanes when
a billboard was present? And when they did change lanes, did they do so later in time at the
presence of a billboard? More often, participants did not change lanes when a billboard was
present. Of the 1152 times when participants had to change lanes, 62 times they did not do so
and of these 62 times, 50 times were when a billboard was placed opposite the lane change sign.
This difference was statistically significant. When participants did change lanes, they did so
significantly later in time when a billboard was present. There was no difference between
traditional static billboards and static digital billboards.
Bendak and Al-Saleh (2010) found that participants significantly more often crossed an
intersection recklessly when a traditional static billboard was placed near that intersection than
when there was no billboard. The authors do not define what they considered to be reckless
crossing. Bendak and Al-Saleh (2010) also found that changing lanes in the vicinity of traditional
static billboards occurred more often without signalling when there was no billboard.

4.4.6

Effect of content of advertisement on road user behaviour

The content of an advertisement can have an effect on the emotional state of the road user and
the content of what is displayed on a billboard can for instance also activate drivers to execute
certain dangerous actions such as dialling a telephone number. No studies were found about
evocations on billboards to engage in distracting activities. However, some studies were found
about affect-laden advertisements on driving behaviour. Megías, Di Stasi, Maldonado, Catena,
and Cándido (2014) conducted a study with a motorcycle simulator in which participants
encountered an intersection with an amber traffic light after just having passed a billboard. The
depicted picture on that static billboard could be either pleasant, unpleasant, or a neutral. The
content of the billboard had no effect on the decision to speed up or to brake at the amber traffic
light. However, the displayed pictures had an effect on the tendency to take risks when also the
moment of the decision to brake or to speed up was taken into account. The risk taking tendency
(i.e. to speed up at the very last moment) was lower after having passed a negative
advertisement compared with a positive and neutral advertisement.
In a simulator study by Chan and Singhal (2013) participants drove past a traditional static
billboard that contained a single word and no pictures. This could be a negative word (e.g.
stress), a positive word (e.g. joy) or a neutral word (e.g. clock). They measured several driving
performance indicators just after having passed a billboard. These indicators were speed, lateral
position, steering wheel reversal rate and steering wheel angle. The type of words only had an
effect on speed. Drivers had lower mean speeds when there were emotional words (both positive
and negative) compared with neutral words, and this slowing effect lasted longer when there
were positive words. In a follow-up simulator study the researchers also had billboards with taboo
arousing words (Chan, Madan, & Singhal, 2016). Results showed that taboo words captured the
most attention. Interestingly, taboo words appeared to improved lateral control for a while.
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4.4.7

Conclusions regarding driving behaviour

There is quite strong evidence that lateral control deteriorates when drivers look at billboards.
They tend to drift slowly out of their lane. Looking at billboards doesn’t seem to influence vehicle
speed very much. However, there are some indications that headways get shorter in particular
when drivers pass static digital billboards and video billboards. Close following is even more
dangerous than in circumstances without billboards because there is quite strong evidence that
drivers tend to respond (brake) later in time near static digital billboards and video billboards
when a lead vehicle suddenly brakes. Drivers also more often overlook road signs and tend to
forget to signal when they change lanes near billboards. The content of what is displayed on
billboards does not seem to influence the driving behaviour so much. Although the content had
minor effects on driving behaviour and the tendency to take risks, one has to keep in mind that
studies about the displayed content were all simulator studies. It could be that drivers will behave
somewhat differently when exposed to arousing pictures and text in real traffic.

4.5

Studies on situation awareness

Road users need to be aware of what is going on around them. At every moment in time they
have to be able to detect the relevant changes in the road and traffic situation, comprehend what
these changes mean, and predict how possible hazards can develop into acute threats that need
to be anticipated (e.g. Crundall, 2016). Can billboards diminish situation awareness of drivers?
Only one study was found in which this was investigated (Young, Stephens, Logan & Lenné,
2017). Participants in this study were instructed to maintain a continuous dialogue of their internal
thoughts related to their journey. They had to verbalize these thoughts aloud. These included
general thoughts about where they were positioning their vehicle and why; thoughts about the
road environment, road condition, road signs or billboards, road signals, other road users, what
they were doing, how that related to the driver and what actions they were taking and intended to
take. All this was recorded while the participants drove a fixed route in real traffic that took them
past traditional static billboards. Results indicated that the structure and content of drivers'
situation awareness was not appreciably affected by the billboards. Drivers mentioned billboards
when driving demand was low, such as when driving on a motorway with light to moderate traffic,
in lower speed zones, or when stationary. However, when drivers were required to perform a
manoeuvre or driving demands increased, drivers did not mention the billboards but mentioned
subjects related to the driving task. This indicates that the participants in this study regulated the
attention they paid to billboards.

4.6
4.6.1

Other studies and overview studies
Other studies

All studies reviewed so far examined distraction from billboards in real traffic or in a simulator.
Marciano and Setter (2017) used a method which was designed instead to make advertisements
the primary focus of attention. Participants watched static advertisements that were displayed on
a monitor and had to answer questions about them, while they examined the advertisement, they
had to execute a tracking task that was displayed to the right of the depicted advertisement
simultaneously. This tracking task resembled the steering aspect of the driving task. Participants
also had to identify a change of colour of a circle that was displayed in the upper right corner of
the screen (a monitoring task). The question addressed was which type of advertisement
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deteriorated performance on the tracking task and the circle colour change identification task the
most. There were five clusters of advertisements:






Cluster 1: many words and a small picture,
Cluster 2: many words and no pictures,
Cluster 3: minimum of text (one or two words) in large font size,
Cluster 4: large pictures with a minimum of text, and
Cluster 5: large picture or many pictures and many text blocks.

The Cluster 5 billboards that the authors labelled as the ‘loaded billboards’, deteriorated the
tracking task the most. The Cluster 4 billboards with large detailed pictures and only a few words,
deteriorated the circle colour change identification task the most. The Cluster 3 type of billboards
with a minimum of text in large font size affected the two secondary tasks the least.
The fact that billboards with only a few words interfered with the (surrogate) steering task the
least was also found in a simulator study by Schieber, Limrick, McCall, and Beck (2014). In their
study the billboard contained 4, 8 or 12 words. Participants drifted gradually away from the centre
line while they read the billboard and then re-established their course abruptly after having
passed the billboard. These effects were stronger the more words were displayed on the
billboard.
Zalesinska (2018) conducted a study about the effects of luminance, size and location of light
emitting static digital billboard on response times (the onset of braking) when drivers passed a
static digital billboard at night and a sudden event (e.g. a pedestrian suddenly crossing the road)
occurred. This was a simulator study. Luminance, size, and location of the billboard all had an
effect on response time. The more light the digital billboard emitted, the larger the illuminated
billboard was, and the closer the billboard was located near the Focus of Expansion (see Figure
4.4), the later the participants braked. There were also significant combined effects (interaction
effects) of luminance and size and of luminance and location, but not of location and size. There
also was no three way interaction effect of illumination, size, and location. Luminance had the
largest impact on response time. The lighting conditions were: 0 cd/m2 (Candela per square
meter), 200 cd/m2, 400 cd/m2, and 800 cd/m2. The difference in response time latency was the
largest between 0 cd/m2 (no luminance) and 200 cd/m2. The response time increased with
approximately 100 ms when the advertisement emitted 200 cd/m2 relative to the condition in
which the advertisement emitted no light.

4.6.2

Previous literature reviews

The present literature review about the effects of roadside advertisements on crash rate and
driving behaviour is not the first literature review on this topic. The previous reviews are briefly
summarized in this paragraph.
The literature review of Brijs et al. (2014) is in Dutch and is about static digital billboards and
video billboards. The authors conclude that epidemiological studies based on crash rates near
billboards do not yield sufficient evidence that these billboards increase crash risk. There are only
a few epidemiological studies and these studies are based on too few crashes. The authors
conclude that there is however sufficient evidence that these types of billboards do distract
drivers. Static digital billboards and even more so video billboards negatively influence gaze
behaviour and driving performance. Brijs et al. (2014) stress the negative effect of ‘visual clutter’
caused by billboards; when these billboards are located near complex road and traffic situations
with lots of road signs, they can hinder scanning for relevant information. The authors also stress
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the danger of glare caused by too brightly illuminated billboards. However, they do not refer to
studies that have explicitly investigated the negative effects of visual clutter and glare caused by
static digital billboards and video billboards.
Decker et al. (2015) conducted a literature review of the effects billboards of any kind may have
on visual behaviour. The authors conclude that there is sufficient evidence that when drivers look
at billboards, 10-20% of glances are longer than 0.75 seconds. Video billboards and static digital
billboards (at around the moment the advertisement switches) distract drivers more than
traditional static billboards. Occasionally, fixations can be over 2 seconds at video billboards and
static digital billboards, but the authors conclude that it is not possible to provide an accurate
prevalence. Although video billboards and static digital billboards elicit longer fixations than
traditional static billboards no evidence was found that dwell times differed between the digital
billboards and the traditional static billboards. Furthermore, the authors did not find evidence that
billboards in general affected glances at expected driving-relevant stimuli, or the proportion of
time drivers spent glancing at the forward roadway. However, they did find evidence that
especially the video billboards and static digital billboards negatively affected glances at
unexpected driving-relevant stimuli such as a lead vehicle that suddenly brakes, and that
vertically scanning decreased.
The report of Wachtel (2016) is not a literature review in the true sense of the word. It is mainly a
compendium of recent studies on static digital billboards and video billboards. The author
concludes that recent studies indicate that due to their salience static digital billboards and in
particular video billboards attract more attention than traditional static billboards. These
‘Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS)’ affect the glance behaviour and
driving performance of young novice drivers more than that of older and more experienced
drivers. The author also mentions that the most recent epidemiological studies tend to indicate
(but not prove) that CEVMS increase crash risk. However, some of the recent epidemiological
studies that showed no effect on crash rate are missing in this compendium.
Finally, Ziakopoulos et al. (2017) reviewed the literature about crash rate, glance behaviour, and
driving performance that are associated with ‘outside factors’. These outside factors were
billboards but also other objects or events and included even sun glare. Only four of the twelve
included studies about outside factors were about billboards. The authors conclude that in
general outside factors increase crash rate. However, in the only study about the effect of
roadside advertisement on crash rate they included (Yannis et al., 2013) it was found that
roadside advertisement did not increase crash rate. Although this study has sufficient statistical
power the design is rather weak. It is a before-and-after study without a comparison site.
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5 Findings structured within the SEEV-framework
According to the SEEV-framework presented in Chapter 3, distraction by roadside
advertisements is caused by their salience, by the effort road users have to invest to ‘read’ the
billboards, by the expectations of the road users, and by the value the content and appearance of
the messages have for road users. In addition, drivers can be dazzled by the luminance of
billboards. This chapter presents these five determinants and their factors with (in italic) what the
literature review has revealed about these factors. It is important to note that many studies did
show an effect of a certain factor but that the results were hardly ever precise enough to allow for
concrete quantitative recommendations. For example, exposure time of an advertisement on a
static digital billboard has an effect on gaze behaviour and driving behaviour. However, it is not
possible to state that when exposure time increases with X seconds the change in behaviour Y
will be Z percent.

5.1

Salience

Factors related to Salience are:


The presence of moving images (videos) or animations
When video billboards were included in the studies, these billboards had the most
deteriorating effect on gaze behaviour and driving performance, especially for young drivers.



Other movement such as rotating advertisements
No studies included rotating objects (such as the three slowly rotating advertisements placed
on a pillar in Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1

Example of three slowly rotating illuminated traditional static billboards that are
placed on a pillar.

Fast moving objects grab the attention but very slow rotating objects probably not so much.
However, no studies were found regarding this topic.
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Lighting, colour and contrast with background
This factor is not about glare that brightly illuminated billboards can cause but about their
increased conspicuity because they stand out against the background. The effects of
increased conspicuity are difficult to investigate in simulators but have been investigated in
the field studies. No clear evidence was found that illuminated billboards affected gaze
behaviour more when it was dark than during daylight. It is however important to note that
only static digital billboards were included in these field studies and that they probably emitted
no more light than was allowed by the regulations.



Exposure time of an advertisement on a digital billboard
Both in simulator studies and in field studies it was found that at the moment a switch of
advertisements occurs, they attract the most visual attention. More drivers tend to look at
these billboards at those moments and when they look, they look longer. The less drivers
experience a switch of the advertisement when they approach, the less drivers will be
distracted by static digital billboards. This implies that the longer the exposure time of an
advertisement on a static digital billboard, the better this is for road safety.



Transition from one advertisement to the other on static digital billboards
No studies were found about the way an advertisement on a static digital billboard is replaced
by another. These transitions can be quick without a brief period with a black screen between
the two advertisements or slow with a black screen between the two advertisements. It is also
possible that the old advertisement slowly fades out and the new advertisement slowly fades
in. There is no consensus between experts. Some argue that transition should be slow and
others argue that transition should be as fast as possible (e.g. Wallace, 2003a).

5.2

Effort

Factors related to Effort are:


Position of the advertisement in relation to the forward view of the driver
The studies clearly indicate that the closer the billboard is located near the default gaze
direction of drivers (i.e. the forward road view), the more drivers will glance at the billboard.
Billboards at street level attract more attention than when they are placed a couple of metres
above the ground. The more drivers have to turn their head in order to ‘read’ the
advertisement, the less often they will take the effort to look at it. However, when they do look
for instance at billboards that are placed alongside the road, the longer their eyes will be
away from the forward road view (Crundall et al., 2006).



Size of advertisement
Only one study was found in which the size of the billboard was an independent variable
(Zalesinska, 2018). The larger the static digital billboard was in this study, the longer it took
drivers to start to brake when an acute hazard suddenly materialized at the moment billboard
was in sight.



The visual clutter in the forward view of drivers (e.g. buildings, other billboards, and road
signs that surrounds the advertisement)
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In for instance urban areas or in industrial zones, the road environment may provide so much
irrelevant visual information that it is difficult for the driver to select the information that is
relevant for driving (Edquist, 2008). This is called ‘visual clutter’. No studies were found in
which the visual clutter that is caused by billboards was explicitly analysed. Experts argue
that because of the fact that visual clutter may deteriorate driving performance, billboards and
especially static digital billboards or video billboards should not be placed near road and
traffic situations where drivers have to concentrate on the driving task and to take decisions
such as near intersections (e.g. Wallace, 2003b). In most guidelines it is stated that because
of the danger of visual clutter there should be a minimum distance between one static digital
billboard and the other (see for an overview: OMA 2014). Although it is better to avoid visual
clutter it appears from the evidence that drivers are capable of some kind of self-regulation.
When the road and traffic situation is complex drivers tend to concentrate more on the driving
task and tend to look less often at billboards (Young et al., 2017).


Font size of the letters on billboards
No studies were found that examined font size of the letters on billboards. The study of
Marciano and Setter (2017) indicates that billboards with only a few words in large font size
deteriorated a tracking task that resembles steering the least.



The amount of text on a billboard
The more text displayed on a billboard the more lateral control deteriorates when drivers try to
read the billboard (Schieber et al., 2014). However, it could be in real world driving that
drivers decide not to read a billboard when it contains a lot of text.



The composition of pictures and text on a billboard
The so called loaded advertisements with various text blocks and pictures deteriorated a
tracking task the most (Marciano & Setter, 2017).



The traffic density at the spot of the advertisement
In the simulator study of Marciano and Yeshurun (2012) it was found that when the traffic
density was low, participants more often looked at billboards and that the dwell times were
also longer than when the traffic density was high. This indicates that there is some kind of
self-regulation. Despite this self-regulation, drivers start to brake later when a lead vehicle
suddenly brakes when they approach a static digital billboard compared with when there are
no billboards (Milloy & Caird, 2011).



The complexity of the traffic situation at the spot of the billboard
There are indications that billboards affect decision making in complex road situations. In the
simulator study of Edquist et al. (2011) participants more often did not change lanes when a
static billboard was present opposite the road sign that indicated that drivers had to change
lanes, compared with when there was no billboard.

5.3

Expectations

Factors related to Expectations are:


Do the advertisements look like road signs?
No studies were found about this subject.
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Are the advertisements placed at spots where drivers search for relevant information for the
safe execution of the driving task?
In the field study of Smiley et al. (2005) the static digital billboards were placed in an urban
area near intersections with road signs and traffic lights. Drivers more often did not look at
road signs after the billboards were placed, compared with before they were placed.



Do the advertisements (partly) block the view of information that is relevant for the safe
execution of the driving task?
No studies were found about this subject.



Does a billboard refer to information that will be on a next billboard along the road (e.g.: “See
our next billboard along this road what we can offer you.”)?
No studies we found about this subject.

5.4

Value

Factors related to Value are:






5.5

Content of message, pictures and or texts that may evoke emotions
There are indeed indications that emotion-arousing pictures and words have an effect on
driving performance. These effects are small and sometimes they can also improve driving
performance.
Content related to current goals of the driver (for example food, drink)
No studies could be found in which for instance hungry participants and participants that are
not hungry search for billboards that inform drivers about restaurants in the neighbourhood.
Text that encourage drivers to engage in distracting activities (e.g. using their mobile phone).
No studies were found about advertisements on billboards that encouraged drivers to carry
out distracting activities such as texting.

Luminance

Factors related to Luminance that are not related to salience, are:


Does the illuminated billboard/object cause glare?
Whether illuminated billboards cause glare is difficult to investigate in a simulator. One
simulator study was found on this topic (Zalesinska, 2018). In this study was found that while
driving in the dark, a luminance of 200 cd/m2 already had some deteriorating effects on
driving performance. In all the field studies that were found in which participants drove in the
dark and passed static digital billboards or video billboards, the problem of glare is never
mentioned. It could be that glare is not mentioned because the existing illuminated billboards
in these studies met the local requirements about illumination. In most of these regulations,
the maximum amount of light a certain surface is allowed is related to the background light.
There is more background light during hours of darkness on urban roads than on rural roads.
It could also be that glare is never mentioned because no older drivers participated in these
field studies.



Does the brightness of the illuminated billboard make unilluminated road signs almost
invisible?
No field studies were found in which participants were not able to read the road signs in the
dark because a billboard next to the road sign emitted too much light.
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6 Overall conclusions
Five studies were found about the association between crashes and roadside advertisements.
The results are inconclusive. In one study an increase in the number of crashes was found near
billboards and in the four other studies not. However, it is very difficult to assess the effect of
billboards on crash risk. One issue is the lack of statistical power. Because crashes are rare
events and the stretches of road in which a billboard could contribute to a crash are short, the
included number of crashes was mostly small. One of the five studies, a study in which no effect
on crash risk was found, indeed seems to lack statistical power but in the four other studies
power seems to be sufficient. Another issue is the research design. Three of the five studies were
before-and-after-studies (comparing the crash rate before the placement of billboards and the
crash rate after the placement of billboards) and in two studies a comparison site was also
included. A before-and-after-study with a comparison site is a stronger research design than a
before-and-after-study without such a group. There were two studies with sufficient statistical
power and a comparison site. In one of them an increase of crashes near billboards was found,
but not in the other.
Because of this, studies that focus on SPIs such as looking behaviour and driving behaviour are
the best available to make an assessment of the safety of billboards.
Approximately half of drivers do not look at billboards when they pass them. However, those
drivers that do, look more often and longer at static digital billboards (in particular at moments that
the advertisement switches) and even more so at video billboards than at traditional static
billboards. They more often look at billboards at street level than at raised level, but when they
look at billboards at raised level they tend to look longer. Young novice drivers are inclined to look
at static digital billboards and video billboards the most. Drivers rarely look longer than two
seconds at a billboard. However, sometimes they do, especially when it is a static digital billboard
or a video billboard. This is worrying as long glances at objects outside the vehicle increase the
crash risk substantially (Dingus et al., 2016).
There is quite strong evidence that lane keeping deteriorates when drivers look at billboards.
Billboards do not seem to have a strong impact on speed. In some studies it was found that
headways get shorter in particular when drivers pass static digital billboards and video billboards.
This is dangerous because response latencies are longer when drivers look at billboards. They
for instance brake later in time when they look at a billboard and a lead vehicle suddenly brakes.
Drivers also more often overlook road signs and tend to forget to signal when they change lanes
near billboards. The content of what is displayed on billboards does not seem to influence driving
behaviour very much. What is displayed on the advertisements (arousing pictures and texts)
influences decision making and driving performance only slightly. However, more research is
needed to assess the effect of emotion-laden pictures and text on driving behaviour.
The less demanding the driving task, the more drivers let their eyes wander to irrelevant objects.
It seems that most drivers are capable of regulating adequately the attentional resources the
driving task requires (Young et al., 2017). However, in traffic the task demands can suddenly
increase and these events (e.g. a lead vehicle that suddenly brakes) are not always properly
anticipated. In those circumstances looking at billboards can have detrimental effects.
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In most field studies no difference was found in gaze behaviour at illuminated billboards during
day and night. This does not mean that LED billboards (light-emitting diode billboards) such as
most static digital billboards and video billboards do not have an impact on driving behaviour.
Most jurisdictions regulate the amount of light billboards are allowed to emit. The illuminated
billboards drivers passed at night in these field studies most probably were in compliance with
these regulations. Illuminated billboards definitely can cause glare. In her simulator study,
Zalesinska (2018) found that the more light a billboard emitted the longer the response latencies
were when an acute threatening situation such as a pedestrian that suddenly crossed the road,
occurred.
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1

1.0 Introduction and Background
.
In recent years new technology in the outdoor advertising industry has led to the introduction of
digital billboards to replace existing static billboards. Due to an increasing number of applications
for installation of billboards within Christchurch, the Christchurch City Council (CCC) is seeking
guidance and information in relation to potential effects of these billboards. Natural tensions exists
between the desire of the advertising industry for billboards to be seen by a large viewing
audience by attracting attention and the potential adverse effects that can arise from visually
dominant signage. The challenge of balancing this fundamental purpose of advertising signs with
appropriate environmental outcomes is addressed in this report The intention of this work is to
quantify the visual effects (particularly with regard to luminance and image changing) for LED
billboards in comparison to static billboards in various light conditions, in order to provide
recommended quantitative guidelines with visual simulations for use in hearings.
Boffa Miskell Ltd (BML) has been commissioned in collaboration with lighting specialist Steve
Muir from Connetics to prepare this guidance document based on the review of international
literature, as well as case study examples of existing billboards within Christchurch City. The
findings from the lighting expert have been combined with the townscape/ urban design advice
into this report.
Digital billboards have become increasingly popular and the space on the electronic signs is
marketed as being superior to that on static signs. However, various concerns have been raised
in the literature that a digital sign which is located within close proximity to key decision points
such as intersections and where luminance levels are set higher than that of the other static signs,
can potentially draw a driver's eyes to the sign, leading to safety concerns. This report focusses
on the aesthetic/ visual and urban design aspects, rather than the road safety aspects of
billboards’ effects. However, a number of the safety related findings in the literature also have
visual implications relevant to this study, since large-scale billboards are generally aimed at a
motorised viewing audience. To consider both visual implications and road safety considerations,
this report should be read in conjunction with Digital and Projected Advertising Signs: Road Safety
Considerations and Consent Conditions1.
For the preparation of this report the following issues and tasks were covered:
•
•

•
•

1

2

A review of international literature to identify relevant information and approaches
to LED signage from other cities.
A review of luminance levels for LED signs based both on existing studies/
standards and on-site measurements of existing signs) at different times (sunny/
cloudy day, night) and comparison with luminance levels of static billboards.
Consideration of photo simulations and their supportive role they play in
illustrating proposals in comparison with other potential methods of presentation
A review of standards and the effects of changing images on LED billboards in
comparison to equivalent effects from static images. AS 4282 Control of
obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting was last updated in 1997 and is currently
under review however it currently excludes “internally illuminated advertising
signs.”

Report prepared for Christchurch City Council, 4 February 2016
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The project involved both a desk-top component as well as some site visits within Christchurch,
as described in the methodology section of the report. Some information and literature references
were provided by CCC, supplemented by additional online research regarding international
examples and recent local projects pertaining to billboards (both LED and static).

1.1

Definition of Billboard

For the purpose of this study billboards have been defined to include a particular range of largescale outdoor advertising signs, excluding a number of other smaller on-premise signage. It is,
however, acknowledged that all signage contributes to the cumulative effects of visual clutter. The
research included a comparison of conventional large billboards, which is generally illuminated at
night, and the more recent digital billboards which feature LED (light emitting diode) technology.
For LED billboards brightness levels can be controlled through the use of light sensors, which
measure the amount of light available in the surrounding environment, or altered remotely. In the
brightest sun, the sign is at its brightest to provide the necessary contrast and enhance legibility.
At night, the billboard is much dimmer according to the surrounding light conditions2.
Digital billboards investigated for this report included freestanding or wall-mounted signs and all
signs were greater than eight square metres in size. All billboards within the Christchurch context
were static electronic displays 3, which are defined as “signs capable of displaying words,
symbols, figures or images that can be electronically or mechanically changed by remote or
automatic means”. These displays contain static images only and do not have movement of any
part of the sign structure, or image displayed on the sign. The Christchurch LED signs typically
exclude any action or motion, animation, rotation, scrolling, flashing or colour changes, or varying
of light intensity.
The urban context and ambient lighting surrounding the signs differed for the sites chosen for the
case studies to cover a wider range of scenarios and to allow for comparison between sites. This
site context is described for each one of the case studies in Section 3 of the report. As part of this
report a series of visual recommendations/ guidelines following both the research and case
studies is provided.

2.0 Methodology
In order to establish and identify the range of different LED billboards, in terms of their size, type
(i.e. freestanding, attached to buildings etc.), form, location, luminance, in and around
Christchurch, two site visits were undertaken by the study team. These four site visits included
two assessment during the day on 29/06/2016 (9am-1pm) and 02/09/2016 (1pm – 4pm), and two
during the night on 30/06/2016 (6-10pm) and 01/09/2016 (7pm – 9pm). During the night all images
were taken in darkness. Factors taken into account for the assessment included the time of day
and weather conditions, as these can affect luminance levels.
Preliminary desktop research on the billboards provided information on the sizes and local
knowledge about the urban context, such as zoning and the perceptual aspects from an urban
design/ visual perspective, and were used for the site selection.

2

Source: Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA): www.oaaa.org

3

Non-static electronic displays are signs capable of displaying words, symbols, figures, images, animation, vision and moving pictures
that can be electronically or mechanically changed by remote or automatic means.
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2.1

Terminology used throughout this report

The terminology used throughout this report has been informed by international literature on this
subject and definitions provided by Steve Muir (Connetics) and Hugh Nicholson (CCC).
Illuminance (illumination) is usually measured in units of foot-candles or lux; luminance (surface
brightness) is most often measured in nits or candela per square meter (cd/m2), which are
equivalent. Luminance is a key measurement when analysing surfaces which emit light, like a
computer or television screen, or a digital billboard. Illuminance is what allows us to see items
which do not emit light; light (illumination) coming from other sources reflects off the object,
rendering it visible to us; illuminance is determined by the brightness and location of the external
light source(s) 4.
Illuminance or “I” for incident – is the amount of light falling onto a surface or an incident ray of
light striking a surface measured with an “incident meter”. It is a measure of how much incident
light illuminates a surface area. It is known as the amount of luminous flux (in lumens) that is
received by a given area lumens/square meter (lm/m2) or lux.
Examples of typical illuminance values are 400-500 lux on a desk within an office, outdoor multiuse recreational sports facility 100 -150 lux and 3-14 lux for a public outdoor carpark.
Luminance or “L” for leaving – is the amount of light “leaving” or reflected by an object and is
measured as candles per square meter (cd/m2) or nits. One nit is equivalent to one cd/m2. The
value of luminance at a point on a surface can therefore vary depending on the observer’s
viewpoint. In the display industry, luminance is used to quantify the brightness of displays. It can
be considered the human perception of brightness or how bright we perceive the light to be.
Examples of typical luminance values are 30 – 100 cd/m2 for a desktop computer monitor, 450 –
1000 cd/m2 for a High Definition TV and 1000 – 3000 cd/m2 direct from an unshielded streetlight.

4

4

http://www.illinoislighting.org/billboards.html

4

http://www.extron.com.html
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Glare – is the result of excessive amounts of luminance in the field of view or excessive and
uncontrolled brightness (luminance). Glare is subjective and can be discomfort able or creates
the disability to see detail (reduction in visibility).
Spill light – is the illuminance falling onto an adjoining property or area that is not intended to be
illuminated by a resultant light source. The permitted levels of spill light within Christchurch City
Plan range between 2.5 – 20 lux depending on what zone.

2.2

Methodology for Case Studies

For the case studies within Christchurch, three sites were chosen that contain several existing
billboards, both static and digital, with a range of wall-mounted and free standing signs. The
context of the billboards varies from an industrial site in outer suburbs of Christchurch to a light
commercial/ retail area within a busy hospitality hub in the central city.
A photographic record of the signs and their context was prepared (see graphic attachment) and
a number of luminance readings were taken for each sign during the day and night time.
Chosen sites and locations were:
1. The temporary free standing image changing LED signboard at 181 Victoria Street near
the corner of Bealey Avenue facing north.
2. Building mounted image changing LED signboard at 104 Victoria Street mounted at right
angles to Victoria Street facing north, north-west. Approximate dimensions of this
signboard are 4m wide x 10m high at 8m off the ground to the bottom of the signboard.
3. Building mounted static signboard externally illuminated via two floodlights mounted at
the top. This signboard is attached to the side of the Buddle Finlay building at 83 Victoria
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Street. Approximate dimensions of this signboard are 4m wide x 10m high at 8m off the
ground to the bottom of the signboard.
4. A free standing triangle shaped signboard. This signboard has one side with an image
changing LED signboard facing north east, another side with a static backlit LED
signboard facing south east and one side with a non-illuminated static signboard facing
south west. The location is in a carpark area near the Colombo Street railway line
overbridge and the Moorhouse Avenue / Colombo Street overbridge. Approximate
dimensions of each side of this signboard are 8m wide x 4m high at 4m off the ground to
the bottom of the signboard.
5. A free standing dual sided signboard located on private land near the Main South Road
/ Racecourse Road overbridge. This signboard has one side with an image changing
LED signboard facing north, north, east and another side also image changing LED
signboard facing south east. The prominent viewing of this signboard is as you drive
south exiting Sockburn round-about or while driving north over the Racecourse Road
overbridge. Approximate dimensions of each side of this signboard are 8m wide x 4m
high at 4m off the ground to the bottom of the signboard.
6. A free standing two sided static signboard externally illuminated via two floodlights (one
each side) mounted at the top. This signboard can be viewed from either the west or
east as you travel on Blenheim Road outside number 530 Blenheim Road. Approximate
dimensions of each side of this signboard are 8m wide x 4m high at 3m off the ground to
the bottom of the signboard.

Viewing distances
The luminance readings were taken at a distance of 20 metres from each sign, in order to ensure
consistency of reading. The photographic record includes a view from longer viewing distances
in some instances. The urban context and road layout determined the maximum and optimum
viewing distances for each sign. This included the presence of buildings and other structures,
such as overbridges, as well as vegetation. In summary, the first point where a billboard is
noticeable varied significantly between sites, depending on foreground screening and
surrounding features, ranging from 35 to 160 metres).

Photography Night Time
All photographs were taken with a Canon Eos 5D camera at variable viewing angles to illustrate
both sign details and urban context. A matching viewing point was chosen for the day and night
time photography in order to produce comparable results showing a similar amount of surrounding
context for each sign (see graphic attachment). Depending on the sign format and size the viewing
distance had to be adjusted accordingly.
For the night time photography, a tripod was used to avoid blur of images as much as possible.
However, in some instances moving traffic led to blurring in the foreground. A shutter speed had
to be chosen that adequately represented the surrounding ambient light and street scene, as well
as the brightness of the billboard (both LED and illuminated static). In order to avoid over and
under exposure a range images was taken at a variety of shutter speeds from 1/30 sec to 1sec,
with most useful results produced at an exposure of around 1/15- 1/8 sec. The focus had to be
adjusted manually and the camera was set to shutter priority.

6
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Luminance Determination Methodology
Readings were obtained using a hand held digital Konica Minolta LS-110 Luminance meter Serial
number 22044025 and units recorded in cd/m2. At each site we measured a number of random
luminance values off various images during day time and night time conditions.
At each billboard we recorded the readings as the image changed at a set distance of 20m from
each sign. Within each segment of the sign while the images rotated. Recordings were taken in
the same approximate location on each image. While the luminance values varied from one
image to the next, all readings have been averaged to give a luminance value over each segment
then in turn these averages give an overall average luminance over each sign under each
condition (refer to the results in clause 5).
There could be several factors that could influence each recorded value, such as movement of
the meter, the time the image is within view for a reading to be taken, colour or intensity of the
image within the meters view, tolerances within the meter and the change of environmental
conditions. These influences are reduced by using average values for each segment and for the
overall billboard.
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2.3

Visual Effects and Visibility

This section outlines the visual effects assessment undertaken for the case studies. It is
recommended to adopt this assessment methodology for consent applications and their review
in order to ensure consistency in terminology, appropriate consideration of context of viewing
audiences and determination of scale of effects. Commentary and recommendations regarding
the visual representation of signs, as part of resource consent applications, is provided in the
following section.
The visibility of a sign has to be differentiated from the visual effect it creates. While visibility only
refers to the assessment whether an object can be seen or not, visual effects relate to the changes
that arise in the composition of available views as a result of changes to the urban context, to
people’s responses to the changes, and to the overall effects with respect to visual amenity.
The visual baseline identifies the potential viewing audience that has the ability to obtain views
towards the site. This includes the locations, such as groups of properties, roads, footpaths and
public open spaces that lie within the visual envelope or zone of visual influence of the site/ sign
and the audience that visually accesses the billboards. Once the viewing audience has been
identified, the assessment then considers the visual sensitivity of individuals or groups which
make up the viewing audience. The sensitivity of the viewing audience is dependent upon the
susceptibility of the viewing audience to change and the value attached to available views:
•

The expectations and occupation or activity of the viewing audience, including whether
they are driving a car, walking, or living/ working in a premise nearby;

•

The extent to which their interest or activity may therefore be focussed on available views,
which includes the time of exposure and direction of view; and

•

The importance or value associated with particular views (which may be determined with
respect to its popularity or numbers of people affected, its location within particular parts
of a city, its tourist attractions and objects of interest (eg historic buildings, parks) and
facilities provided for its enjoyment).

Following an assessment of the potential sensitivity of the available viewing audience, the visual
assessment then considers the potential change which will result from visibility of the Proposed
Development. It should be remembered that views of a development do not necessarily equate
to visual effects. Visual impact is not always negative and a change in view is not automatically
wrong.
More detailed information on the visual effects from changing messages and motion on signs is
provided in the literature review section of this report. The key components that lead to a likely
increase in visual effects of a sign relate to the viewing distance, size, brightness and motion,
including change-over of images. It should also be noted that the location of the sign relative to
the viewing direction of the receiving audience, in particular drivers, is relevant, leading to higher
effects if a sign is within the central field of vision.

8
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Table 1: Determining the significance of visual effects

Contributing Factors

Higher

Lower

Susceptibility to change

-

Views from dwellings
and recreation areas
where attention is
typically focussed on
the wider urban
context or landscape

-

Views from places of
employment and other
places where the focus
is typically incidental to
its townscape/
landscape context

Size or scale

-

Loss or addition of key
features in the view
High degree of
contrast with existing
townscape elements
(ie. in terms of form
scale, mass, line,
height, colour and
texture)
Full view of the
development
Frontal views
Near distance views
Change visible across
wide extent of view

-

Most key features of
view retained
Low degree of contrast
with existing townscape
elements (ie. in terms of
form scale, mass, line,
height, colour and
texture)
Glimpse view of the
development

-

Geographical extent

-

Duration and
reversibility

-

Permanent
Long term (over 10
years)

-

-

Oblique views
Long distance views
Small portion of change
visible

-

Transient
Short term (0-5 years)

A landscape (or townscape) and visual assessment generally concludes with an overall
assessment of the likely significance of visual effects. This also takes account of the nature of
effects and the effectiveness of any proposed mitigation. The following levels of effect can be
used to guide assessment of the significance of landscape and visual effects using the seven
point scale as identified in NZILA’s Best Practice Note:
Extreme:
Total loss to key elements / features / characteristics of a highly valued
townscape, i.e. elements considered to be totally uncharacteristic when set within the attributes
of the receiving townscape / urban context such that it amounts to complete change of highly
recognised townscape / urban values.
Very High:
Major modification to most key elements / features / characteristics of a valued
townscape / urban context, i.e. introduction of elements considered to be largely uncharacteristic
with the attributes of the receiving context such that little of the pre-development character
remains.
High: Major modifications to key elements / features / characteristics of the baseline, i.e.
introduction of elements considered uncharacteristic with the attributes of the receiving context
such that the pre-development character remains evident but materially changed.
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Moderate:
Partial loss of or modification to one or more key elements / features /
characteristics of the baseline, i.e. introduction of new elements may be prominent but not
necessarily uncharacteristic when set within the attributes of the receiving context.
Low: Minor loss of or modification to one or more key elements / features / characteristics of
the baseline, i.e. new elements may not be prominent or uncharacteristic when set within the
attributes of the receiving context.
Very Low:
No material loss of or modification to key elements / features / characteristics of
the baseline, such that the pre-development context or view and/or introduction of elements are
not uncharacteristic and absorbed within the attributes of the receiving context.
Negligible:
of the

2.4

Very minor or no loss of or modification to key elements/ features/ characteristics

Visual Representations/ Simulations

It is recommended that as part of an assessment process of visual effects, visual representations
of a proposed sign should be prepared. The level of accuracy and detail required for the
representation varies with the scale of the proposal and the sensitivity of the receiving
environment and viewing audience. In reality the detail and accuracy is often determined by the
information, including the survey data, available for a given proposal, but the significance of
change related to a proposal should dictate the need for representation accuracy required.
In terms of still imagery the representation can range from photo montages that are based on the
approximate estimation of the sign size and location, to visual simulations which are based on
accurate 3D models of the existing environment and proposal. In terms of contents to display on
the simulated sign, it is recommended to apply a ‘worst case scenario’ of potentially displayed
contents, such as bold design/writing and colour or bright colours in a night time simulation.
Photo montages generally use a photograph with non-surveyed viewpoint at an unspecified lenslength to visually fit an approximate representation of a sign into the image. If this less accurate
method is utilised it should at least be ensured that the scale of the proposed sign in correct by
taking measurements of existing objects in the immediate vicinity of the sign. With wall-mounted
images, the relative sizes of the sign in comparison with the building façade need to be
determined to produce useful results. It is recommended to represent both day and night time
scenarios, in particular for proposed LED signs, given that the visual effects differ significantly
and the surrounding context varies depending on existing signage and ambient light.
For more significant proposals and those presented in hearings, such as particularly large signs
or sensitive environments, the production of visual simulations which are prepared in accordance
with the NZILA Best Practice Guide5 may be more appropriate. Generally this would entail taking
digital photographs from identified viewpoints and recording their GPS locations. It is
recommended to use identical viewpoints and focal length (50mm) for day and night time
photography to ensure that the results are comparable. The GPS coordinates for each viewpoint
are then added to the 3D model of the existing environment and using the same focal length
parameters as that of the camera, an image of the 3D wire frame of the proposed signage is
generated for each viewpoint. This is then registered over the actual photograph, using known
5
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Visual Simulations BPG 10.2, see http://www.nzila.co.nz/media/53263/vissim_bpg102_lowfinal.pdf
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reference points to bring the two together. This method provides more reliable, accurate results
regarding location (eg height) and size of the proposed sign. Alternatively, to ensure
representation size and height of a sign is accurate the use of stakes is recommended. The stakes
should be placed with survey accuracy to show the location of the four corners of the sign prior
to taking a photograph to illustrate exact dimension and location of the proposed sign.
Animated photographs can be used to illustrate the change-over of images or motion of proposed
digital signs. For example the relatively easy production of animated gifs can be achieved in
Adobe Photoshop through the creation of multiple image frames displaying for pre-set time spans.
This method would provide a reasonably realistic representation of the image change-over and
the associated visual effects. However, this would not take into account the movement/ motion of
objects within the surrounding environment.
Based on field observations, it may also be appropriate to represent a proposed sign through
video imagery. Through this method, not only the motion or change-over of the sign, but also the
movement within the visual context of the proposal can be illustrated. A video taken from a
moving vehicle could help to illustrate exposure and effects in a higher speed environment.

2.5

Technical Reference to Visual Effects

Visibility – is a measure of the distance at which an object or light can be seen. During low light
conditions the eyes rod cells only are in operation and in this state it is commonly known as
Scotopic vision (0.01 – 0.000,001 cd/m2). At this time the eye is the most sensitive to green-blue
light around the 450 - 500 nm wavelength while it is insensitive to wavelengths longer than 650nm
(the red colours). i.e. this is why blue light stands out more than any other coloured light at night.
Photopic vision (5 – 100,000 cd/m2) occurs when the eyes cone cells are dominant and humans
can easily identify colour and have a high visual acuity where they can identify detail. This occurs
during the day or in high light conditions and red colours appears dominant. Adaptation is also
much faster in this state.
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When rods and cones combine (or photopic and scotopic vision) are used it is known as Mesopic
vision. Mesopic light levels range from luminance levels between 0.001 and 10 cd/m2. Most
outdoor night time activities and road lighting scenarios are in the Mesopic range.
Field of View – is the extent of the visual field when looking straight ahead. What we see at any
moment of time. Standard line of sight or relaxed line of sight can be described as being within
plus or minus 15o from 0o in front of eyes. Therefore at a viewing distance of 100 meters a vertical
sign will be within our relaxed line of sight up to an approximate height of 27m.

When both eyes are operating our monocular fields overlap to form a binocular field of
approximately 120o with symbol recognition occurring at 10o - 60o hence why sites 1, 2, 4 & 6
appear to attract ones attention very easily whereas site 5 appears to have less visual impact. It
is also a possible reason why site 6 appears visually different as you travel south exiting Sockburn
round-about compared to travelling north over the Racecourse Road overbridge. From a typical
driving position, the vertical field of view extends 20o upwards from driver eye level.
Luminance Ratio – is the ratio of the brightest to the darkest. For example the average
luminance of a sign (or inner field of vision) to the background (or outer vision) could have a high
luminance ratio which is good from a display perspective but could have a detrimental effect to
the visual environment. This scenario is similar to the working environment of a computer screen
in an office situation.

12
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Lmin/Lave should not exceed 1:10.
Visual Effect – is related to the physical size of the sign and how long the image is within our
field of view. That is dependent on viewing distance and the speed you could be travelling towards
the sign. In the example below this will give us a display time which will enable a cycle or rotation
time to be established for a limited number of images.
Example: Viewing distance is determined from site to be 100m. If the speed limit for the area is
50km/hour a viewer could be moving at approximately 14m/sec then the driver will be able to see
the sign for at least 7.2 seconds.
At several of the trial sites the viewer could be travelling slower in traffic or could even be stopped
at traffic signals hence a common factor to limit display time (reduce risk of visual effect) could be
1.5 x the minimum display time or 7.2 x 1.5 = 11 seconds minimum display time. If it is proposed
to sell 8 images to be displayed this would give a minimum cycle time of 11sec x 8 = 88 sec cycle
or rotation time. In this example a cycle or rotational time of 90 seconds could be set as the upper
limit to display 8 images. This allows 0.5 second for each image to transition.
Key questions to be provided as part of the consent process to limit the rotation time are; viewing
distance, speed limit, number of images to be shown in one rotation. Fade time if any? Varying
of light intensity for any period of time should be discouraged.
Visual Acuity – commonly referred to the clarity of vision or the ability to see detail. It increases
and then begins to decrease as the background luminance increases. For this reason all
signboards should have a fixed luminance level over the full display time. It could be for this
reason that the installation on Blenheim Road (The Pawn Shop) was seen as objectionable
because the luminance value increased significantly over the images display time.
Another example of visual acuity is the New Zealand Blood Services sign on Blenheim Road
railway line overbridge where the text sometimes moves horizontally across the sign. This is
distracting ones attention and is within an observers relaxed field of view.
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3.0 Literature Review
The majority of literature and research on billboards, both static and digital, stems from the USA,
where the outdoor advertising industry has explored the use of digital billboards over the past five
to ten years. Most of the literature focusses on road safety implications relating to signage along
highways, but some research findings are directly or indirectly relevant to aesthetic aspects of
perception. The majority of studies on billboards and driver safety were submitted to the
Foundation for Outdoor Advertising Research and Education (FOARE) (such as Tantala et al,
2009 & 2010). The Outdoor Media Association (OMA Discussion paper 2010 6) also provides other
reviews of studies (eg Molino et al, 2009 and Wachtel, 2009) which showed that the results were
inconclusive and in some instances contradictory and that it would be very difficult to prove a
cause-and-effect relationship between signage and driver crashes, even if a methodology did
exist to assist in this task. Other more recent literature reviews including that by Decker et al 7
highlight the potential bias of studies (Lee et al. 2004, 2007) that were funded by and prepared
for the Outdoor Advertising association of America, which has a business interest in research and
policy on billboards.

3.1

Review of regulatory LED signage controls in relation
to visual effects

The key regulatory issues that have been addressed in a number of research studies on digital
billboards include the following factors relevant to this study from an aesthetic/ perceptual
perspective:
•
•
•
•
•

The appropriate placement and spacing of signs, including cumulative effects
The size of signs, and size of sign text
The minimum interval between display changes and types of display changes
The appropriate level of brightness and adjustment to conditions
Whether, and under what conditions, to permit motion, animation, or video messages

Placement of signs
In the literature it was recognised that digital billboards are an emerging outdoor advertising
format and that most jurisdictions are still in the very early stages of implementing these types of
signs. Whilst a number of jurisdictions have some form of regulations to govern the planning
approval of these signs, there does not appear to be many standards specifying how these signs
should operate to minimise their potential impact. Some of the objectives for restrictions and
prohibitions included the elimination of visual clutter, reduction of the number and types of
distractions experienced by drivers and the channeling of commercial activity, including signage
to commercially-zoned areas.
A number of recommendations were made in some of the papers outlined in the OMA Discussion
paper regarding the placement of signs (Wachtel, 2009 p 20)

6

Discussion Paper Digital billboards and road safety: An analysis of current policy and research findings September 2010

7 Decker et al – The impact of Driver Billboards on driver behaviour : A Systematic Literature Review 2015
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•
•
•
•
•

Consider the minimum spacing requirements between digital signs according to
the zoning requirements or the roads on which they are to be located.
Consider the size limitations for digital signs according to zoning requirements.
Drivers should not be faced with two or more digital sign displays in their field of
vision at the same time.
Digital signs should be prohibited near locations where drivers must make critical
decisions.
Identify specific areas where digital signs are prohibited according to zoning
requirements, etc.

In terms of relative location to roads one of the OMA reviewed papers (Beijer et al., 2004, p28.)
highlights that the one factor that did seem to influence glances of drivers towards a sign was the
proximity of the sign to the driver’s central field of vision rather than the lateral distance of the sign
from the roadside. Signs in the centre of the driver’s field of view tended to receive more glances,
regardless of their distance from the road. The fact that the greatest majority of glances were
made within 25 degrees from the driver’s central field of vision indicates that participants were
unwilling or unable to look at sign at greater than that (as indicated in diagram within clause 1.2
known as maximum eye rotation).
The OMA paper also outlines various examples, such as Brisbane City Council, which allows for
LED screens in certain zones according to the following criteria:
•
•
•

•

The sign is to be a maximum of 20m2 in area and be a maximum of 12m from the
ground to the highest part of the screen.
The sign must not to project beyond the front alignment of a property and expose
an unsightly back view to a road or other public place.
The sign must not to be located on a street frontage along which is located
another electronic graphic display screen, unless such a screen is located at least
200m away.
The sign is not located within a Critical Road Decision Section.

Display time and change over
While road safety issues was excluded from scope of the literature review for this report, the OMA
Discussion Paper (2010) included a number of relevant findings in relation to wider perception
related issues. The OMA (2010) provides guidance through one of their reviewed articles
(Wachtel, 2009, p20) regarding the reduction in likelihood of a driver seeing more than one
message at a time on a digital billboard, which could provide useful guidance to avoid the visual
effects arising from image change-overs. It is recommended that the message display time should
be calculated using the following formula:
Sight distance to the digital sign (metres)/speed limit (metres/sec) = minimum display duration
(sec).
In the same OMA article (Wachtel, 2009 p 20) other recommendations for regulations are made
which would help to reduce the visual effects of digital billboards:
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•
•
•
•

The interval between successive displays should be essentially zero, so that the
approaching driver cannot perceive any blanking of the display screen.
There should be no visual effects between successive displays.
There should be no message sequencing where a message is spread across
more than one advertisement.
Specific upper limits should be set on the amount of information that should be
permitted on digital signs.

Another one of the OMA reviewed papers (SRF Consulting Group, Inc., 2007, p22-23) includes a
list of a number of factors to address when developing guidelines for the implementation of digital
signage:
•

•

•

•

Determine the acceptable level of operational modes in conjunction with zoning
requirements. The various levels could include:
o Static display only, with no transition between messages.
o Static display with fade or dissolve transitions, or transitions that do not
have the effect of moving text or images.
o Static display with scrolling, travelling, spinning or zooming in, or similar
special effects that have the appearance of movement, animation, or
changing in size, or get revealed sequentially rather than all at once (e.g.
letters dropping into place, etc.).
o Full animation or video.
If there are any failures that affect the luminance of a digital sign, the display will
default to an output level no higher than that which has been determined to be
the acceptable maximum in normal operations. If this cannot be achieved, the
display should be required to default to an ‘off’ position.
If one of the static forms of display is identified as the preferred operational mode,
determine the minimum display time and transition time for each advertisement
in the sequence. It is recommended that drivers are only exposed to one
advertisement in the sequence as they pass by.
If full animation or video is permitted, establish a minimum and maximum duration
for the video message. This is to ensure that the message is conveyed in a short,
concise timeframe that does not cause the slowing of traffic to allow drivers to
see the entire message.

In the following paper more definitive recommendations were made (OMA review of Lee et al
2007, p24) by the authors who considered the 5 LED billboards reviewed in the study to be safetyneutral in their design and operation from a human factors perspective in that:
•
•
•
•

They changed once every 8 seconds.
They changed instantaneously with no special effects or video.
They looked like conventional billboards.
Their luminance was adjusted at night.

OMA: These standards outline the ranges of acceptability for certain features of digital billboards
and were based on what had already been approved by some Division Offices prior to the issuing
of the memorandum:
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•
•

Duration of message: Duration of each display is to be within 4 and 10 seconds.
8 seconds is recommended.
Transition time: Transition between messages is generally between 1 and 4
seconds. 1-2 seconds is recommended.

Brightness
The Illinois Coalition for Responsible Outdoor Lighting provides relevant information on their
website 8 regarding regulations for digital billboards. In their paper they recommend (p3) that for
daylight hours, the maximum luminance level for digital signage should be similar to what the
luminance of an identical sign would be if it was printed out and installed on a static billboard. In
other words, the digital sign would appear no brighter, no more intense, that the printed sign next
to it, or the landscape/ townscape surrounding it. In practice, setting a limit of 5000 nits (setting
the sign's intensity so that an area on it displaying full brightness white has no higher luminance
than that figure) ends up delivering a surface brightness similar to landscape/ townscape
illuminated by sunlight.
At night the eye compensates for lower light levels by becoming more sensitive to light; it is even
more easily distracted, dazzled, and even disabled by an overly luminous object than the daytime
eye is. It is, therefore, particularly important to set limits for the brightness of signs for dusk and
night time to avoid adverse effects. It is possible that, if such limits are not set, the advertising
industry may be pushing the brightness settings, increasing the distractive effects of the digital
signs, the potential disruption of visual perception, and the flooding of surrounding
neighbourhoods with excess light. It is important in this context to differentiate between specific
light trespass from signs into surrounding areas and the addition to general light pollution within
cities (ie sky glow).
The Illinois Paper outlines a summary of levels of surface brightness from independent surveys
that static billboards are currently commonly operated at. Out of 565 measured static billboards
in Arizona (2009 survey) 98% had a luminance of less than 150 nits, and 83% measured below
100 nits. A smaller 2008 survey in New York State found an average night time luminance of 124
nits for static billboards.
Generally digital billboards are required to have an automatic dimming capability. This means that
the billboard must be able to automatically adjust brightness levels as ambient light conditions
change. An automatic sensing device (such as photocell or similar technology) should be utilised
for adjusting the digital billboard’s brightness. Sunrise/sunset tables and manual methods of
controlling brightness are generally not considered acceptable as a primary means of controlling
brightness.
The Illinois Paper also addressed the issue of sky glow (or "light pollution" over towns and cities),
and notes that some digital billboard units feature a set of louvers which limit the amount of light
they project upwards. However, in reality the louvers provide more sunshade and appear to do
little to minimize their impact on the night sky.

8

Digital Billboards: New Regulations for New Technology, A reprint of the Illinois Coalition for Responsible Outdoor Lighting website
page at http://www.illinoislighting.org/billboards.html
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As described in the OMA paper, in the UK limits on maximum luminance based on different zones
within the country, ranging from national parks to city/ town centres (between 100 and 1000 cd/
m2), depending on size of the billboards. In brightly-lit city centres, an approach based on
advertisements with an illuminated area greater than 10m2 having a maximum luminance of 1000
cd/m2 would be a reasonable starting point, depending on the precise nature and extent of the
installation.

Overall the recommendations from the reviewed literature could be summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•

Establish requirements that address the brightness of digital signs.
Criteria around luminance (for digital LED signs) and illumination (for static signs)
should be established.
For digital signs sensors should be used to measure ambient brightness and
dimmers should be used to control the lighting output to predetermined levels.
Luminance limits between the full sunlight limit and the night time limit may also
be specified for overcast or foggy days.

The OMA Paper outlines the brightness criteria that the Outdoor Advertising Organisation of
America promotes for digital billboards:
•
•

Light produced by a digital billboard should not exceed 0.3 footcandles over
ambient light levels.
Measurement should be taken using a footcandle (lux) meter 9 from the following
distances perpendicular to the face of the digital sign: - Posters: 150 feet
(approximately 46 metres).
o 10’6x36 Bulletins: 200 feet (approximately 61 metres).
o 14x48 Bulletins: 250 feet (approximately 76 metres).
o 20x60 Bulletins: 350 feet (approximately 107 metres).

Motion and Animation
Digital signs are described in the Illinois Paper as screens that have the ability to display anything
which a television or computer monitor can, including "moving images". Moving images attract
the viewer’s eye and it is obvious that a panavision movie playing along side a highway would
constitute a grossly unsafe distraction hazard for vehicle operators. The Outdoor Advertising
Association of America has accepted that concept, and in its Code of Industry Practice now states
that full-sized billboards should not feature animation, flashing lights, scrolling, or full-motion
video. This self-imposed code of conduct is laudable, but is missing (at least) two key points. First,
they limit their suggestion to not use moving images to full-sized billboards only. It is fine with
them if "street-sized" signs along the roadways in our busy towns and cities feature any sort of
animation or television-like video. Apparently, they believe that roadway accidents caused by
distraction only occur on highways. Second, when one image changes to another on a sign within
9 A footcandle meter is also known as a lux meter. It measures the amount of light arriving at the meter (illuminance) as opposed to an
absolute measurement of the amount of light emanating from a light source or light sources (luminance). A footcandle is a measure of
lumens (light rays) that fall on one square foot area. Lux is the metric equivalent of a footcandle. In contrast, a candela meter measures
the amount of light emanating from a specific light source (luminance). It measures candelas (a measure of luminance or brightness)
emanating from a specific light source. It excludes ambient light (which may include light from many sources) from the measurement.
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a person's field of view, the viewer's visual system perceives that change as motion, even though
the two images themselves were "static." (This is how motion pictures operate; they present the
viewer a series of static images, and the mind "sees" motion.) If there is one sign ahead of us,
and it turns into another, what we perceive is a flash, and/or movement. So, paradoxically, the
billboard companies say they won't operate flashing or moving billboards, but they cannot avoid
those effects if they change the displayed images while we are watching. They also display ads
which continue on multiple "frames," encouraging the viewer to stare at the sign for a prolonged
time to see the next instalment.
The OMA paper outlines that in Canada local and provincial authorities have mandated a 10
second dwell time and requested a “quick” resolution time between images. While non-specific,
their objective is to have a rapid transition between images and no slow fades. Light intensity has
not been regulated. In the UK regulations on moving images, dwell time with change not more
frequently than every 5 seconds. Other countries, like Japan and some states in the USA have
very permissive standards for digital billboards, while various states in Australia are working on
development of more consistent and stringent approaches.

3.2

Summary of Research Findings

While limited literature is available on visual effects of billboard, unrelated to road safety, several
key findings could be concluded from the review. They can be summarised as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

•

In terms of location it is important to take the urban context into account and
appropriateness may differ between different zones (industrial, commercial,
residential)
An appropriate separation distance between signs should be considered to avoid
clutter and multiple signs to be seen by the viewing audience
It may be appropriate to set limits on the size, mounting height and distance to
the road
The display time should not be less than 8 seconds to avoid drivers seeing
multiple images and change over time should be as short as possible
Any changes in brightness (message dimming and black screens during image
change) and motion, including scrolling, travelling, spinning or zooming in, or
similar special effects that have the appearance of movement, animation, or
changing in size, as well as videos should be avoided.
The brightness of LED signs needs to be adjusted to the ambient light conditions
and an automatic sensing device (such as photocell or similar technology) should
be utilised for adjusting the digital billboard’s brightness during daytime viewing.
In urban centres a maximum night time luminance of 175 cd/m2 would be a
reasonable starting point for LED signs.
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4.0 Case Studies
4.1

Introduction to case studies

To enable comparison of visual effects, it was deemed appropriate to undertake a series of case
studies within Christchurch. Christchurch has seen an increasing number of LED bill boards
established over the past years. In order to assess and compare static and digital billboards in a
variety of different urbans contexts, the case studies have been chosen in different locations
throughout the city with different types of viewing audiences, such as motorists and pedestrians.
The following factors were described and assessed for each of the case studies:
•
•
•
•

4.2

Location and context
Billboard and image description (static/LED, size and mounting, image changes)
Brightness (as measured on site)
Visual effects

Case Study 1: Victoria Street

Location, context and viewing audience
Lively Victoria Street is located within the Central City Business Zone and forms a gateway to the
City Centre with some historic buildings, such as the Victoria Clock Tower and Victoria Mansions.
The intersection with Bealey Avenue is a busy traffic node and a number of on-premise,
illuminated signs can be found on other corners of the intersection. A number of high quality
commercial buildings have been constructed along Victoria Street, generally characterised by
well-articulated front facades facing Victoria Street showing a range of architectural features. The
side walls are typically blank or painted concrete fire walls which are exposed while the
neighbouring sites are vacant.
The case study includes two LED signs, one freestanding sign on the intersection of Bealey Ave/
Victoria St and one wall mounted sign approx. 250m closer to the city centre (104 Victoria St), as
well a static billboard mounted on a building approx. another 280m closer to the centre (83 Victoria
St). The whole area is well-lit by street lights and contains a number of traffic lights. Both
pedestrian and motorised traffic occurs in relatively high numbers during the day and evening/
night due to the nearby location of businesses and hospitality. Residential areas are located
adjacent to the business/ commercial zone off Victoria Street. Long-distance views of the LED
signs can be gained intermittently along Papanui Road on the approach from the north, dependant
on objects and buildings in the foreground obstructing the view (eg. see photos from corner Derby
Street at 120m distance, page 1). While the signs are visible, they are not particularly noticeable
from more than approx. 150 m distance due to numerous other on-premise signage along the
road.
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Bill board and image description
LED digital billboard corner Victoria Street/ Bealey Avenue:
Graphic record: Page 1-3
Description of Billboard: The freestanding billboard is mounted on two columns painted in white.
The billboard is in close proximity to the building at 181 Victoria Street, at a distance of
approximately 2 metres and has a similar appearance to a wall-mounted sign. The upper height
of the sign appears to be approximately 9 metres and its size 8 x 4 metres. The sign is set back
from Bealey Ave by approximately 20 metres and from Victoria Street by approximately 5metres.
The image changes every 8 seconds, with a 0.5 second dissolve between images. No animated
images appear.
Brightness:
Day time: Luminance readings recorded during the day under sunny conditions gave a maximum
reading of 8616 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for day light = 3946 cd/m2
Night time: Luminance readings recorded during darkness conditions gave a maximum reading
of 200 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for night time = 53.55 cd/m2
White gave the highest brightness reading of 8574 cd/m2 and 106 cd/m2 during daytime and
darkness respectively.
The average surround luminance during the day was 5833 cd/m2 and during darkness was 1.2
cd/m2
LED digital billboard 104 Victoria Street (Telogis Building):
Graphic record: Page 4
Description of Billboard: The wall-mounted LED billboard is attached to the northern façade of the
five storey Telogis Building, fitting in with the proportion of the available wall space. The 5m x
10m digital sign offers 6 advertising spaces rotating every 8 seconds 10, without any animated
images. The backing of the billboard consists of a steel framing that mimics the stepped roof form
in the foreground. It is noted that the small sign below the billboard, belonging to the advertising
company owning the sign, protrudes significantly from the overall signage.
Brightness:
Day time: Luminance readings recorded during the day under sunny conditions gave a maximum
reading of 2316 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for day light = 1325 cd/m2
Night time: Luminance readings recorded during darkness conditions gave a maximum reading
of 72 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for night time = 18 cd/m2
White gave the highest brightness reading of 2209 cd/m2 and 100 cd/m2 during daytime and
darkness respectively.

10

http://www.isitemedia.co.nz/online/aura_top_sites.csn
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The average surround luminance during the day was 7147 cd/m2 and during darkness was 0.325
cd/m2

Visual effects comparison
Along this 500m long stretch of Victoria Street, the visual effects of the two billboards are
comparable in terms of the urban context, including the street scene and the ambient light levels.
Both LED signs can be seen from relatively long viewing distances, but views are partly curtailed
by intervening objects and structures. The freestanding sign (181 Victoria Street) attracts attention
due to its location at the intersection with a relatively wide open space in the foreground. It is likely
that drivers stopping at the intersection would see more than one image, with the changeover of
images drawing the viewers’ eye to it. However, the busy intersection with numerous other
existing signs, traffic and street lights, contains also many other objects to attract attention during
the night, leading to a high ambient light level.
While only 104 Victoria Street is wall mounted, 181 Victoria Street is in close proximity to a building
and from mid and long-distance viewpoints it appears to merge into the building in the backdrop.
The white columns assist with this effect and provide a more attractive appearance than many of
the more industrial looking unpainted equivalents. The backdrop of the building façade matches
the height of the sign, without breaking the skyline from any viewpoint. The temporary
landscaping around the sign, which was put in place as a condition of consent for the billboard,
assists with the visual integration of the billboard in this prominent location.
104 Victoria Street is larger in size with vertical proportions (long portrait format), which match the
size of the building façade it is mounted on. The wall mounting is backed by a steel framing, with
anchors that fix the sign on the building façade. Due to its higher mounting the sign is visible from
greater distances, in particular when viewed from the opposite sidewalk and at night against the
dark background of the sky above. However, the height and setback from the street means that
the sign does not visually dominate the street scene. As the sign fits the space and has been
integrated with the available wall space, it does not appear overly visually prominent or adversely
add to the visual clutter.
A static billboard (83 Victoria Street) is by far the highest mounted of the signs and is visible from
long viewing distances (around 500m). While the image is static, it is quite noticeable due to its
prominent location. During night time the top of the billboard is brightly illuminated, which makes
it particularly noticeable against the dark night sky above. This is even more dramatic if the top of
the image is a white or light colour.

Conclusion Brightness Effects:
LED digital billboard corner Victoria Street/ Bealey Avenue: High and excessive during both day
and night conditions
LED digital billboard 104 Victoria Street (Telogis Building): Low to moderate during both day and
night conditions

4.3

Case Study 2: Colombo Street

Location, context and viewing audience
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The case study site is located adjacent to the intersection of Moorhouse Avenue and Colombo
Street. Both of these roads have substantial overbridges in the vicinity of the site. Moorhouse
Avenue is one of the major arterial roads of Christchurch with multiple lanes. The case study sign
is located within the Business 3B Zone (Inner City Industrial Buffer), next to a retail park (Harvey
Norman Centre). The Central City lies on the far side of Moorhouse Avenue, but is visually
separated from the billboard site through the intervening overbridge. The general appearance of
the area is semi-industrial with low visual amenity. The vast majority of the viewing audience
views the sign from their car when driving along Moorhouse Avenue. From the eastern approach
the sign is located within the field of view for road users with long distance views of around 300m,
while the western approach only allows for a relatively short glimpse of the sign from the top of
the Moorhouse over-bridge.
The sign itself is made up of a single column which holds up a triangular shaped structure with
three billboards facing different directions. One of these billboards is digital, while two of them are
static. One of the LED billboard displays changing images with the other two LED signs showing
a single static image. The freestanding sign is located in a gravel car park that is not particularly
well-lit during the night. The column structure has an industrial galvanised steel (unpainted)
appearance (similar to a ski lift tower), which is in character with the somewhat neglected area
that it is mounted in. In the surrounding areas a number of car yards and large scale retail stores
are accompanied by numerous signs of various sizes and heights. The context overall contains a
high degree of visual clutter with an unattractive mix of signs, pylons and bridge/ road structures.

Bill board and image description
LED digital billboards eastern and western approach & static on southern approach:
Graphic record: Page 7
Description of Billboards: The east facing sign on Moorhouse Avenue towers over one of
Christchurch's busiest multi-lane roads running along the perimeter of the CBD with long sight
lines. This 7.5 x 2.5m sign (3:1 ratio) features LED technology with 6 advertising spaces rotating
every 8 seconds 11. The east facing sign has a high level of visibility compared to the other two
aspects of the triangular sign, which are facing in visually less prominent directions, partially
obscured by the overbridge structures on the approaches from the west and south.
Brightness LED image changing sign:
Day time: Luminance readings recorded during the day under sunny conditions gave a maximum
reading of 5563 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for day light = 2003 cd/m2
Night time: Luminance readings recorded during darkness conditions gave a maximum reading
of 377 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for night time = 93 cd/m2
White car gave the highest brightness reading of 4166 cd/m2 and 260 cd/m2 during daytime and
darkness respectively.
The average surround luminance during the day was 7308 cd/m2 and during darkness was 0.365
cd/m2

11

http://www.isitemedia.co.nz/online/aura_top_sites.csn
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Brightness of the two static LED back lighting signs were:
Day time: Luminance readings recorded during the day under sunny conditions gave a maximum
reading of 3137 cd/m2 & 9990 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for day light = 1922
cd/m2 & 8488 cd/m2
Night time: Luminance readings recorded during darkness conditions gave a maximum reading
of 145 cd/m2 & 185d/m2

Visual effects comparison
The visual effects of the signs during the day are very similar, with the LED billboards providing a
comparable appearance to the static billboard. The changing images on the east facing billboard
attract the viewer’s eye slightly more to it. However, the number of surrounding structures and
high visual clutter mean that the billboard does not dominate the street scene despite its large
overall triangular structure. The sight lines to the sign from the east are long but from a distance
the sign does not stand out in comparison to the surrounding structures, which are of a similar
height (buildings and overbridges).
During the night the visual prominence of the freestanding sign is significantly higher, as it is back
dropped by the night sky from many viewing angles and the low-lit surroundings mean that it
stand out more from the ambient light. Several other signs along both sides of Moorhouse
Avenue, mostly on-premise signage, are also lit during night time and overall the LED billboards
blends in reasonably well in this area of relatively low sensitivity and visual amenity. The static
billboard on the southern approach is unlit and barley visible during the night.
It is noted that the small, illuminated sign below the billboard, belonging to the advertising
company owning the sign, protrudes significantly from the overall signage.

Conclusion Brightness Effects:
LED digital billboards eastern approach: Moderate to high (Day) / High to excessive (Night)
LED static billboards western approach: Moderate (Day) / Moderate to High (Night)
LED static on southern approach: High and excessive (Day & Night)

4.4

Case Study 3: Sockburn Overbridge

Location, context and viewing audience
The Sockburn overbridge is located in a south western suburb of Christchurch, at the end of
Blenheim Road, which serves a major transport route in and out of the urban area. The Main
South Road is a four lane road with a 60km speed limit. The LED billboard site is located at the
boundary of the Business 5 (General Industrial) and Business 4 (Suburban Industrial) Zones with
suburban living zones situated across the railway line. The overbridge structure across the railway
line acts as a visual barrier that provide separation to the living areas. Another static billboard site
was chosen in the vicinity, on 530 Blenheim Road, for comparative purposes.
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The freestanding digital billboard provides two screens backing each other, facing in opposite
directions, perpendicular to the traffic lanes. A one-column structure, painted in dark colours holds
up the substantial signs.

Bill board and image description
LED digital billboards east facing:
Graphic record: Page 11-12 (east facing) and13-14 (west facing)
Description of Billboard: The sign is approximately 4 x 8 metres in size, is set back from the road
by approximately 8 metres and appears to be reasonably low (approximately 5-6m above ground).
The eastern approach to the Sockburn overbridge starts from the exit of the Blenheim Road
roundabout, where first views of the billboard can be gained from a distance of around 160 metres.
The view is interrupted by a number of traffic signs and street lights, as the billboard is located
next to the eastbound lane. The sign is viewed against the backdrop of the sky for the majority of
the approach, which leads to a high contrast at night time. The context for the billboard is provided
by a car dealership and several other industrial buildings. The view to the billboard on the western
approach is different, as it is seen from above (at the top of the overbridge at a distance of around
35-40 metres). Due to sudden view of the sign when approaching from the west, there is a certain
surprise factor when traversing the overbridge and the sign first comes into view.
Brightness LED sign east facing:
Day time: Luminance readings recorded during the day under sunny conditions gave a maximum
reading of 6613 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for day light = 3377 cd/m2
Night time: Luminance readings recorded during darkness conditions gave a maximum reading
of 176 cd/m2 with an overall average luminance for night time = 59 cd/m2
White gave the highest brightness reading of 6019 cd/m2 and 170 cd/m2 during daytime and
darkness respectively.
The average surround luminance during the day was 9283 cd/m2 and during darkness was 0.225
cd/m2

Visual effects comparison
The visual effects of the LED billboards near the overbridge relate in particular to the backdrop
they are seen against. It is considered that the effects during the day are not very different to
static billboard signs, since it is unlikely that a driver would see more than one image during the
time span they would be exposed to the view on their approach. During the night, however, the
billboard stands out against the dark night sky and the surrounding area that is not particularly
well lit. The appearance of the billboards differs between the eastern and western approach
depending on whether the driver looks up or down on them. The backdrop also differs with the
brightly-lit car dealership in the view of the glimpsed view of the western approach and the dark
sky on the eastern approach. The surprise factor of the sudden view to the sign when crossing
the overbridge is more significant during the night.
The static billboards along Blenheim Road have added to the existing visual clutter of structures,
unattractive buildings and signage.
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Conclusion Brightness Effects:
LED digital billboard east facing: High and excessive (Day & Night)
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4.5

Summary of Luminance Findings

Site Ref

Site Name

1

181 Victoria
St
104 Victoria
St
Colombo St
LED
Changing
Colombo St
LED back
light
Colombo St
LED back
light
Sockburn
roundabout
East side

2
4a

4b

4c

5

Max Day
time
luminance
(cd/m2)
8616

Max
darkness
Luminance
(cd/m2)
200

Average
daytime
luminance
(cd/m2)
3946

Average
night time
luminance
(cd/m2)
53.55

Colour
day
time
(cd/m2)
8574

2316

72

1325

18

2209

100

5563

377

2003

93

4166

260

3137

145

1922

92

9990

185

8488

133

6613

176

3377

59

6019

170
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Colour
darkness
(cd/m2)
106
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5.0 Study Findings
Urban design and visual impacts result from change in the components, character or quality of
the townscape (i.e. urban landscape). Usually in an urban context these are the result of the
introduction of new structures, facilities or activities. These impacts need to be assessed to
determine their effects on a number of factors, such as townscape character/ quality, the amenity
of an area, and public/ private views. The assessment of potential effects is based on a
combination of the townscape's sensitivity and visibility and the nature and scale of the
development proposal. In particular the following effects are considered relevant to billboards in
an urban context:
•
•

Urban character effects; and
Visual amenity effects from public and private locations;

The principal factors to consider in relation to potential effects of billboards on urban character
and visual amenity are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban context, including existing built form and open space values, taking into
account the zoning of the site.
The size, height and visual bulk of the proposed signage relating to visual
dominance.
Design and integration of billboard.
Visibility and potential visual effects on views, including cumulative effects of
visual clutter
The introduction of additional lighting during the night.
The difference between static and digital signage (image change)
Any mitigating features that may compensate for the visual impact of the
billboard.

In the sections below the factors that influence the potential scale of effects of a billboard in
relation to urban character and visual amenity are structured under the general headings.

5.1

Effect on urban character

Urban character is the distinct and recognisable pattern of elements that occurs consistently in a
particular townscape. It creates the unique sense of place defining different areas of a town/ city.
The following factors influence the effects of a billboard on the surrounding townscape and its
character:
Urban Context
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•

Industrial and large-scale retail areas are less sensitive than residential and city centre
locations. Consideration of the degree of compatibility with any other existing and likely
(permitted or consented) future land use activities is needed, also taking into account
whether these land use activities necessitate larger outdoor advertisements. Consider
effects on neighbourhood character at a street scene level as well as wider zoning. Poor
proportions and lack of human scale can lead to loss of neighbourhood character;

•

Proximity of residential dwellings and the degree of visual intrusion of a billboard on
adjoining properties (or across the road) is a key consideration, but extended exposure to
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views also includes work places. There is a need to consider edges of adjoining zones
and gateways, such as those to the Central City.
•

Proliferation of signage can lead to a distinct change in character and loss of familiarity/
identity within an urban area or community. It is likely that there is a tipping point in terms
of cumulative effects arising from billboards in a location, where the installation of further
signage is considered inappropriate. This could be addressed through spacing between
signs, taking into account the way the viewing audience moves through spaces.

•

Consideration of built form or townscape values/ sensitivity, which includes presence of
historic buildings and other heritage values, important architectural characteristics and
visual amenities of the buildings and/or sites in the immediate vicinity, presence of public
open spaces or areas with significant natural values. Potentially low compatibility with
older character buildings, which tend to have a visual richness through their use of
architectural detailing;

•

Consideration of visual integration with surrounding buildings. Billboards should be of an
appropriate scale in relation to surrounding built form, taking into account the area of the
proposed display in relation to the architectural characteristics of the building involved
(wall mounted or freestanding sign), or the frontage of a site (freestanding signs);

•

Sympathy of the proposed billboard placement to the architectural features of the building
onto which it is to be placed and its effect on the rhythm and detail of facades; Integration
with building materials and design of buildings is desirable and obscuring of windows or
balconies should be avoided. Potential adverse effects from a loss of visual interest in the
architectural form through creation of monotonous facades with reduced visual appeal and
sensory experience at close range.

•

Billboards should relate to the street network with vehicle, cycle, and pedestrian routes
that maintain or enhance physical and visual links to key destinations. Consider effects on
pedestrian comfort from visual dominance at close viewing distances and slow speed,
ensure the visual connections along movement routes are maintained; Consider visual
separation of spaces and the creation of a more visually confusing urban environment,
that makes wayfinding harder and discourages walking, as well as potential to reduce the
ability to understand the visual hierarchy and urban structure of the city.

•

It is worth noting that some metropolitan urban areas (eg Shibuya/ Tokyo, London/
Piccadilly Circus or Time Square/ New York) have signs as part of their urban character,
which in certain instances can bring urban vitality and visual interest to a place.

Size of Billboard and Visual Dominance
•

There is potential for large-scale billboards to appear overbearing in relation to a human
scale and in strong contrast to existing smaller scaled buildings. It is important to ensure
that the scale relates to buildings, appropriate mode of movement, particularly of a human
scale if located in areas where pedestrians predominate.

•

The height of a billboard can potentially be visually dominant and highly visible from long
viewing distances if mounted too high. The size and height needs to be considered in the
immediate and wider context, taking into account factors such as the height of buildings,
bridges, street lights and other structures, such as existing signs. The visual amenities
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and characteristics of the locality need to be considered and whether a billboard would be
visually obtrusive over long viewing distances (eg key axial views, significant view shafts,
etc).
•

A loss of a sense of openness can occur through the proliferation of structures, such as
freestanding large-scale billboards, which can reduce the visual connection to the sky and
viewpoints of interest (eg distant landscapes, landmark buildings, etc).

•

Consideration if a billboard is to be mounted on an appropriately scaled façade, ensuring
that the length or bulk is not visually excessive and that signs are not overhanging facades
or breaking roof lines. The location and design of billboards should fit in with the
surrounding built form and the visual bulk minimised. The size of a billboard and
relationship to a building and façade size (if mounted) needs to be assessed and the size
compared to other buildings or structures in the vicinity, including factors such as the
length of the road frontage of the site concerned and the area of display proposed.

•

Billboards are generally scaled for vehicle-based users who are transitioning quickly
through urban spaces and who often view objects, including signage at long viewing
distances. Consideration if a large-scale billboard dwarfs the visual presence of people
and activity using the street to avoid an overemphasis of car-based movement over views
gained from a pedestrian perspective within areas frequented by foot traffic. It is
considered important to tailor the character, detail and scale of signage to the majority of
users/ viewing audience of a space to ensure it is appropriate to the context.

5.2

Visual Amenity Effects

Visual amenity effects of proposals are influenced by a number of factors, including the nature of
the proposal and the townscape’s absorption capability and character of the site and the
surrounding area. Visual amenity effects are also dependent on the distance between the viewer
and the proposal, the complexity of the intervening townscape and the nature of the view. The
following factors relate to the potential visual effects of large-scale signage:
Design of Billboard and Visual Interest
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•

The design of modern LED screens appears to be a consistent standard within the
industry. The proportions of the signs vary with the decision about the format (portrait or
landscape) and the proportional length and width of the sign significantly influence their
appearance. With wall mounted signs it is important that the sign format and proportions
fit the space they are mounted on.

•

The mounting of structures has an effect on their potential visual integration with their
surroundings. With wall mounted billboards, a better integration on a facade can be
achieved through appropriate framing or backing with suitable materials that replicate the
style and design of the architectural form of the building.

•

For freestanding signs the mounting and design/appearance of the columns can
significantly influence the overall look of the billboard in its urban context. The design and
colour of columns have the potential to create either an industrial or higher quality look –
the appropriateness would depend on its context (eg in the central city a higher quality
design is to be expected than in a suburban industrial area, with gradations of design
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standard between the two (eg compare Victoria St and Colombo St case studies). A visual
difference can be achieved with a single or double pole mount, a one, double or multi
sided structure, and the colour and design, incl size of columns. It is important to also
consider the back of a billboard and its appearance if visible. For static billboards the form
of attachment to a structure or wall influences the appearance and lighting structures add
to the visual clutter. In sensitive parts of Christchurch, such as the Central City it is likely
that free-standing billboards would be considered inappropriate in many locations, if not
closely associated with a building.
•

The treatment/ landscaping of the surroundings are also a determining factor for the visual
integration into the urban fabric. In highly frequented central city neighbourhoods that need
to cater for pedestrians as well, it may be appropriate to enhance the surroundings below
a sign wall by creating a pleasant human-scale environment in the immediate context (eg
Victoria St case study with small pocket park at ground level). In some instances planting
could soften the base of columns, but its appropriateness would be context dependant
and is unlikely to be required in lower-quality environments. In more sensitive urban areas,
it may be appropriate to provide mitigating amenity, such as green walls, landscaping or
farming with the installation of a billboard to offset adverse effects of the structure.

•

It has been observed that advertising companies attach small additional signs below the
main billboard to inform the public about the ownership of the sign. Since this breaks the
outlines of billboard it is considered desirable to keep such additional advertising to a
minimum size and if possible not illuminated.

Lighting and Brightness
•

The visual effects of the sign content depends partially on the back ground that the image
is seen against. While the contents of the image is beyond the influence of the consenting
authority, it has to be assumed that visually prominent colours, text and images are chosen
by advertising agencies to attract the viewing audience’s attention. It has been observed
that red and pink colours and bold text boxes stand out visually during the day, leading to
higher prominence. When viewed against a white building façade the appearance and
prominence of white images differs significantly to viewing it against the black night sky.
In areas with high ambient light lit billboards stand out less and when viewed against a
building they appear visually less obtrusive then when viewed against the dark night sky.
Digital billboards mounted on tall masts, above the driver/viewer, appear to "hang in the
sky"; at night, which leads to higher visual effects.

•

The dimming and change of brightness of images attracts the viewers’ eye and a constant
level of brightness and transition of images without the appearance of a black image is
considered appropriate in the reviewed literature to avoid sudden appearance of images
that causes high visual effects.

•

It is essential to avoid glare for safety of drivers, cyclists and pedestrians. Therefore, a
reduction of brightness of LED billboards during night time is essential. Due to our eyes
operating in the Mesopic or Scotopic range described in Section 2.5. From these
conditions and the reason to restrict luminance a maximum luminance level could be set
at 175 cd/m2.

•

In order to keep light spill to a minimum it may be appropriate to mount louvres over lamps
illuminating static billboards. It is possible that this is not a viable solution and will add to
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the daytime visual clutter. A better way to minimise spill light would be to restrict the
intensity or output of light from the sign.
Visibility and Visual Effects, including Cumulative Effects
•

The visibility is a quantitative measurement, which does not necessarily mean a sign is
visually obtrusive from a long distance. Depending on the context there is a point where a
sign is too small to be particularly noticeable, which is a qualitative judgement. The
foreground and background to the sign, as well as surrounding visual distractions
influence the visual effects of a billboard. For the visibility analysis objects that obscure
the view on the approach have to be taken into account. For visual effects the contrast to
the surroundings and the backdrop are important, including whether the sign breaks the
skyline (ie is it seen against the sky, breaking background skyline of buildings or trees).

•

In terms of distances the first point where a billboard can first be seen/ noticed, varies
significantly, depending on foreground screening and surrounding features. Billboards with
long sight lines are attractive to advertisers, but generally lead to higher visual effects as
(depending on speed of the viewer and image dwell time) several image change overs
can be experienced.

•

It is particularly important in the wider urban context to take long distance views to
reference points in the vicinity of the sign or in the distance into account when assessing
visual effects. A setback from the road, out of the main centre of field of vision, can help
to avoid reduce effects on long distance views. It is likely that a sign has an optimum
viewing distance where it is clearly legible (eg if too close a sign becomes pixelated or if
too far images and words become indistinguishable). Large signs may not be suitable for
a pedestrian environment with slow moving speed and close viewing distances for this
reason.

•

Location and design of signs can determine the cumulative effect of visual clutter
experienced within an area, including the number and sizes of existing directional signage
and any other existing outdoor advertisements either on the site concerned or immediately
adjoining. As part of an assessment of effects other sources of light, such as outdoor
lighting and existing signage, including existing on-premise signs, buildings, structures
and objects need to be considered. Visual clutter can result in a loss of visual coherence
of the character and amenity of the environment. If multiple signs are considered,
appropriate separation distances need to be determined and it may be suitable to consider
visual variation in signage and whether the cumulative effect of signs creates a visual
imbalance in the street scene. To limit this potential cumulative effect12 a minimum
distance between signs could be considered, ie. to have a maximum of one sign within
any 100m viewing distance.

Difference between Digital and Static Billboards
•

During day time the change of images is the main differentiator between static and digital
billboards. The effect is determined by the time of image shown (dwell time) and type of
transition including transition time, movement of image, black in between change over.
Important that no dimming but consistent brightness with one image dissolving into the

12

see image Page 22 showing recent example of installation of two signs on Main South Road just south of Halswell Junction Road
intersection
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next. Strictly speaking, consistent brightness is difficult to achieve because of the
differences in brightness between different coloured images.
•

Code of Industry Practice in US Outdoor Advertising Association states that full-sized
billboards should not feature animation, flashing lights, scrolling or full-motion video.

6.0 Recommendations/ Best Practice Guidance
A number of recommendations can be made based on the international literature review in this
report and on findings from the case studies within the Christchurch context.

Context
•

Signs as secondary urban elements: For free-standing signs the disruption of important
axial views, sightlines to landmarks (landscape and buildings) should be avoided and
ensure that billboards do not affect sensitive views (eg outlook to parks and open space).
Avoid mounting of signs on trees, slopes, river banks and bridges or at a grade. Signs
should not be of the same scale as buildings, streets or other primary urban elements. For
areas frequented by pedestrians it is necessary to take into account a human scale for
billboards. Ensure that the unattractive back of billboards (or rear of structure) is not
visually exposed. No billboards should be installed at a grade to increase their viewing
height.

•

Legibility and identification: Generally on-premise advertising/ signage is considered more
acceptable, as it has benefits in terms of legibility and identification, which makes it
fundamentally different from non-site related advertising which lacks these spatial or
place-based benefits.

•

Visual backdrop and Size: It is often preferable if a sign is back dropped by built form and
not viewed against the sky. This may determine an appropriate height depending on
viewing distances and angles. The size of a billboard also is an important factor in
determining its overall visual impact, as well as the structure and the location of the
structure, which influence how the billboard sits within the context. These factors are
important considerations independent whether a sign is illuminated or not. A maximum
area of anyone billboard to be set at 35m2 would generally be considered appropriate.

•

Avoid significant buildings / spaces / views / natural landscapes: For wall-mounted
billboards, it is considered important to avoid architecturally important, historic or public
buildings and to provide design solution that are sympathetic to the built form. Ensure that
signs do not inhibit the visual interaction of a building with the street scene context and
that an unattractive industrial appearance can be avoided.

•

Integration with architecture: The visual amenity effects on a landscape or townscape are
an important factor for consideration and it is recommended to take into account the
potential for mitigation of any adverse amenity effects through specific design solutions for
the sign, mounting or framing. Some amenity/ visual effects could potentially be offset with
enhancement of the immediate surroundings of a billboard. Assess not only the sign itself,
but also the method of mounting, including the design and colour of columns, framing of
wall mounts. Integration with architectural features with a choice of appropriate materials
and colours are encouraged to provide visual interest; the use of high quality, durable and
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easily maintained materials on the exterior of buildings is encouraged (with attention to
details such as fixings and projections).
•

Appropriateness related to zoning: More appropriate in industrial / strip based commercial
- less appropriate in commercial - not appropriate in residential / rural / open space /
pedestrian oriented civic areas.

Design
•

Driver safety and distraction: Avoid intersections and complex areas requiring cognitive
attention from drivers. For a 50km/h speed limit the signs have to be at least 45m away
from the intersections13. This length increases as the speed limit increases (up to 85m for
100km/h speed limit). At known crash blackspots the distance specified should be doubled
(i.e. 90m in 50km/h areas). It is recommended that only one billboard should be in a
driver’s field of vision at one time. One of the main factors that attracts the viewers’ eye in
relation to LED billboards is the change-over of image and therefore, drivers should only
be exposed to one advertisement in the sequence as they pass by. Longer change over
times may be appropriate in slow speed areas, for long viewing distances or at
intersections where drivers are exposed to the view of a billboard for longer times. All
digital signage visible from roadways (not just billboard-sized signs) should only be
allowed to display non-animated images, incorporate; no flashing lights, no moving
images, no moving shapes or text within an image. No dimming or changes in light
intensity greater than 10% either within or between images. In order to ensure that the
distracting change of images can be avoided it is recommended to set a minimum time
that each image should be displayed ("dwell time"). The following calculation should be
used to set this minimum time:
Maximum viewing distance (m) / speed limit (m/sec) x common factor of 1.5 =
Minimum viewing time for one image.
Many of the international studies have explored traffic safety issues and
recommendations are made to ensure that billboards do not obscure other signs, traffic
lights etc. this aspect is outside the scope of this report and it is recommended that this
issues be addressed separately.

•

Quality of billboard structure and attachments: Instead, make mounting visually
interesting/ attractive, and use appropriate materials that are compatible with the building
and avoid appendages to buildings (ie integrate into the built form/ walls as much as
possible); no angle mounting should be permitted off buildings. It has been observed that
advertising companies attach small additional signs below the main billboard to inform the
public about the ownership of the sign. Since this breaks the outlines of billboard it is
considered desirable to keep such additional advertising to a minimum size and if possible
not illuminated.

•

Cumulative effects: Cumulative effects of multiple signs in an area should be considered
and determination of appropriate minimum spacing and size/ proportion may be necessary
for some zones. While LED signs can lead to the consolidation of outdoor signage, as
multiple advertising copy can be displayed on the one piece of infrastructure, numerous

13
MWH guidance report clarifies distance from intersection as measured either from the traffic signal head or the
stop/giveway sign limit line, page 22
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signs within a visual catchment can also cause visual clutter. Encourage the removal or
replacement of old, poorly maintained, inadequately secured or redundant billboards and
signs. Wall mounted billboards are generally easier to integrate into the urban context
without adding visual clutter. A maximum of one billboard within a viewing distance of
100m would generally be considered appropriate.

Brightness
•

Variable brightness/ sensors: Billboards are to have variable brightness controls linked to
an automatic light sensor. Placement or location of automatic controls and light sensing
devices should be carefully considered to ensure correct ambient lighting levels are being
recorded / adjusted at all times. The light sensor should be located on top of sign unless
a good reason exists to suggest otherwise.

•

The following are considered to be good practice luminance guidelines;
Day light viewing;
≤ 6000 cd/m2 = high and excessive
5000 – 5999 cd/m2 = moderate to high
3000 – 4999 cd/m2 = moderate
1000 – 2999 cd/m2 = low to moderate
≤ 1000 cd/m2 = low
Darkness viewing;
Any individual darkness value or colour must be below 175 cd/m2
≤ 175 cd/m2 = high and excessive
125 – 174 cd/m2 = moderate to high
75 – 124 cd/m2 = moderate
26 – 74 cd/m2 = low to moderate
≤ 25 cd/m2 = low

•

Maximum luminance levels of the LED display to be set at 5500 cd/m2 during day and 175
cd/m2 at night. These maximum luminance levels to be set via an “in-built” detector /
sensor located on the billboard. The consent holder shall monitor and record the
“maximum” intensities produced by the LED display.

•

If there is a fault with the automated control system described above the complete screen
shall default to black or switch off.

•

No sign shall be permitted to have dimming or changes in light intensity greater than 10%
as the image changes.
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Brightness Measurements Case Studies
Introduction to Case Studies
To enable comparison of visual effects, it was deemed appropriate to undertake a series of
case studies within Christchurch.
Various sites were chosen with each identified as below but also described.
Case Study 1 Victoria Street sites were;
1.
2.

181 Victoria Street
104 Victoria Street

Case Study 2 Colombo Street / Moorhouse Avenue;
3.

Moorhouse Avenue / Colombo Street overbridge

Case Study 3 Sockburn Overbridge;
4.

Main South Road / Racecourse Road overbridge

Methodology
At each site we measured a number of random luminance values off various images during day
time and night time conditions.
At each billboard we recorded the readings as the image changed at a set distance of 20m from
each sign. Within each segment of the sign while the images rotated recordings were taken in
the same approximate location on each image. Maximum and minimum readings were taken
along with all readings being averaged to give a luminance value over each segment then in
turn these averages give an overall average luminance over each sign under each condition.
Readings were obtained using a hand held digital Konica Minolta LS-110 Luminance meter
Serial number 22044025 and units recorded in cd/m2. There could be several factors that could
influence each recorded value, such as movement of the meter, the time the image is within
view for a reading to be taken, colour or intensity of the image within the meters view,
tolerances within the meter and the change of environmental conditions. These influences are
reduced by using average values for each segment and for the overall billboard.
Site 1: at 181 Victoria Street a free standing, image changing LED billboard.
Approximate dimensions of this signboard are 8m wide x 4m high at 4m off the ground to the
bottom of the signboard.
Approximate maximum viewing distance = 120m and the speed limit in the area is 50km/h.
Site 2: at 104 Victoria Street a building mounted image changing LED billboard.
Approximate dimensions of this signboard are 4m wide x 10m high at 8m off the ground to the
bottom of the signboard.
Approximate maximum viewing distance = 120m and the speed limit in the area is 50km/h.
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Site 3: within a carpark area near the Colombo Street railway line overbridge and Moorhouse
Avenue / Colombo Street overbridge.
This is a free standing triangle shaped signboard that has one side with an image changing LED
signboard facing north east, another side with a static backlit LED signboard facing south east
and one side with a non-illuminated static signboard facing south west.
Approximate dimensions of each side of this signboard are 8m wide x 4m high at 4m off the
ground to the bottom of the signboard.
Approximate maximum viewing distance = 50m and the speed limit in the area is 50km/h.
Site 4: near the Main South Road / Racecourse Road overbridge.
This is a free standing dual sided signboard located on private land that has one side with an
image changing LED signboard facing north, north, east and the other side also image changing
LED facing south east. The prominent viewing angle of this signboard is as you drive south
exiting Sockburn round-about or while driving north over the overbridge.
Approximate dimensions of each side of this signboard are 8m wide x 4m high at 4m off the
ground to the bottom of the signboard.
Approximate maximum viewing distance when approaching from the east is = 160m and when
approaching from the west is = 40m. The speed limit from both directions is 60km/h.
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Case Study 1 Findings with digital luminance meter
Site 1: at 181 Victoria Street a free standing, image changing LED billboard.
Readings recorded during the day on 2-9-16 at 1.30pm in warm sunny 200 conditions.
8600
2200
2600
3600
1200
4500
3450
8528

2244
2637
8568
3387
8425
2377
2228
3003

3917
2466
8616
2280
2964
1859
5394
7671

7996
8496
1447
3679
2240
2185
7524
8552

Average for
segment = 4335
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 4108
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 4396
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 5265
cd/m2

1150
2670
5868
8044
946
2310
998
2451

1806
8156
1063
1126
900
2466
1933
7978

4914
996
3000
1565
2325
1547
8349
994

3130
2528
1259
8472
8521
4904
2671
2653

Average for
segment = 3055
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 3178
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 2961
cd/m2

Average for
segment =4267
cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during day light = 3946 cd/m2
Building luminance above the sign = 8673
Building luminance to the right of the sign = 12080
Building luminance below the sign = 2098
Building luminance to the left of the sign = 11280
Average surround luminance = 5833.
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Readings recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 at 7.05pm.
15
158
60
15
62
99
3.3

61
94
0.9
110
135
72
45

6.5
3.2
12.5
77
35
2.5
146

9.2
103
120
33
170
70
3.5

Average for
segment = 58.9
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 74
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 40.4
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 72.7
cd/m2

22
26
15
200
30
8.6
3.7

100
41
15
105
42
36
45

16
1.5
68
3.1
45
38
11

96
150
4.1
38
16
1
100

Average for
segment = 43.6
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 54.9
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 26
cd/m2

Average for
segment = 57.9
cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during darkness = 53.55 cd/m2
Building luminance above the sign = 0.8
Building luminance to the right of the sign = 1.2
Building luminance below the sign = 0.5
Building luminance to the left of the sign = 2.2
Average surround luminance = 1.2
Readings of individual colours recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 and daytime 2-9-16.
Colour

Daytime

Darkness

Light Blue
Grass Green
Dark Blue
White
Dark Red
Yellow
Grey
Black
Green

2709

40
15
1
106
3.1
106
45
13

Average all
colours

2747

1067
8574
2350
3164
1207
160
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Site 2: at 104 Victoria Street a building mounted, image changing LED billboard.
Readings recorded during the day on 2-9-16 at 1.55 pm in warm sunny 200 conditions..
1638
945
1009
1540
952
962
Average for segment = 1174
cd/m2

917
1558
896
905
1366
971
Average for segment = 1102
cd/m2

918
1531
1761
1711
969
1331
Average for segment = 1370
cd/m2

901
1027
935
921
1546
961
Average for segment = 1048
cd/m2

2316
2033
1150
2005
1055
1175
Average for segment = 1622
cd/m2

1544
2131
998
2261
1944
940
Average for segment = 1636
cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during day light = 1325 cd/m2
Sky luminance above the sign = 5650
Sky luminance to the right of the sign = 15150
Building luminance below the sign = 3161
Building luminance to the left of the sign = 4629
Average surround luminance = 7147.
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Readings recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 at 7.30pm.
0.2
5.3
29
0.2
7.8
33
Average for segment = 12.6 cd/m2

13
1.2
0.8
5.2
4.7
0.2
Average for segment = 4.2 cd/m2

15
50
0.2
7.3
55
0.2
Average for segment = 21.3 cd/m2

7.3
10.5
5.2
5.2
13
35
Average for segment = 12.7 cd/m2

14
0.1
29
14
0.5
10.5
Average for segment = 11.35 cd/m2

69
28
68
72
28
9
Average for segment = 45.7 cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during darkness = 18 cd/m2
Sky luminance above the sign = 0.1
Building luminance to the right of the sign = 0.5
Building luminance below the sign = 0.2
Building luminance to the left of the sign = 0.5
Average surround luminance = 0.325
Readings of individual colours recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 and daytime 2-9-16.
Colour

Daytime

Darkness

Blue
White
Brown
Yellow
Grey
Black
Green
Glass building

820
2209
865
1984
1079
896
1166
1868

1
100

Average all
colours

1361

45

62
52
0.1
55
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Case Study 2 Findings.
Site 3: within a carpark area near the Colombo Street railway line overbridge and Moorhouse
Avenue / Colombo Street overbridge.
Readings recorded during the day on 2-9-16 at 2.20 pm in warm sunny 200 conditions..
3191
1509
1195
4830
1735
1086
Average for
segment = 2258
cd/m2

2385
1506
540
1051
1626
526
Average for
segment = 1272
cd/m2

3083
3269
528
2488
3209
523
Average for
segment = 1733
cd/m2

2000
1652
3788
532
2008
3803
Average for
segment = 2297
cd/m2

1043
2647
1206
1051
5563
1570
Average for
segment = 2180
cd/m2

3822
4764
2672
3669
3909
2887
Average for
segment =
3620.5cd/m2

2465
1851
508
1929
1610
521
Average for
segment = 1481
cd/m2

1916
969
1200
1970
540
498
Average for
segment = 1182
cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during day light = 2003 cd/m2
Sky luminance above the sign = 4833
Sky luminance to the right of the sign = 8255
Sky luminance below the sign = 8569
Sky luminance to the left of the sign = 7577
Average surround luminance = 7308.5
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Readings recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 at 8.05pm.
15
40
115
2
41
205
Average for
segment = 70
cd/m2

136
234
0.5
32
67
0.5
Average for
segment = 78
cd/m2

95
14
0.3
100
33
0.5
Average for
segment = 40
cd/m2

107
150
0.3
108
230
0.4
Average for
segment = 99
cd/m2

41
370
85
41
377
65
Average for
segment = 163
cd/m2

256
156
168
198
184
200
Average for
segment = 194
cd/m2

161
6.2
13
120
70
8.5
Average for
segment = 63
cd/m2

108
2
0.4
108
1.5
0.4
Average for
segment = 37
cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during darkness = 93 cd/m2
Sky luminance above the sign = 0.4
Sky luminance to the right of the sign = 0.2
Column luminance below the sign = 0.86
Sky luminance to the left of the sign = 0.2
Average surround luminance = 0.365
Readings of individual colours recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 and daytime 2-9-16.
Colour

Daytime

Darkness

White Text
Green
Dark Red
Orange
Yellow
White car

3797
1586
575
2273
3516
4166

230
40
20
25
180
260

Average all
colours

2652

126
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Readings recorded during the day on 2-9-16 during sunny conditions from the side with a static
image and LED back lighting.
1333

3137

1925

2160

1448

2394

1333

1646

Average luminance for complete sign during day light = 1922 cd/m2
Sky luminance above the sign = 11720
Sky luminance to the right of the sign = 10260
Sky luminance below the sign = 10350
Sky luminance to the left of the sign = 14260
Average surround luminance = 11647.5
Readings recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 at 8.05pm with a static image and LED back
lighting.
61

145

55

95

85

130

87

81

Average luminance for complete sign during darkness = 92 cd/m2
Readings recorded during the day on 2-9-16 during sunny conditions from the side with a static
image and LED back lighting.
9990

9938

9480

1351
on
chair

9691

9290

9183

8983

Average luminance for complete sign during day light = 8488 cd/m2
It’s worth noting most of this sign was white hence high luminance levels.
Readings recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 at 8.05pm with a static image and LED back
lighting.
77

110

162

19.5
on
chair

180

185

176

158

Average luminance for complete sign during darkness = 133 cd/m2
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Case Study 3 Findings.
Site 4: near the Main South Road / Racecourse Road overbridge.
Readings recorded during the day on 2-9-16 at 3.00 pm in warm sunny 200 conditions..
1621
983
972
6067
5550
1690
6083
2711
Average for
segment = 3209
cd/m2

6300
2753
1003
2042
750
3863
2173
1874
Average for
segment = 2595
cd/m2

705
2826
1366
1219
1414
5835
3465
1263
Average for
segment = 2262
cd/m2

4715
5572
3550
4947
2073
3889
5067
5429
Average for
segment = 4405
cd/m2

6613
210
378
6024
1988
6575
1500
1429
Average for
segment = 3090
cd/m2

6227
6561
1569
376
567
5069
5131
965
Average for
segment = 3308
cd/m2

2429
6363
2741
1518
6240
5087
3856
1992
Average for
segment = 3778
cd/m2

3000
6234
1443
1215
6236
6295
4300
6256
Average for
segment = 4372
cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during day light = 3377 cd/m2
Sky luminance above the sign = 8134
Sky luminance to the right of the sign = 11820
Sky luminance below the sign = 9110
Sky luminance to the left of the sign = 8070
Average surround luminance = 9283.5
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Readings recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 at 8.30pm.
2.7
143
26
1.5
135
35
88
0.5
Average for
segment = 54
cd/m2

62
21
144
33
45
0.5
162
37
Average for
segment = 63
cd/m2

66
37
89
144
38
148
95
80
Average for
segment = 87
cd/m2

80
5.3
0.1
142
0.1
0.2
20
12
Average for
segment = 32
cd/m2

150
90
3.5
0.5
42
140
115
3.1
Average for
segment = 68
cd/m2

100
24
85
176
0.5
95
0.3
57
95
Average for
segment = 70
cd/m2

82
54
4.7
0.9
170
35
35
5.3
Average for
segment = 48
cd/m2

10
35
166
99
0.7
47
52
0.4
Average for
segment = 51
cd/m2

Above overall average luminance for complete sign during darkness = 59 cd/m2
Sky luminance above the sign = 0.2
Sky luminance to the right of the sign = 0.1
Sky luminance below the sign = 0.5
Sky luminance to the left of the sign = 0.1
Average surround luminance = 0.225
Readings of individual colours recorded during darkness on 1-9-16 and daytime 2-9-16.
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Colour

Daytime

Darkness

Red
Yellow
White
Dark Blue
Pink
Orange
Green
Bright Green
Blue
Light Blue

1820
3799
6019
600
1720
2499
2362
3540
600
1300

37
97
170
0.5
43
56
35
90
51

Average all
colours

2426

64
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Summary of Case Studies (All sites).
Site Ref

Site Name

1

181 Victoria
St
104 Victoria
St
Colombo St
LED
Changing
Colombo St
LED back
light
Colombo St
LED back
light
Sockburn
roundabout
East side

2
4a

4b

4c

5

Max Day
time
luminance
(cd/m2)
8616

Max
darkness
Luminance
(cd/m2)
200

Average
daytime
luminance
(cd/m2)
3946

Average
night time
luminance
(cd/m2)
53.55

Colour
day
time
(cd/m2)
8574

Colour
darkness
(cd/m2)

2316

72

1325

18

2209

100

5563

377

2003

93

4166

260

3137

145

1922

92

9990

185

8488

133

6613

176

3377

59

6019

170

106

From the above findings the following is considered good practice luminance levels;
Any individual day light maximum value must be below 5500 cd/m2 and it is preferable to also
have a contrast to the average surround luminance below 3 to 1.
Day light viewing;
≤ 6000 cd/m2 = high and excessive
5000 – 5999 cd/m2 = moderate to high
3000 – 4999 cd/m2 = moderate
1000 – 2999 cd/m2 = low to moderate
≤ 1000 cd/m2 = low
Darkness viewing;
Any individual darkness value or colour must be below 175 cd/m2
≤ 175 cd/m2 = high and excessive
125 – 174 cd/m2 = moderate to high
75 – 124 cd/m2 = moderate
26 – 74 cd/m2 = low to moderate
≤ 25 cd/m2 = low
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Appendix D
Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) Sketch
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Appendix E
Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections Section 3.2.2
- Equation 2
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Appendix F
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Example 57 dB contour
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